




THE RITUAL 

MAGIC MANUAL 

A Complete Course 
in Practical Magic 
DAVID GRIFFIN 

Introduction by Cris Monnastre 
Appendix by William Heidrick 

"This book is a must for anyone interested in 
personal and spiritual development. Israel Regardie 
frequently suggested that the techniques of ritual 
magic could serve as powerful psychotherapeutic 
tools, should they ever be discovered by mainstream 
psychology. This book makes many such techniques 
available as never before." 
- Cris Monnastre, Psychotherapist, Former student 
of Israel Regardie and author of the Introduction to 
the 5th Edition of Israel Regardie's "The Golden 
Dawn" 

"The Ritual Magic Manual: A Complete Course in 
Practical Magic" is a breathtaking and comprehen
sive ceremonial magic tour de force. 

Unquestionably, students of the Golden Dawn and 
the Thelemic traditions will welcome this massive 
work. Fundamental material is organized tightly for 
easy reference, and then ingeniously expanded to 
accommodate the magician's increasing levels of 
skill and understanding. Griffin's colorful and 
innovative treatment of the Enochian material 
deserves special attention and praise. " 
- Lon Milo DuQuette, Author of "The Magick of 
Thelema" and "Angels, Demons, & Gods of the 
New Millennium" 

"A comprehensive guide to Practical Magic. The 
integration of new Enochian Magic proves that the 
Golden Dawn is not just an object of historical 
curiosity, but a living, growing, and evolving 
tradition. " 
- Jean-Pascal Ruggiu, Imperator, Ahathoor Temple 
No.7, Paris, France, Hermetic Order of the Golden 
Dawn®, Author of "Les Rituels magiques de I'ordre 
hermetique de la Golden Dawn" and "Les Rituels 
d'initiation de I'ordre hermetique de la Golden 
Dawn" 

1 
GOLDEN DAWN 

PUBLISHING 

$49 • MagicINew Age 

T
he Ritual Magic Manual is the most 
comprehensive book on Practical 

Magic available today_ As useful to the 
beginner as to the accomplished Magi
cian, Witch, or Pagan, dearly written and 
easy to foUow Rituals teach you how to 
harness the power of Elemental, Astro
logical, and Sephirothic Magic. Practical 
Magic shows YOll how to llse the Rituals 
for personal and spiritual grov.'th, as well 
as to transform your environment. 

In the most significant breakthrough 
integrating Enochian, Egyptian , and 
QabaIistic Magic since the Hermetic 
Order of the Golden Dawn, David Griffin 
has herein achieved a brilliant new 
synthesis of Enochian and Astrological 
Magic. 

From the perspective of Jungian 
depth psychology, the author demon
strates how even Demonic Evocation, the 
most feared and misunderstood aspect of 
Magic, may be safely used as a powerful 
psychotherapeutic tooL Finally, he 
explains how Ritual Magic and psycho
therapy may dynamically complement 
one another_ 

D
avid Griffin is a Senior Adept of the 
Hermetic Order of the Golden 

Dawn_ He was trained in Magic by eris 
Monnastre, a leading student of Israel 
Regardie_ He is certified in Psychosynthe
sis as well as in Gestalt therapy. 

Born in San Francisco, California, he 
currendy resides in Stockholm, Sweden, 
where he te.aches �Magic privately, as welJ 
as in public let..-rutts and seminars_ 
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that the correct form this glyph changes with the phases of the moon should be employed 
\vhen the tvloon IS waxIng, should be employed for the waning Moon, () at the time of the ful1 
t-.1oon, and . a t  time of the new Moon. These alternating forms should be used whenever possible 
As a last resort, may be used as default form, although this is technically and should be 
avoided 
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Zodiacal Magic 





The Golden Dawn (The original Account of the Teachings, Rites, and Ceremonies of the Hermetic Order 
of the Golden Dawn) 









The permutations of the name derives from the Sepher Yetzirah, and may be in Aryeh 
Kaplan, Sefer Yetzirah, Tire of Creation, in Theory alld Practice, paper ed. 

p. Kaplan notes that permutations for the Signs Virgo and Pisces have been 
transposed by more recent Qabalists. version given Regardie, Tire Goldell Dawn, p includes 
this er or For a complete analysis the correct permutations, appendix by William Heidrick. 







Transcendental Magic 
1 1 8961, The Magical 

, The ColdcII Dawn, 

and Other QaballStic Writings, 

Lemegetofl The Lesser Key of 
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Trace a violet Invoking Aquarius Pentagram, while vibrating 





The Book of Ceremonial Magic 
Lemegeton Lesser Key of Solomon) 





ishing Aquarius Pentagram, while vibrating "Zinggen" [zen-ge
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27. Pierce the center of the Pentagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line 
in the center of the first Pentagram (i.e., where you began). 

28.  Go to the West of the Altar, and face East. Perform the Rite of the 
Qabalistic Cross. 



CHAPTER FIVE 

Sephirothic Magic 

"And I saw another mighty angel come down from heaven, clothed with a cloud; 
i:uld a rainbow was upon his head, and his face was as it were the sun, and his feet 
pillars of fire, and he had in his hand a little book open. And he set his right foot 
upon the sea, and his left foot upon the earth, and cried with a loud voice as when 
a lion roareth" (Revelation 10:1-3). 

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram, Malkuth 

Synopsis 

Altar: 

Tarot Reference: 
Colors: 
Scents: 

Ritual Precis 

Black Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lo
tus (or Phoenix)l Wand (wrapped), Planetary Ban
ishing Dagger, materials for the Rite of the Magi
cal Eucharist (optional). 
The Knaves or Princesses and the tens. 
Black flashing w ith complementary white. 
Dittany of Crete (Origanum Dictamnus). 

1 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
2 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of  the Hexagram. 
3.  Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration 

with Fire. 
4 .  Unwrap the Lotus Wand. 
5 .  Perform the Rite of  the Qabalistic Cross. 

, Although subsequent texts of Sephirothic Rituals mention only the Lotus Wand, the Phoenix Wand IS 
sUItable as well. When employing the Phoenix Wand in Sephirothic Magic, hold it by the white band 
When employing the Lotus Wand, hold it by the white band as well 

405 





"�n'I�IK" 

According to David Godwin, in Godwin's Cabalistic Encyclopedia Paul: Llewellyn, 
is notariqon (an abbreviation) for "Achad Rosh Achdotho Rosh Ichudo Temurahzo 

Achad," which means "One is his beginning, one is his individuality, his perm utation is one." 
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14. Trace a black Invoking Malkuth Hexagram (Southern form) while 
vibrating "�r;' ",�",�" [a-ra-re-ta] .  Trace a white Malkuth symbol 
in its center, while vibrating "n�� ':1�" [�-do-ni ha-a-rets ] .  Pro
ject black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

$ 
1 

15 .  Give the L VX Signs. 
16 .  Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'rl�� 'J1�' 
[�-do-ni ha-a-rets], I invoke you, you Forces of 'nD�O' [maJ-kutj .  

1 7. Pierce the center of  the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

18. Trace a black Invoking Malkuth Hexagram (Western form) while 
vibrating "�ii''''�'''� '' [a-ra-re-ta) . Trace a white Malkuth symbol 
in its center, while vibrating "n�� 'J11f [�-do-ni ha-a-rets] . Pro
ject black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

19 .  Give the LVX Signs. 
20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'rl�� 'J1�' 
[�-do-ni ha-a-rets], I invoke you, you Forces of 'iiD?O' [mal-kilt] . 

21 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 
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22. Trace a black Invoking Malkuth Hexagram (Northern form) while 
vibrating "Kri' iKiK" [a-ra-re-taJ. Trace a white Malkuth symbol 
in its center, while vibrating "n�iJ '�'1�" [ft.-db-ni ha-a-rHs] .  Pro
ject black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

23. Give the L VX Signs. 
24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'ri�iJ 'J'1�' 
La-da-nl ha-a-retsJ, I invoke you, you Forces of 'm::i")Q' [mal-kut) . 

25. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line 
in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began). 

26. Go to the West of the Altar, and face East. 
27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God 

Form of Geb which you continue to assume, dressed in black, olive, 
citrine, and russet with white trim, while vibrating "Geb" [gf.b] .  

28. Trace a black Invoking Malkuth Hexagram (Supreme form) while 
vibrating "Kr,'iKiK" [a-ra-re-ta]. Trace a white Malkuth symbol 
in its center, while vibrating "n�iJ '3'1�" La-da-ni ha-a-retsJ .  Pro
ject black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

$ 
1 

29. Give the L VX Signs. 
30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'n�iJ ':"i� ' 
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[il-do-ni ha-a-rets], I invoke you, you Forces of 'ri1J?Q' [mal-kut]. 
3 1 .  Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated 

twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in He
brew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vi
brate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil,3 as shown below. 
Proclaim: " In the Name of the Lord 'n�;:I ' �,�' [il-do-ni ha-a
rets] ,4 of the Archangel 'p::l?JJO' [san-dal-fon], and of the Choir of 
Angels 'C'��' [esh-emJ, I invoke you, you Forces of 'mJ?Q'  [mal
kut1 · " 

n�;; 'J'� 
lil-do-ni ha-a-rets 1 

C'iD� 
[esh-em] 

1i::l?JJO 
[san-dal-fon] 

n1J?Q 
[mal-kut1 

32. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, 
you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the 1n-

3 Note that when tracing Sigils, do not trace either the circle or the perpendicular line at the beginning 
or the end. Trace from the circle, finishIng at the perpendicular line. When tracing SigHs for Names with 
more than one v\o'ord, the sequcl"\ce of the SigHs proceeds from right to left as do the words of the Name 
in. Hebrew. Note further that when tracing Hebrew names in the air, all vowel pointation should be 
omitted 
.j The names of the Sephiroth, the Palaces of Assiah, as well as the corresponding names of God, 
Archangels, ,U\d Angels derive from Henry Cornelius Agnppa of Nettesheim (14867-1535 AD), Three 
Books of Occult Philosophy. trans. J ames Freake, ed. Donald Tyson (51. PauL Uewellyn, 1993), pp. 288-
289 and pp 468-469. 
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visible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May 
you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed 
the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I 
may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal 
Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and 
become a partaker of, the Light Divine." 

33.  Give the L VX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you 
feel the invoked Energies. 

34. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend 
your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is 
the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex 
in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine 
therein from above." 

35. Circumambulate ten times around the perimeter of the Circle. 
Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a 
clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the 
Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of 
the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Fin
ish in the Northeast. 

36. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Ado
ration of the Lord of the Universe. 

37. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: 
"It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sephi
rah of Malkuth shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation 
("Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and 
Conversation with, my Divine Genius CHoly Guardian Angel')." 

38. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equi
librates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional). 

39. Skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, 
make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or 
beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. 
This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the 
Magical Diary. 

40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional). 
41 . Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any acci

dental dissipation of its charged Force. 
42. Go to the Southeast corner. 
43. Reverse circumambulate ten times around the perimeter of the Cir

cle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, 
and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created 
earlier, reversing and diSSipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer 
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each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the di
rection you are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast. 

44. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of 
Adoration of the Lord of the Universe. 

45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God 
Form of Geb, dressed in black, olive, citrine, and russet with white 
trim. Divest yourself of the God Form of Geb, while vibrating 
"Geb" [g�b] . Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms 
which may have been assumed during preliminary Invocations 
(e.g., of the Highest Divine Force). 

46. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for the 
Sephirah of Malkuth. 

47. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
48. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
49. Knock ten times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any 

Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, 
with the Blessings of '11�iJ Tl�' [.a.-da-ni hiHi-retsJ. May there 
always be peace between us, and may you always come when you 
are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed." 

Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram, Malkuth 

1 .  Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally 
banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements. 

2 .  Stand West o f  the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite o f  the Qa
balistic Cross. 

3 .  Pick u p  your Planetary Banishing Dagger. G o  t o  the Eastern end of 
the Circle. Stand facing outward. 

4 .  Trace a black Banishing Malkuth Hexagram (Eastern form) while 
vibrating "�r;'iKi� " [a-ra-rHa].  Trace a white Malkuth glyph in 
its center, while vibrating "n�::r 'Jl�" [.a.-da-nl ha-a-rets]. Project 
black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign 
of Silence. 
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5. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

6. Trace a black B anishing Malkuth Hexagram (Southern form) 
while vibrating "�n' ltn�" [a-ra-re-tal Trace a white Malkuth 
glyph in its center, while vibrating "nt::Q 'Jl�" [;l-db-ni ha-a
rets]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 
Give the Sign of Silence. 

7. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

8. Trace a black Banishing Malkuth Hexagram (Western form) while 
vibrating "�n'l�'l�" [a-ra-re-ta]. Trace a white Malkuth glyph in 
its center, while v ibrating "jlt;:Q '�1�" l;l-do-ni ha-a-retsJ. Project 
black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign 
of Silence. 

9 .  Pierce the center of  the Hexagram, and trace a line of  white Light 
as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

10. Trace a black Banishing Malkuth Hexagram (Northern form) 
while vibrating "�n'l�l�"  [a-ra-re-ta}. Trace a white Malkuth 
glyph in its center, while vibrating "nt::Q 'Jl�" [;l-do-ni ha-a
rets]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 
Give the Sign of Silence. 
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1 1 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line 
in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began). 

1 2 .  Go to the West of the Altar and face East. 
1 3. Trace a black Banishing Malkuth Hexagram (Supreme form) 

while vibrating "�n ' i�i� " [a-ra-re-taJ. Trace a white Malkuth 
glyph in its center, while vibrating T1�i) '�1�" [£l-do-ni ha-a
rets]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

14 .  Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of 
the Key Word in closing. 
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Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram, Yesod 

Synopsis 

Al tar: Violet Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, 
Lotus Wand (wrapped), Planetary Banishing Dag
ger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist 
( optional). 

Tarot Reference: 
Colors: 
Scents: 

Ritual Precis 

The nines. 
Violet flashing with complementary yellow. 
Jasmine, ginsing, all odiferous roots. 

1 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
2 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of  the Hexagram. 
3. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration 

with Fire. 
4 .  Unwrap the Lotus Wand. 
5 .  Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross. 
6 .  Perform an Invocation of  the Highest Divine Force. 
7. Invoke Yesod in each of the four Quarters, and over the Altar 

(assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Hexa
grams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew 
Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the 
Sephirothic Hierarchy of Yesod. 

8. Circumambulate nine times. 
9 .  Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe. 
10 .  State all Magical Intentions. 
1 1 .  Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional). 
1 2 .  Shy to the corresponding Sephirothic Plane (optional). 
1 3 .  Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional). 
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand. 
15.  Reverse circumambulate nine times. 
16 .  Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual. 
1 7. Perform the Greater Banishing RituaL of the Hexagram for Yesod, 

by banishing Yesod in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the 
Altar (using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names). 

18 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
19 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
20. Declare the Temple duly closed. 
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Ritual 

1 .  G o  to the N ortheast corner. Stand facing outward, away from the 
Altar. Proclaim: "Hekas, Hekas Este Bebeloi" [he-kas he-kas es
te be-be-Ioe] .  

2 .  Go to  the West of  the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser B an
ishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 

3. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
4 .  Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration 

with Fire . 
5 .  Unwrap your Lotus Wand. 
6 .  Perform the Rite o f  the Qabalistic Cross. 
7. Perform an Invocation of the Highest Divine Force. 
S .  Pick up your Lotus Wand. Assume the God Form o f  Shu, dressed in 

violet with yellow trim, while vibrating "Shu" [shu] . 

9. Go to the Eas tern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward. 
10. Holding the Lotus Wand by the white band, trace a violet Invok

ing Yesod Hexagram (Eastern form) while vibrating "Kn'lK1K" [a
ra-re-ta] . Trace a yellow Lunar glyphS in its center, while vibrat
ing "'li ';K '1i4,J" [sha-di el kil o  Project violet Light through it, using 
the Sign of the Enterer. 

5 Note that the correct form of this Clyph changes with the phases of the moon. Employ }) when the 
Moon is waxing, Employ for the waning Moon, 0 at the time of the full Moon, and . at the time of 
the nevv Moon. USi;.' these alternating forms whel1ever possible. As a last resort, use J; as a default form, 
although this is technically incorrect a_lid should be <'Ivoided. 
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1 1 .  Give the L VX Signs. 
12 .  Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord " !J  ';I� 'liP' 
[sha-di el kiJ, I invoke you, you Forces of '1�0" [y�-sod) .  

13 .  Pierce the center of  the Hexagram, and trace a line of  white Light 
as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

14. Trace a violet Invoking Yesod Hexagram (Southern form) while 
vibrating "�ri'I�ltf' [a-ra-re-ta] . Trace a yellow Lunar glyph in 
its center, while vibrating "'!J ';I� 'l\()" [sha-di el ki) .  Project violet 
Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

$ 
1 

15.  Give the L VX Signs. 
1 6 .  Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated) :  "In the Name of the Lord " 8  '?� '10' 
[sha-di el kl], I invoke you, you Forces of '110" [y�-s6dJ. 

17. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

1 8 .  Trace a violet Invoking Yesod Hexagram (Western form) while vi
brating "�ri'I�I�" [a-ra-re-taJ . Trace a yellow Lunar glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "'8 '?� 'l\()" [sM-di el kil o Project violet 
Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 
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1 9 .  Give the LVX Signs. 
20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord " lJ  ?� 'ltO' 
[sM-di &1 ki], I invoke you, you Forces of ' 1 10" [yg-sodj. 

2 1 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

22. Trace a violet Invoking Yesod Hexagram (Northern form) while 
vibrating "�n' I�I�" [a-dt-re-ta]. Trace a yellow Lunar glyph in 
its center, while vibrating "'lJ ?� '1c;i" [sha-di el kil o  Project violet 
Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

23. Give the L VX Signs. 
24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord " lJ  ?� 'ltO' 
[sha-di &1 ki], I invoke you, you Forces of '110" [yg-sod] .  

25.  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line 
in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began). 

26. Go to the West of the Altar, and face East. 
27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God 

Form of Shu which you continue to assume, dressed in violet with 
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yellow trim, while vibrating "Shu" [shu]. 
28. Trace a violet Invoking Yesod Hexagram (Supreme form) while 

vibrating "�n'l�lll;" [a-ra-re-ta]. Trace a yellow Lunar glyph in 
its center, while vibrating "'0 ?� 'li(i" [sha-di el kil o  Project violet 
Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

$ 
1 

29. Give the LVX Signs. 
30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord " 0  ?� '10' 
[sha-di el kiJ, I invoke you, you Forces of 'liD" [y�-sod] . 

31 .  Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated 
twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in He
brew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vi
brate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. 
Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord " 0  ?� 'li(i' [sha-di el kit of 
the Archangel '?�'l:::lr [gav-re-elL and of the Choir of Angels 
'C':::l"i=?' [k�-ruv-emJ, I invoke you, you Forces of 'I�O'. ' [y!1-sOd] ." 

\ �  
'0 ?lI; 'l� 

[sha-di el ki] 
?�'l:::l� 

[gav-re-el] 



C':;liJ 
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3. Pick up your Planetary Banishing Dagger. Go to the Eastern end of 
the Circle. Stand facing outward. 

4. Trace a violet Banishing Yesod Hexagram (Eastern form) while 
vibrating "�ii'i�i�" {a-ra-re-ta) .  Trace a yellow Lunar glyph in 
its center, while vibrating "'0 l;l� 'liQ" [sha-di el kil o  Project violet 
Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Si
lence. 

5 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

6 .  Trace a violet Banishing Yesod Hexagram (Southern form) while 
vibrating "�ii''l�i�'' [a-ra-re-ta] .  Trace a yellow Lunar glyph in 
its center, while vibrating "'0 l;l� 'liQ" [sha-di el kil o Project violet 
Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Si
lence. 

7. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

8 .  Trace a violet Banishing Yesod Hexagram (Western form) while 
vibrating "�n' 'l�'l� '' [a-ra-re-ta]. Trace a yellow Lunar glyph in 
its center, while vibrating "'0 l;l� 'lc;i" [sha-di el ki]. Project violet 
Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Si
lence. 
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9. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

10.  Trace a violet Banishing Yesod Hexagram (Northern form) while 
vibrating "�n'.,�.,�" [a-ra-re-ta]. Trace a yellow Lunar glyph in 
its center, while vibrating "'0 '?� 'li;i" [sha-di el kil o  Project violet 
Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Si
lence. 

1 1 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line 
in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began) . 

1 2. Go to the West of the Altar and face East. 
13. Trace a violet Banishing Yesod Hexagram (Supreme form) while 

vibrating "�n' l�l�" [a-ra-re-taJ . Trace a yellow Lunar glyph in 
its center, while vibrating "'0 '?� 'li;i" [sha-di el kilo Project violet 
Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 
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14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of 
the Key Word in closing. 

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram, Hod 

Synopsis 

Al tar:  

Tarot Reference: 
Colors: 
Scents: 

Ritual Precis 

Orange Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, 
Lotus Wand (wrapped), Planetary Banishing Dag
ger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist 
( optional) .  
The eights. 
Orange flashing with complementary blue. 
Storax. 

1 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
3 .  Perform the Rite of P urification with Water and Consecration 

with Fire. 
4 .  Unwrap the Lotus Wand. 
5 .  Perform the Rite o f  the Qabalistic Cross. 
6.  Perform an Invocation of the Highest Divine Force. 
7 .  Invoke Hod in  each of  the four Quarters, and over the Altar 

(assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Hexa
grams and Names). Trace the appropriate SigHs and Hebrew 
Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the 
Sephirothic Hierarchy of Hod. 

8 .  Circumambulate eight times. 
9 .  Perform the Rite o f  Adoration o f  the Lord of the Universe. 
1 0 .  State all Magical Intentions. 
1 1 .  Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional). 
12. Skry to the corresponding Sephirothic Plane (optional). 
1 3 .  Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional). 
14 .  Wrap the Lotus Wand. 
1 5 .  Reverse circumambulate eight times. 
1 6 .  Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual. 
17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for Hod, 

by banishing Hod in each of the four Quarters, as well as over the 
Altar (using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names). 

1 8 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
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19. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
20. Declare the Temple duly closed. 

R i tu a l  

1 .  Go to the Northeast comer. Stand facing outward, away from the 
Altar. Proclaim: "Hekas, Hekas Este Bebeloi" [he-kas he-kas es
te be-be-Ioe} . 

2 .  G o  to  the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Ban
ishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 

3 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of  the Hexagram. 
4 .  Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration 

with Fire. 
5 .  Unwrap your Lotus Wand. 
6.  Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross. 
7 .  Perform an Invocation of  the Highest Divine Force. 
8 .  Pick u p  your Lotus Wand. Assume the God Form of Anubis, dressed 

in orange with blue trim, while vibrating "Anubis" [in-pill. 

9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward. 
10. Holding the Lotus Wand by the white band, trace an orange Invok

ing Hod Hexagram (Eastern form) while vibrating "t\!i'"l!.::"lt.:: " (a
ra-re-ta]. Trace a blue Mercury glyph in its center, while vibrating 
"!iit.::�� C';:r?�" (g,-lo-hem tsgv-a-otJ. Project orange Light through 
it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 
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1 1 .  Give the L VX Signs. 
12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated) :  "In the Name of the Lord 'ni�:t� lJ'0?�' 
[�-lo-hem ts�v-a-otL I invoke you, you Forces of ',iil' (hod]. 

1 3 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

1 4 .  Trace an orange Invoking Hod Hexagram (Southern form) while 
vibrating "�rj'i�i�" [a-ra-re-ta]. Trace a blue Mercury glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "ni�:t� C'ii"'�" [�-lo-hem tsg,v-a-ot] . Project 
orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

1 5 .  Give the L VX Signs. 
1 6 .  Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'ni�:t;) C';1"'�' 
[�-lo-hem tsgv-a-otj, I invoke you, you Forces of " 1il' [hod]. 

1 7. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

1 8 .  Trace an orange Invoking Hod Hexagram (Western form) while vi
brating "t·m' i�i�" [a-ra-riHa ] .  Trace a blue Mercury glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "ni�:t;) C'il?toI" [�-lo-hem ts�v-a-ot] . Project 
orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 
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19. Give the L VX Signs. 
20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'r,i�=;l� C';1'?�' 
[�-lb-hem ts�v-a-bt], I invoke you, you Forces of '1iil' [hbd). 

21. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

22. Trace an orange Invoking Hod Hexagram (Northern form) while 
vibrating "�n'1�1�" [a-ra-re-taJ .  Trace a blue Mercury glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "ni�=;l� C'il"�" [�-lb-hem ts�v-a-bt] . Project 
orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

23. Give the L VX Signs. 
24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'nitq� C';1?�' 
[�-lo-hem ts�v-a-ot], I invoke you, you Forces of '1iil' [hbd]. 

25. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line 
in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began). 

26. Go to the West of the Altar, and face East. 
27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God 

Form of Anubis which you continue to assume, dressed in orange 



"�n'i�i�" 
"nl��;:; C';'��" 

'ni��� 

'ni�=t;:; C';'�� '  

ni�=t� 
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39. Skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, 
make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or 
beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. 
This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the 
Magical Diary . 

40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional). 
4 1 .  Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any acci

dental dissipation of its charged Force. 
42. Go to the Southeast corner. 
43.  Reverse circumambulate eight times around the perimeter of the 

Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through 
you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you cre
ated earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the En
terer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in 
the direction you are going, w ithout stopping). Finish in the 
Southeast. 

44. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of 
Adoration of the Lord of the Universe. 

45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God 
Form of Anub is, dressed in orange with blue trim. Divest yourself of 
the G o d  Form of Anubis, while vibrating " Anubis" [In-pil] .  
Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have 
been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest 
Divine Force). 

46. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for the 
Sephirah of Hod. 

4 7. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
48. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
49. Knock eight times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any 

Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, 
with the Blessings of 'r,itq:::: C'i1?� '  [�-lo-hem ts�v-a-ot] . May 
there always be peace between us, and may you always come when 
you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed." 

Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram, Hod 

1 .  Look around, and assure yourself that you will not aCCidentally 
banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements. 

2 .  Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite o f  the Qa
balistic Cross. 

3 .  Pick u p  your Planetary Banishing Dagger. G o  to the Eastern end of 
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the Circle. Stand facing outward. 
4. Trace an orange Banishing Hod Hexagram (Eastern form) while 

vibrating "I'm'..,�..,�" [a-ra-nHiiJ. Trace a blue Mercury glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "r,iK=t� C';'?�" [�-lo-hem ts�v-a-otJ. Project 
orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the 
Sign of Silence. 

5. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

6. Trace an orange Banishing Hod Hexagram (Southern form) while 
vibrating "�n'1K1�" [a-ra-rHil]. Trace a blue Mercury glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "ni��� D'i1"�" [�-lo-hem ts�v-a-ot}. Project 
orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the 
Sign of Silence. 

7. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

8 .  Trace a n  orange Banishing Hod Hexagram (Western form) while 
vibrating "�n'iKi�" [a-nl-re-tiiJ.  Trace a blue Mercury glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "ni�=t� C'i)"�" [�-lo-hem ts�v-a-OtJ. Project 
orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the 
Sign of Silence. 
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9 .  Pierce the center o f  the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

10. Trace an orange Banishing Hod Hexagram (Northern form) while 
vibrating "�n'i�i�" [a-ra-re-taJ. Trace a blue Mercury glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "ni��� C'ii?�" [�-lo-hem ts�v-a-otJ. Project 
orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the 
Sign of Silence. 

� 2  

1 1 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line 
in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began). 

12. Go to the West of the Altar and face East. 
13. Trace an orange Banishing Hod Hexagram (Supreme form) while 

vibrating "�n'''''�i�'' [a-ra-re-taj. Trace a blue Mercury glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "ni��� C'ii?�" [�-lo-hem ts�v-a-Otj. Project 
orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 
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14.  Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of 
the Key Word in closing. 

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram, Netsach 

Synopsis 

Altar: 

Tarat Reference: 
Colors: 
Scents: 

Ritual Precis 

Green Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lo
tus Wand (wrapped), Planetary Banishing Dagger, 
materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist 
( optional) . 
The sevens. 
Green flashing with complementary red. 
Benzoin, rose, red sandalwood. 

L Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
2 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of  the Hexagram. 
3 .  Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration 

with Fire. 
4. Unwrap the Lotus Wand. 
5 .  Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross. 
6. Perform an Invocation of the Highest Divine Force. 
7. Invoke Netsach in each of the four Quarters, and over the Altar 

(assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Hexa
grams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew 
Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the 
Sephirothic Hierarchy of Netsach. 

8. Circumambulate seven times. 
9 .  Perform the Rite o f  Adoration of the Lord of the Universe. 
10.  State all Magical Intentions. 
1 1 .  Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional). 
12. Skry to the corresponding Sephirothic Plane (optional). 
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional). 
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14. Wrap the Lotus Wand. 
15. Reverse circumambulate seven times. 
1 6 .  Divest yourself of all G od Forms assumed during the Ritual. 
1 7. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for Net

sach, by banishing Netsach in each of the four Quarters, as well as 
over the Altar (using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names). 

1 8 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
19.  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
20. Declare the Temple duly closed. 

Ritual 

1 .  G o  t o  the Northeast comer. Stand facing outward, away from the 
Altar. Proclaim: "Hekas, Hekas Este Bebeloi" [he-kas he-kas es
te be-be-loe] .  

2 .  Go t o  the West o f  the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Ban
ishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 

3 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of  the Hexagram. 
4 .  Perform the Rite o f  Purification with Water and Consecration 

with Fire. 
5 .  Unwrap your Lotus Wand. 

6 .  Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross. 
7 .  Perform an Invocation o f  the Highest Divine Force. 
8 .  Pick u p  your Lotus Wand. Assume the God Form of Hathor, dressed 

in green with red trim, while vibrating "Hathor" [ket kru].  
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9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward. 
10. Holding the Lotus Wand by the white band, trace a green Invoking 

Netsach Hexagram (Eastern form) while vibrating "�r,'i�I�" [a
ra-re-ta}. Trace a red Venus glyph in its center, while vibrating 
"r,��=t� ill;1'"  [yod-he-vav-he ts�v-a-Ot) . Project green Light 
through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

1 1 .  Give the L VX Signs. 
1 2. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'r,i��� :11;1" 
[yod-he-vav-he ts�v-a-ot], I invoke you, you Forces of 'n;,;t [nH
sakI · 

13.  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

14. Trace a green Invoking Netsach Hexagram (Southern form) while 
v ibrating "�r,'I�I�" [a-ra-re-taJ. Trace a red Venus glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "ni��� :11;1' " [yod-he-vav-he ts�v-a-otl. 
Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

15 .  Give the LVX Signs. 
16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'r,i��� :11;1" 
[yod-he-vav-he ts�v-a-ot], I invoke you, you Forces of 'n:,q' [net
san 

1 7. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the 
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center of the next Hexagram will be. 
18.  Trace a green Invoking Netsach Hexagram (Western form) while 

vibrating "tolr,'i�-'K" [a-rii-re-ta J . Trace a red Venus glyph in its 
center, while vib ra ting "r,i�=t� :11;'1'" [yod-he-vav-he tsgy-a-otJ . 
Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

19.  Give the LVX Signs. 
20. Raise your arms, reaching outw ard and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'r,1tq� ;11;'1" 
[yod-he-vav-he ts�v-a-ot], 1 invoke you, you Forces of 'n�r [n€!
sak] . 

21 . Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

22. Trace a green Invoking Netsach Hexagram (Northern form) while 
vibrating "�r,'i�i�" [a-ra-re-ta] . Trace a red Venus glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "iiit9:::: :1/:1' " [yod-he-vav-he t5�v-a-Ot J .  
Project green Light through it, using the Sign o f  the Enterer. 

23. Give the LVX Signs. 
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24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 
(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'm�:;:� i11i1" 
[yod-he-vav-he ts�v-a-ot], I invoke you, you Forces of 'n-::q' [net
sak] . 

25. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line 
in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began). 

26. Go to the West of the Altar, and face East. 
27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God 

Form of Hathor which you continue to assume, dressed in green 
with red trim, while vibrating "Hathor" [kH kril l .  

28.  Trace a green Invoking Netsach Hexagram (Supreme form) while 
vibrating "tUi'1�1�" [a-ra-n":?-tiiJ. Trace a red Venus glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "nl�:;:� i11i1'" [yod-he-vav-he ts�v-a-ot] . 
Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

29. Give the LVX Signs. 
30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'ni�:;:� i11i1" 
[yod-he-vav-he tsgv-a-otJ, I invoke you, you Forces of 'n:,q' fnE!t
sakJ, 

3 1 .  Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated 
twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in He
brew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vi
brate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. 
Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord 'ni�=t� i11i1" [yod-he-vav-he 
tsgv-a-ot], of the Archangel ''?�'J�i1' fha-ne-elL and of the Choir 
of Angels 'D'i1';l�' [�-lo-hemL I invoke you, you Forces of 'n�J' [net
sak] . "  



ni�:;J� :11i1' 

C'i1?� 

?�'J�i1 
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49. Knock seven times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any 
Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, 
with the Blessings of '1ii�=t� ;:)W ' [yod-he-vav-he ts�v-a-otJ. May 
there always be peace between us, and may you always come when 
you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed." 

G reater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram, Netsach 

1.  Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally 
banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements. 

2 .  Stand West of  the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of  the Qa
balistic Cross . 

3. Pick up your Planetary Banishing Dagger. Go to the Eastern end of 
the Circle. Stand facing outward. 

4. Trace a green Banishing Netsach Hexagram (Eastern form) while 
vibrating "�li' '''�'''� ' ' [a-ra-re-ta J .  Trace a red Venus glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "lii�=;!,¥ ;11:-1''' [yod-he-vav-he tsg,v -a-otJ .  
Project green Light through it, using the Sign of  the Enterer. Give 
the Sign of Silence. 

5. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

6. Trace a green Banishing Netsach Hexagram (Southern form) while 
vibrating "�n''''�'''K '' [a-ra-re-ta). Trace a red Venus glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "nit'9� ;:),il'" [yod-he-vav-he ts�v-a-ot ] .  
Project green Light through it, using the Sign o f  the Enterer. Give 
the Sign of Silence. 
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7.  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

8. Trace a green Banishing Netsach Hexagram (Western form) while 
vibrating "�iI'I�I�" [a-ra-re-taJ. Trace a red Venus glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "n1��� C11�' " [yod-he-vav-he ts�v-a-ot J .  
Project green Light through it, using the Sign o f  the Enterer. Give 
the Sign of Silence. 

9 .  Pierce the center o f  the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

10. Trace a green Banishing Netsach Hexagram (Northern form) 
while vibrating "�r,'I�IK" [a-ra-re-taJ . Trace a fed Venus glyph 
in its center, while vibrating "ni��� en;-!''' [yod-he-vav-he tsgv-a.
at] _ Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 
Give the Sign of Silence. 
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1 1 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line 
in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began). 

12. Go to the West of the Altar and face East. 
13 .  Trace a green Banishing Netsach Hexagram (Supreme form) while 

vibrating "�n' 1tot.1�"  (a-ra-re-tal. Trace a red Venus glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "n1��� il1;" " [ybd-he-vav-he ts�v-a-ot] . 
Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

14. Go to the W est of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of 
the Key Word in closing. 

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram, Tiphareth 

Synopsis 

A l tar: 

Tarot Reference: 
Colors: 
Scents: 

Ritual Precis 

Yellow Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, 
Lotus Wand (wrapped), Planetary Banishing Dag
ger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist 
( optional) .  
The Knights or Princes and the sixes. 
Yellow flashing with complementary violet. 
Olibanum. 

1 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
2 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
3 .  Perform the Rite of  Purification with Water and Consecration 

with Fire . 
4 .  Unwrap the Lotus Wand. 
5 .  Perform the Rite o f  the Qabalistic Cross. 
6 .  Perform a n  Invocation of the Highest Divine Force. 
7 .  Invoke Tiphareth in each of the four Quarters, and over the Altar 

(assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Hexa-
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grams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew 
Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the 
Sephirothic Hierarchy of Tiphareth. 

8. Circumambulate six times. 
9 .  Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe. 
10. State all Magical Intentions. 
1 1 .  Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional). 
1 2 .  Skry to the corresponding Sephirothic Plane (optional). 
13 .  Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional). 
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand. 
15. Reverse circumambulate six times. 
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual. 
1 7. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for 

Tiphareth, by banishing Tiphareth in each of the four Quarters, 
as well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Hexagrams and 
Names) .  

1 8 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
1 9 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
20. Declare the Temple duly closed. 

Ritual 

1 .  G o  to the Northeast comer. Stand facing outward, away from the 
Altar. Proclaim: "Hekas, Hekas Este Bebeloi" [he-kas he-kas es

te be-be-loe]. 
2.  Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Ban

ishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
3 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
4.  Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration 

with Fire. 
5 .  Unwrap your Lotus Wand. 
6 .  Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross. 
7. Perform an Invocation of the Highest Divine Force. 
8 .  Pick up  your Lotus Wand. Assume the God Form of  Osiris, dressed 

in yellow with violet trim, while vibrating "Osiris" [a-serlo 
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9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward. 
10.  Holding the Lotus Wand by the white band, trace a yellow Invok

ing Tiphare th Hexagram (Eastern form) while vibra ting 
"�n' l � l � "  [a-ra-re-ta]. Trace a violet Solar glyph in its center! 
while vibrating "n.\.il1 ;:r1?� ;'1;" " [yod-he-vav-he �-lo-ha v�-da
at]. Project yellow Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

1 1 .  Give the LVX Signs. 
1 2. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated) :  "In the Name of the Lord 'r:.pl1 ::ri'� 
i11i1" [ybd-he-vav-he �-lb-ha v�-da-at], I invoke you, you Forces of 
'nl�:Jn'  [ tef-e-ret] . 

13.  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

14. Trace a yellow Invoking Tiphareth Hexagram (Southern form) 
while vibrating "�ii' l � l � "  [a-ra-re-taJ .  Trace a violet Solar 
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glyph in its center, while vibrating "ri-Pli ;:Ji'?� Cl1;'1' " [yod-ht�-vav
he �-lo-ha v�-da-atJ. Project yellow Light through it, using the 
Sign of the Enterer. 

1 5 .  Give the L VX Signs. 
1 6 .  Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated) :  "In the Name of the Lord 'n,!]l'. <Ji'?� 
Cl1;'1" [yod-he-vav-he �-lo-ha v�-da-at], I invoke you, you Forces of 
'm�::ln' [tef-e-retJ.  

1 7. Pi�rc� the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

18. Trace a yellow Invoking Tiphareth Hexagram (Western form) 
while vibrating "� n ' i � i � " [a-ra-re-taJ .  Trace a violet Solar 
glyph in its center, while vibrating "n-Pl1 ;:Ji'?� Cl1:1'" [yod-he-vav
he �-lo-ha v�-da-at]. Project yellow Light through it, using the 
Sign of the Enterer. 

19 .  Give the LVX Signs. 
20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord "n,l)11. ;::r i'?� 
Cl1:1' " [yod-he-vav-he �-lo-ha v�-da-at], I invoke you, you Forces 
of 'r1i��rl' [tef-e-ret]. 

21. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

n. Trace a yellow Invoking Tiphareth Hexagram (Northern form) 
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while vibrating "�r" I � I � "  [a-ra-re-taJ .  Trace a violet Solar 
glyph in its center, while vibrating "r,.l!11 ;:ri'� 111;"[' " [yod-he-vav
he �-lo-ha v�-da-atJ . Project yellow Light through it, using the 
Sign of the Enterer. 

23.  G ive the L VX Signs. 
24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

( and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'n.l!ll. 0j,� 
:11:1" [yod-he-vav-he �-lo-ha v�-da-atL I invoke you, you Forces of 
'nll';£Jr.' [tef-e-rH]. 

25. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line 
in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began). 

26. Go to the West of the Altar, and face East. 
27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God 

Form of Osiris which you continue to assume, dressed in yellow 
with violet trim, while vibrating "Osiris" [o-ser] . 

28. Trace a yellow Invoking Tiphareth Hexagram (Supreme form) 
while vibrating "�n' l � l � "  la-ra-re-taJ . Trace a v iolet Solar 
glyph in its center, while vibrating "n�ll 0j,� 111:1' " [yod-he-vav
he �-lo-ha v�-da-at] . Project yellow Light through it, using the 
Sign of the Enterer. 
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29. Give the L VX Signs. 
30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'nl,rli ;Ji'?� 
C11i1" [yod-he-vav-he �-lo-ha v�-da-at], I invoke you, you Forces of 
'ri"l�::JG' [tE+e-ret). 

31 .  Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated 
twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it" in He
brew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, v i
brate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. 
Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord 'mrll ;Ji'?� ;:nT ' [yOd-he-vav
he �-lo-ha v�-da-at], of the Archangel ''''��l. '  [r�-fa-el], and of 
the Choir of Angels 'w'J?Q' [m�-la-kem], I invoke you, you Forces 
of 'nl�::Jr;'  [tef-e-ret] . "  

mrn iJi'� C11;"1' 
[yod-he-vav-he �-lo-ha v�-da-atl 

C'J?Q 
[m�-la-kem] 

til�::Jn 
[te£-e-n�t ] 

'?��l 
[r�-£a-ell 

32. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: " I  invoke you, 
you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the In
visible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe . May 
you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed 
the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I 





'ii.!}"'P 

"� ii ' 1 � 1 � "  
"n'!}li iJ�';l� 
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5. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

6 .  Trace a yellow Banishing Tiphareth Hexagram (Southern form) 
while vibrating "�n ' l � l � "  [a-ra-re-ta] . Trace a violet Solar 
glyph in its center, while vibrating "nJrll iJi'?� 71,;'1'" [yod-he-vav
he �-locha v�-da-atl . Project yellow Light through it, using the 
Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence. 

7. ' Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the West.  Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

8 .  Trace a yellow Banishing Tiphareth Hexagram (Western form) 
while vibra ting "�n' l � l � "  la-ra-re-ta] .  Trace a violet Solar 
glyph in its center, while vibrating "n.l}11 iJi'?� 7l1;'i' " [yod-he-vav
he �-lo-ha v�-da-atl . Project yellow Light through it, using the 
Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence. 

9 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

10. Trace a yellow Banishing Tiphareth Hexagram (Northern form) 
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while vibrating "�n ' i � i � "  [a-ra-re-ta] . Trace a violet Solar 
glyph in its center, while vibrating "n.iJli 0'1';� ;'1'171' " [yod-he-vav
he �-lo-ha v�-da-atJ. Project yellow Light through it, using the 
Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence. 

1 1 . Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line 
in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began). 

12 .  Go to the West of the Altar and face East. 
1 3. Trace a yellow Banishing Tiphareth Hexagram (Supreme form) 

while vibrating "�n ' i � i � "  [a-rii-re- ta) . Trace a violet Solar 
glyph in its center, while vibrating "r'.iJli iJl';� i11i1' '' [yod-he-vav
he g,-lo-ha vg,-da-at]. Project yellow Light through it, using the 
Sign of the Enterer. 

14.  Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of 
the Key Word in closing. 
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Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram, Gevurah 

Synopsis 

Altar :  

Tarot Reference: 
Colors: 
Scents: 
Ritual Precis 

Red Altar doth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lotus 
Wand (wrapped), Plane:MY Banishing Dagger, 
materials for the Rite of the lYiagical Eucharist 
( op tional). 
The fives. 
Red flashing with complementary green. 
Tobacco. 

1 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
2 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
3 .  Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration 

with Fire. 
4 .  Unwrap the Lotus Wand. 
5.  Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross. 
6.  Perform an Invocation of the Highest Divine Force. 
7.  Invoke Gevurah in each of the four Quarters, and over the Altar 

(assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Hexa
grams and Names). Trace the appropriate SigHs and Hebrew 
Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the 
Sephirothic Hierarchy of Gevurah. 

8. Circumambulate five times. 
9 .  Perform the Rite o f  Adoration of the Lord o f  the Universe. 
1 0 .  State all Magical Intentions. 
1 1 .  Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional). 
12. Skry to the corresponding Sephirothic Plane (optional). 
13. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional). 
14 .  Wrap the Lotus Wand. 
1 5 .  Reverse circumambulate five times. 
1 6. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the RituaL 
1 7. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for Gevu

rah, by banishing Gevurah in each of the four Quarters, as well as 
over the Altar (using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names). 

1 8 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
1 9 . Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
20. Declare the Temple duly closed. 
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Ritual 

1 .  G o  to the Northeast comer. Stand facing outward, away from the 
Altar. Proclaim: "Hekas, Hekas Este Bebeloi" [he-kas he-kas es
te be-be-loe].  

2.  Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Ban
ishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 

3. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration 

with Fire. 
5.  Unwrap your Lotus Wand. 
6.  Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross. 
7. Perform an Invocation of the Highest Divine Force. 
8 .  Pick up your Lotus Wand. Assume the God Form of Horus, dressed in 

red with green trim, while vibrating "Horus" [kru]. 

9 .  Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward. 
10. Holding the Lotus Wand by the white band, trace a red Invoking 

Gevurah Hexagram (Eastern form) while vibrating "�n'I�IK" [a
ra-re-ta.}. Trace a green Mars glyph in its center, while vibrating 
"ii:q C'ji?�" [�-lo-hem ge-borJ. Project red Light through it, using 
the Sign of the Enterer. 
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1 1 .  Give the LVX Signs. 
12. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated)'. "In the Name of the Lord ''llJ) C'il'?�' 
(�-lo-hem ge-borl, I invoke you, you Forces of 'il:"::)), [ge-vu-ra] . 

13 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the South. Finish the line at the pOint where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

14.  Trace a red Invoking Gevurah Hexagram (Southern form) while 
Vibrating "�n'-:�'1�" [a-ra-re-ta]. Trace a green Mars glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "'1i:q C'i1';t:1" [�-lo-hem ge-bor]. Project red 
Light through i t, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

1 5 .  Give the L VX Signs. 
16 .  Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'iiJ� C';'1'';�' 
(�-lo-hem ge-borL I invoke you, you Forces of 'ii)1:J�' [ge-vu-ra) . 

1 7. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

18. Trace a red Invoking Gevurah Hexagram (Western form) while vi
brating " �n'i�l�"  (a-ra-re-ta] .  Trace a green Mars glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "iiJ� C';;';�" [g,-lb-hem ge-bor]. Project red 
Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 
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19 .  Give the LVX Signs. 
20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord ',lJ) C'iJ?�' 
[�-lo-hem ge-bor], I invoke you, you Forces of ';"r;n:n' [ge-vu-ra] . 

2 1 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

22. Trace a red Invoking Gevurah Hexagram (Northern form) while 
vibrating "�n'I�I�" [a-ra-re-ta] . Trace a green Mars glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "llJ� C'�?�" [�-lo-hem ge-bor] . Project red 
Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

23. Give the L VX Signs. 
24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'liJ� C·�?�' 
[�-lo-hem ge-borl, I invoke you, you Forces of '�:nJ)' [ge-vu-raJ .  

. '  

25. Pierce the center o f  the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line 
in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began). 

26. Go to the West of the Altar, and face East. 
27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God 

Form of Horus which you continue to assume, dressed in red with 
green trim, while vibrating "Horus" [kru]. 

28. Trace a red Invoking Gevurah Hexagram (Supreme form) while 
vibrating "�n'I�I�" [a-ra-re-ta] . Trace a green Mars glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "llJJ C'�?�" [�-lo-hem ge-borl . Project red 
Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 
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29.  Give the LVX Signs. 
30 . Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated):  "In the Name of the Lord '1i:JJ C'�7� ' 
[�-lo-hem ge-bor], I invoke you, you Forces of '�")i::1J' (ge-vu-ra] . 

. 

3 1 .  Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated 
twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in He
brew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vi
brate the Name again, while you trace its SigH, as shown below. 
Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord '1i:JJ C'�"'�' (g-lo-hem ge-bOr], 
of the Archangel '7�DJ'  (ka-ma-el], and of the Choir of Angels 
'C'8'10' [s�-raf-em], I invoke you, you Forces of 'i1")i::1J' (ge-vu-ra] . "  

1�:l:'i C'�7� 
[�-lo-hem ge-borl 

C'EnO 
[s�-raf-em] 

7�DJ 
(ka-ma-el] 

i1")i::1J 
[ge-vu-ra] 

32. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, 
you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the In
visible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May 
you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed 
the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I 
may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal 
Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and 
become a partaker of, the Light Divine." 
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33. Give the L VX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you 
feel the invoked Energies. 

34. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend 
your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is 
the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex 
in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine 
therein from above." 

35. Circumambulate five times around the perimeter of the Circle. 
Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a 
clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the 
Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of 
the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Fin
ish in the Northeast. 

36. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Ado
ration of the Lord of the Universe. 

37. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: 
"It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sephi
rah of Gevurah shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation 
('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and 
Conversation with, my Divine Genius CHoly Guardian Angel'} ." 

38. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equi
librates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional). 

39. Skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, 
make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or 
beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. 
This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the 
Magical Diary . 

40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional). 
4 1 .  Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any acci

dental dissipation of its charged Force. 
42. Go to the Southeast corner. 
43. Reverse circumambulate five times around the perimeter of the 

Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through 
you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you cre
ated earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the En
terer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in 
the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the 
Southeast .  

4 4 .  Go t o  the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of 
Adoration of the Lord of the Universe. 

45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God 
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Form of Horus, dressed in red with green trim. Divest yourself of 
the God Form of Horus, while vibrating "Horus" [kru] . Likewise 
divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been as
sumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine 
Porce). 

46. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for the 
Sephirah of Gevurah. 

47. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
48. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
49 .  Knock five times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any 

Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, 
with the Blessings of 'it:ll C':l';�'  [�-lo-hem ge-b or} . May there 
always b e  peace between us, and may you always come when you 
are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed." 

Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram, Gevurah 

1 .  Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally 
banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements. 

2 .  Stand West of  the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of  the Qa
balistic Cross. 

3. Pick up your Planetary Banishing Dagger. Go to the Eastern end of 
the Circle. Stand facing outward. 

4 .  Trace a red Banishing Gevurah Hexagram (Eastern form) while 
vibrating "�r.'i�i�" [a-ra-re-hl]. Trace a green Mars glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "itl) c'i1''?�'' [�-lo-hem ge-bor]. Project red 
Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Si
lence. 

5 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line o f  white Light 
as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

6. Trace a red Banishing Gevurah Hexagram (Southern form) while 
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vibrating "�n'I�I�" [a-ra-re-taJ . Trace a green Mars glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "ltD C'�?�" [§.-lo-hem ge-borl. Project red 
Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Si
lence. 

7. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

8 .  Trace a red Banishing Gevurah Hexagram (Western form) while 
vibrating "�n'I�I�" [a-ra-re-taJ. Trace a green Mars glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "li:J� C'71?�" [§.-lo-hem ge-bor). Project red 
Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Si
lence. 

1 
\. 

9.  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

lD. Trace a red Banishing Gevurah Hexagram (Northern form) while 
vibrating "�n'I�I�" [a-ra-re-ta). Trace a green Mars glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "I�:J) Ci'�?�" [�-lo-hem ge-bor] .  Project red 
Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Si
lence. 
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'-___ ---" 2 

1 1 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line 
in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began). 

12 . Go to the West of the Altar and face East. 
13 . Trace a red B anishing Gevurah Hexagram (Supreme form) while 

vibrating "Kr,' iKiK" [a-ra-re-ta] . Trace a green Mars glyph in its 
center, while v ibrating "ii:l� C';'i?�" lll-lb-hem ge-bbr]. Project red 
Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

14 .  Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of 
the Key Word in dosing. 

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram, Chesed 

Synopsis 

A l tar:  

Tarot Reference: 
Colors: 
Scents: 

Blue Altar doth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lo
tus Wand (wrapped), Planetary Banishing Dagger, 
materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist 
(optional ) .  
The fours. 
Blue flashing with complementary orange. 
Cedar. 
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Ritual Precis 

1 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
2.  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
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3 .  Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration 
with Fire. 

4 .  Unwrap the Lotus Wand. 
5 .  Perform the Rite of the QabaJistic Cross. 
6 .  Perform an Invocation of the Highest Divine Force. 
7. Invoke Chesed in each of the four Quarters, and over the Altar 

(assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Hexa
grams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew 
Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the 
Sephirothic Hierarchy of Chesed. 

8. Circumambulate four times. 
9 .  Perform the Rite o f  Adoration of the Lord of  the Universe. 
10.  State all Magical Intentions. 
1 1 . Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional). 
1 2 .  Skry to the corresponding Sephirothic Plane (optional). 
1 3 .  Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional). 
14 .  Wrap the Lotus Wand. 
1 5 .  Reverse circumambulate four times. 
16. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual. 
1 7. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for 

Chesed, by banishing Chesed in each of the four Quarters, as well 
as over the Altar (using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names). 

1 8 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
1 9 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram . 
20. Declare the Temple duly closed. 

Ritual 

l .  Go to the Northeast corner. Stand facing outward, away from the 
Altar. Proclaim: "Hekas, Hekas Este Bebeloi" [he-kas he-kas es
te be-be-Ioe]. 

2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Ban
ishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 

3. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
4 .  Perform the Rite o f  Purification with Water and Consecration 

with Fire. 
5 .  Unwrap your Lotus Wand. 
6. Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross. 
7. Perform an Invocation of the Highest Divine Force. 
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8.  Pick up your Lotus Wand. Assume the God Form of Isis, dressed in 
blue with orange trim, while vibrating "Isis" fe-set] . 

9 .  Go to the E astern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward. 
10. Holding the Lotus Wand by the white band, trace a blue Invoking 

Chesed Hexagram (Eastern form) while vibrating "�n'i�i�" la
ra-re-ta] . Trace an orange Jupiter glyph in its center, while vibrat
ing ,,'?� " [eI]. Project blue Light through it, using the Sign of the En
terer. 

1 1 .  Give the L VX Signs. 
12 .  Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord ,'?�' [ell, I in
voke you, you Forces of '101}' Lise-sed]. 

13. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

14.  Trace a blue Invoking Chesed Hexagram (Southern form) while 
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vibrating "�n'I�I�" [a-ra-re-ta) . Trace an orange Jupiter glyph in 
its center, while vibrating ".,�" [ell . Project blue Light through it, 
using the Sign of the Enterer. 

15 .  Give the LVX Signs. 
1 6 .  Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord '.,�' [ell, I in
voke you, you Forces of " 01)' Lke-sed] . 

1 7. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the West. Finish the line at . the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

18. Trace a blue Invoking Chesed Hexagram (Western form) while vi
brating "�rt'l�i�" [a-ra-re-ta] . Trace an orange Jupiter glyph in its 
center, while Vibrating ".,�" fel]. Project blue Light through it, us
ing the Sign of the Enterer. 

19 .  Give the LVX Signs. 
20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord '.,�' eel], I in
voke you, you Forces of " 91)' [ke-sed]. 

2 1 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

22. Trace a blue Invoking Chesed Hexagram (Northern form) while 
vibrating "�n'ltn�" [a-ra-re-ta] .  Trace an orange Jupiter glyph in 
its center, while vibrating ".,�" [ell . Project blue Light through it, 
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using the Sign of the Enterer. 

23. Give the LVX Signs. 
24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord " � ' [ell, I in
voke you, you Forces of 'ion' [!;e-sed] .  

25. Pierce the center of  the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line 
in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began). 

26. Go to the West of the Altar, and face East. 
27 . Pause and dose your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God 

Form of Isis which you continue to assume, dressed in blue with or
ange trim, while Vibrating "Isis" fe-set]. 

28. Trace a blue Invoking Chesed Hexagram (Supreme form) while vi
brating "�li''ltn�'' [a-ra-re-ta]. Trace an orange Jupiter glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "';�" [el} . Project blue Light through it, us
ing the Sign of the Enterer. 

29. Give the LVX Signs. 
30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and v ibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord ,'?� ' tel], I in
voke you, you Forces of 'lOri' [he-sed]. 

31. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated 
twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in He
brew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vi-
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brate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. 
Proclaim: 

"In the Name of the Lord '?W tel], of the Archangel '?�' Pl�'  [tsad-ke
ell, of the Choir of Angels 'C'?Q\DIJ ' [Jiash-mal-em], I invoke you, 
you Forces of 'lQn' [ke-sed) , "  

?WP 1� 
[tsad-ke-el 1  

C'?QiDlJ 
[kash-mal-em) 

lQn. 
[ke-sedj 

32. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, 
you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the In
visible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May 
you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed 
the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I 
may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal 
Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and 
become a partaker of, the Light Divine." 

33. Give the L VX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you 
feel the invoked Energies. 

34. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend 
your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is 
the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex 
in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine 
therein from above." 

35. Circumambulate four times around the perimeter of the Circle. 
Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a 
clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the 
Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of 
the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Fin
ish in the Northeast. 

36. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Ado
ration of the Lord of the Universe. 

37. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: 
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"It is  the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sephi
rah of Chesed shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation 
('Aura'), and that 1 shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and 
Conversation with, my Divine Genius ('Holy Guardian Angel') ." 

38. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equi
librates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional). 

39. Skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, 
make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or 
beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. 
This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the 
Magical Diary. 

40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional). 
4 1 .  Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any acci

dental dissipation of its charged Force. 
42. Go to the Southeast corner. 
43. Reverse circumambulate four times around the perimeter of the 

Circl.e. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through 
you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you cre
ated earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the En
terer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in 
the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the 
Southeast. 

44. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of 
Adoration of the Lord of the Universe. 

45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God 
Form of Isis, dressed in blue with orange trim. Divest yourself of 
the God Form of Isis, while vibrating "Isis" [e-sH]. Likewise di
vest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been as
sumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine 
Force). 

46. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for the 
Sephirah of Chesed. 

47. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
48. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
49. Knock four times upon the Altar and proclaim: "1 now release any 

Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, 
with the Blessings of ''i� ' [ell . May there always be peace between 
us, and may you always come when you are called. I now Declare 
this Ritual duly closed." 
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Greater Banishing Ritual of the H exagram, Chesed 

1 .  Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally 
banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical lmplements. 

2 .  Stand West o f  the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qa
b alistic Cross. 

3 .  Pick u p  your Planetary Banishing Dagger. Go t o  the Eastern end of 
the Circle. Stand facing outward. 

4 .  Trace a blue Banishing Chesed Hexagram (Eastern form) while 
vibrating "Kn'l�l�" [a-ra-re-taj . Trace an orange Jupiter glyph in 
its center, while vibrating "��" (el }. Ptoject blue Light through it, 
using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence. 

5 .  Pierce the center o f  the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

6 .  Trace a blue Banishing Chesed Hexagram (Southern form) while 
vibrating "Kn'iKIK" [a-ra-re-taj .  Trace an orange Jupiter glyph in 
its center, while vibrating "��" [elj . Project blue Light through it, 
using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence. 

7 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line o f  white Light 
as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

8 .  Trace a blue Banishing Chesed Hexagram (Western form) while 
vibrating "KrI'iK'K" fa-ra-re-taj. Trace an orange Jupiter glyph in 
its center, while vibrating ,,'?�" [ell. Project blue Light through it, 
using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence. 
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9 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

1 0 .  Trace a blue Banishing Chesed Hexagram (Northern form) while 
vibrating "�n'i�"l�" [a-ra-re-taJ. Trace an orange Jupiter glyph in 
its center, while vibrating . .  .,� .. [eI] . Project blue Light through it, 
using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence. 

1 1 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line 
in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began) . 

12.  Go to the West of the Altar and face East. 
13 .  Trace a blue Banishing Chesed Hexagram (Supreme form) while 

vibrating "�n'i�i�" [a-ra-re-ta] .  Trace an orange Jupiter glyph in 
its center, while vibrating .. .,� .. [el l .  Project blue Light through it, 
using the Sign of the Enterer. 
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14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of 
the Key Word in closing. 

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram, Binah 

Synopsis 

Altar: 

Tarot Reference: 
Colors: 
Scents: 

Ritual Precis 

Black Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lo
tus Wand (wrapped), Planetary Banishing Dagger, 
materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist 
(optional) .  
The Queens and the threes. 
Black flashing with complementary white. 
Myrrh . 

1 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual o f  the Pentagram. 
2 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
3 .  Perform the Rite of  Purification with Water and Consecration 

with Fire. 
4 .  Unwrap the Lotus Wand. 
5 .  Perform the Rite o f  the Qabalistic Cross. 
6. Perform an Invocation of the Highest Divine Force. 
7. Invoke Binah in each of the four Quarters, and over the Altar 

(assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Hexa
grams and Names) .  Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew 
Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the 
Sephirothic Hierarchy of Binah. 

8. Circumambulate three times. 
9 .  Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe. 
1 0 .  State all Magical Intentions. 
1 1 .  Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional). 
12 .  Skry to the corresponding Sephirothic PLane (optional). 
13 .  Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional). 
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1 4 .  Wrap the Lotus Wand. 
15. Reverse circumambulate three times. 
1 6 .  Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual. 
1 7. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for Binah, 

by b anishing Binah in each of the four Quarters, as well as over 
the Altar (using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names). 

1 8 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
1 9 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
20. Declare the Temple duly closed. 

Ritual 

1 .  G o  to the Northeast corner. Stand facing outward, away from the 
Altar. Proclaim: "Hekas, Hekas Este Bebeloi" [he-kiis he-kiis es
te be-be-Ioe]. 

2. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Ban
ishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 

3 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of  the Hexagram. 
4 .  Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration 

with Fire . 
S .  Unwrap your Lotus Wand. 
6 .  Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross. 
7. Perform an Invocation of the Highest Divine Force. 
8 .  Pick up your Lotus Wand. Assume the God Form of  Nut, dressed in 

black with white trim, while vibrating "Nut" [nut] . 
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9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward. 
10. Holding the Lotus Wand by the white band, trace a black Invoking 

Binah Hexagram (Eastern form) while vibrating "�n'ltn�" [a-ra
re-ta] .  Trace a white Saturn glyph in its center, while vibrating 
"C';"1?� :11;"1' " [yod-he-vav-he �-lo-hemJ.  Project black Light 
through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

1 1 .  Give the L VX Signs. 
1 2 .  Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'C'il?� illil" 
[yod-he-vav-he �-lo-hem], r invoke you, you Forces of 'ilrJ' [be
na] . 

1 3 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

14. Trace a black Invoking Binah Hexagram (Southern form) while 
vibrating "�n'l�i�" [a-ra-re-taJ .  Trace a white Saturn glyph in 
its center, while vibrating "C'il?� illil' " [yod-he-vav-he �-lo
hem]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

2 

15 .  Give the L VX Signs. 
16 .  Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'C'il?� illil" 
[yod-he-vav-he �-lo-hem], I invoke you, you Forces of 'ilrJ ' [be
na].  
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1 7 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

18. Trace a black Invoking Binah Hexagram (Western form) while vi
brating "�n'i�i�" [a-ra-re-ta]. Trace a white Saturn glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "C'i1?t-\ il1il'" [yod-he-vav-he �-lo-hemJ.  
Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

1 9 .  Give the L VX Signs. 
20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'C'il'?t-\ il1i1" 
(yod-he-vav-he �-lo-hem], 1 invoke you, you Forces of 'il;':1' [be
naJ . 

21 . Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

22. Trace a black Invoking Binah Hexagram (Northern form) while 
vibrating "�n'''''�i�'' [a-ra-re-taj. Trace a white Saturn glyph in 
its center, while vibrating "C'i1?t-\ illi1' " [yod-he-vav-he �-lo
hem}. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of  the Enterer. 

23. Give the L VX Signs. 
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24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 
(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'c';ll;� elI0" 
[yod-he-vav-he �-lo-hem], I invoke you, you Forces of ';';'J '  [be
na] . 

25. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line 
in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began). 

26. Go to the West of the Altar, and face East. 
27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God 

Form of Nut which you continue to assume, dressed in black with 
white trim, while vibrating "Nut" [nut]. 

28. Trace a black Invoking Binah Hexagram (Supreme form) while vi
brating "�n'lK"'1K" [a-ra-re-ta]' Trace a white Saturn glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "C'i1?� elli1' " [yod-he-vav-he �-lo-hem] .  
Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

2 

29.  Give the LVX Signs. 
30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'C'i1?� eli;'" 
[yod-he-vav-he �-l<)-hem], I invoke you, you Forces of 'i1rJ '  [be
na] . 

3 1 .  Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated 
twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in He
brew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vi
brate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. 
Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord 'C'i1?� elli1" [yod-he-vav-he 
�-lo-hem], of the Archangel 'l;�'p8�' [tsM-ke-el], and of the Choir 
of Angels 'C'l;ln�' (ar-el-emJ, I invoke you, you Forces of ';"1;':),' [be
na] . "  
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C';'?� :11;" 
[yod-he-vav-he �-lb-hem] 

C'��I� 
[ar-el-em] 

?�'P�� 
[tsaf-ke-el] 

;,t:;J 
[be-na] 

32. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, 
you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the In
visible. You are the Guardians of the Cates of the Universe. May 
you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed 
the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I 
may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal 
Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and 
become a partaker of, the Light Divine." 

33. Give the L VX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you 
feel the invoked Energies. 

34. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend 
your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is 
the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex 
in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine 
therein from above." 

35. Circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the Circle. 
Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a 
clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the 
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Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass b y  the Eastern end of 
the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Fin
ish in the Northeast. 

36. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Ado
ration of the Lord of the Universe. 

37. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: 
"It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sephi
rah of Binah shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation 
('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and 
Conversation with, my Divine Genius CHoly Guardian Angel') ." 

38. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equi
librates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional). 

39. Skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, 
make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or 
beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. 
This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the 
Magical Diary. 

40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional). 
4 1 .  Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any acci

dental dissipation of its charged Force. 
42. Go to the Southeast corner. 
43. Reverse circumambulate three times around the perimeter of the 

Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through 
you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you cre
ated earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the En
terer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in 
the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the 
Southeast. 

44. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of 
Adoration of the Lord of the Universe. 

45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God 
Form of Nut, dressed in black with white trim. Divest yourself of 
the God Form of Nut, while vibrating "Nut" [nut]. Likewise divest 
yourself of any other God Forms which may have been assumed 
during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force). 

46. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for the 
Sephirah of Binah. 

47. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
48. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
49 . Knock three times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any 

Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, 
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with the Blessings of 'C'(1?� i1W ' [yOd-he-vav-he g-lo-hem].  May 
there always be peace between us, and may you always come when 
you are called. I now Declare this Ritual duly closed." 

Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram, Binah 

1 .  Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally 
banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements. 

2 .  Stand West o f  the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qa
balistic Cross. 

3 .  Pick u p  your Planetary Banishing Dagger. G o  to the Eastern end of 
the Circle. Stand faCing outward. 

4 .  Trace a b lack Banishing Binah Hexagram (Eastern form) while 
Vibrating "�n'l�l�" [a-ra-re-ta]. Trace a white Saturn glyph in 
its center, while vibrating "C';-)?� i11;-)'" [yod-he-vav-he �-lo
hem). Project black Light through it, using the Sign of  the Enterer. 
Give the Sign of Silence. 

5. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

6 .  Trace a black Banishing Binah Hexagram (Southern form) while 
vibrating "�n'l � i � "  [a-ra-re-ta] . Trace a white Saturn glyph in 
its center, while vibrating "C'(1';� i1'\(1'" [yod-he-vav-he �-lo
hem] . Project black Light through it, using the Sign of  the Enterer. 
Give the Sign of Silence. 
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7. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the W est. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

8 .  Trace a black Banishing Binah Hexagram (Western form) while 
vibrating "�rl'ltn�" [a-ra-re-ta] . Trace a white Saturn glyph in 
its center, while vibrating "D'i1?� il1i1' " [yod-he-vav-he �- lo
hem].  Project black Light through it, using the Sign of  the Enterer. 
Give the Sign of Silence. 

9 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

10. Trace a black Banishing Binah Hexagram (Northern form) while 
vibrating "�n' ''�''�' '  [a-ra-re-taJ .  Trace a white Saturn glyph in 
its center, while vibrating "D'i1?� il1i1' " [y6d-he-vav-he �-16-
hem]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 
Give the Sign of Silence. 
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1 1 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line 
in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began). 

12. Go to the W est of the Altar and face East. 
1 3 .  Trace a black Banishing Binah Hexagram (Supreme form) while 

vibrating "�n'i�I�" [a-ra-re-ta] .  Trace a white Saturn glyph in 
its center, w hile vibrating "C'i1'?� i11i1' " [yod-he-vav-he �-lo
hem].  Project black Light through it, using the Sign of  the Enterer. 

1 

$ 
2 

14 .  Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of 
the Key Word in closing. 

Synopsis 

Altar :  

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram, Chokmah 

Grey Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, Lo
tus Wand (wrapped), Planetary Banishing Dagger, 
materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist 
( optional). 

Tarot Reference: The Kings and the deuces. 
Colors: 
Scents: 

Grey flashing with complementary white. 
Musk. 
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Ritual Precis 

1 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
2 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
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3 .  Perform the Rite o f  Purification with Water and Consecration 
with Fire. 

4 .  Unwrap the Lotus Wand. 
5.  Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross. 
6. Perform an Invocation of the Highest Divine Force. 
7. Invoke Chokmah in each of the four Quarters, and over the Altar 

(assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Hexa
grams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew 
Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the 
Sephirothic Hierarchy of Chokmah. 

8. Circumambulate two times. 
9.  Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe. 
10.  State all Magical Intentions. 
1 1 .  Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional). 
12 .  Skry to the corresponding Sephirothic Plane (optional). 
13 .  Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional). 
14. Wrap the Lotus Wand. 
15. Reverse circumambulate two times. 
16.  Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual. 
1 7. Perform the G reater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for 

Chokmah, by banishing Chokmah in each of the four Quarters, as 
well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Hexagrams and 
Names). 

1 8 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
19 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
20. Declare the Temple duly closed. 

Ritual 

1 .  Go to the Northeast comer. Stand faCing outward, away from the 
Altar. Proclaim: "Hekas, Hekas Este Bebeloi" (he-kiis he-kiis es
te be-be-loe]. 

2 .  Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Ban
ishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 

3 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
4. Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration 

with Fire. 
5 .  Unwrap your Lotus Wand. 
6.  Perform the Rite of the Qabalistic Cross. 
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7. Perform an Invocation of the Highest Divine Force. 
S .  Pick up your Lotus Wand. Assume the God Form of  Djehuti, dressed 

in grey with white trim, while vibrating "Djehuti" [je-hu-te ] . 

9. Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward. 
10. Holding the Lotus Wand by the white band, trace a grey Invoking 

Chokmah Hexagram (Eastern form) while vibrating "Kr,'1K1K" 
[a-ni-re-taJ. Trace a white Chokmah symbol (twelve spoked zo
diacal wheel) in its center, while vibrating ":1:" [yah]. Project grey 
Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

1 1 .  Give the LVX Signs. 
12 .  Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord ':1:' [yah], I 
invoke you, you Forces of ';-]rp�' [kOk-maJ . 

13.  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the 
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center of the next Hexagram will be. 
1 4 .  Trace a grey Invoking Chokmah Hexagram (Southern form) while 

vibrating "Kn'1InK" [a-ra-re-ta] .  Trace a white Chokmah symbol 
in its center, while vibrating "C):" [yah] . Project grey Light through 
it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

15. Give the LVX Signs. 
16. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): " In the Name of the Lord 'C): '  [yah], I 
invoke you, you Forces of ';"19�r;t' [kOls-ma]. 

17. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

18. Trace a grey Invoking Chokmah Hexagram (Western form) while 
vibrating "Kn' 1K1K" [a-ra-re-ta] . Trace a white Chokmah symbol 
in its center, while vibrating "r1:" [yah}. Project grey Light through 
it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

19 .  Give the LVX Signs. 
20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'r1:' [yah}, I 
invoke you, you Forces of ';"19�fJ' [lsok�maJ. 

21 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the 
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center of the next Hexagram will be. 
22. Trace a grey Invoking Chokmah Hexagram (Northern form) while 

vibrating "�n'l�l�" [a-ra-re-ta). Trace a white Chokmah symbol 
in its center, while vibrating ";':" ryan] . Project grey Light through 
it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

23. Give the LVX Signs. 
24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): " In the Name of the Lord ';1:' [yah] ,  I 
invoke you, you Forces of ';-)r,l::lQ' [.!sOls-ma], 

25. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line 
in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began). 

26. Go to the West of the Altar, and face East. 
27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God 

Form of Djehuti which you continue to assume, dressed in grey with 
white trim, while vibrating "Djehuti" [je-hu-te]. 

28. Trace a grey Invoking Chokmah Hexagram (Supreme form) while 
vibrating "�n'l�l�" [a-ra-re-ta]. Trace a white Chokmah symbol 
in its center, while vibrating ";1:" [yah]. Project grey Light through 

, it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

2 

29. Give the L VX Signs. 
30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 
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(and vibrate as indicated) :  "In the Name of the Lord ':1:' [yah], I 
invoke you, you Forces of ':1Q)Q' Lkok-ma). 

31. Each of the Names in the following Inv ocation should be vibrated 
twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in He
brew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vi
brate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. 
Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord ':1: '  [yah], of the Archangel 
'?�'n' [ra-ze-el], and of the Choir of Angels ':' ;�j�' [o-fa-nem], I 
invoke you, you Forces of ':1QiD' [kok-ma)." 

:1: 
[yah) 

?�'ll 
[ra-ze-el] 

C'!��i� 
[o-fa-nem) 

:1Q)Q 
[kOk-ma) 

32. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, 
you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the In
visible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May 
you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed 
the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I 
may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal 
Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and 
become a partaker of, the Light Divine." 

33. Give the L VX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you 
feel the invoked Energies. 

34. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend 
your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is 
the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex 
in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine 
therein from above." 

35. Circumambulate two times around the perimeter of the Circle. 
Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a 
clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the 
Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of 
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the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Fin
ish in the Northeast. 

36. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Ado
ration of the Lord of the Universe. 

37. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: 
"It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sephi
rah of Chokmah shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation 
('Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and 
Conversation with, my Divine Genius CHoly Guardian Angel') . "  

38. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equi
librates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional). 

39 . Skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional). When finished, 
make a sketch, drawing, or p ainting of any encountered images or 
beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. 
This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the 
Magical Diary. 

40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional). 
4 l .  Carefully wrap and p ut away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any acci

dental dissipation of its charged Force. 
42. Go to the Southeast corner. 
43. Reverse circumambulate two times around the perimeter of the 

Circle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flOWing through 
you, and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you cre
ated earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the En
terer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in 
the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the 
Southeast. 

44.  Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of 
Adoration of the Lord of the Universe. 

45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God 
Form of Djehuti, dressed in grey with white trim. Divest yourself 
of the God Form of Djehuti, while vibrating "Djehuti" [je-hu-teJ. 
Likewise divest yourself of any other God Forms which may have 
been assumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest 
Divine Force) .  

46. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of  the Hexagram for the 
Sephirah of Chokmah. 

47. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
48.  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
49. Knock two times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any 

Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, 
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with the Blessings of 'il:' [yah} May there always be peace be
tween us, and may you always come when you are called. I now De
clare this Ritual duly closed." 

Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram, Chokmah 

1 .  Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally 
banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements. 

2. Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qa
balistic Cross. 

3 .  Pick up your Planetary Banishing Dagger. Go to  the Eastern end of 
the Circle. Stand facing outward. 

4.  Trace a grey Banishing Chokmah Hexagram (Eastern form) while 
vibrating "�n'-'�.,�" [a-ra-re-ta] . Trace a white Chokmah symbol 
(twelve spoked zodiacal wheel) in its center, while vibrating ";1:" 
[yah]. Project grey Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 
Give the Sign of Silence. 

~ 
5 .  Pierce the center of  the Hexagram, and trace a line of  white Light 

as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

6 .  Trace a grey Banishing Chokmah Hexagram (Southern form) 
while vibrating "�n' -'�-'�" [a-ra-re-ta] . Trace a white Chokmah 
symbol in its center, while vibrating ";1:" [yah]. Project grey Light 
through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence . 

$ 
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7.  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the 
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center of the next Hexagram will be. 
8 .  Trace a grey Banishing Chokmah Hexagram (Western form) while 

vibrating "�l'i'l�l�" [a-ra-re-ta] . Trace a white Chokrnah symbol 
in its center, while vibrating "cr:" [yah]. Project grey Light through 
it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence. 

9 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

10. Trace a grey Banishing Chokmah Hexagram (Northern form) 
while vibrating "�n' l�l�" [a-ra-re-taJ. Trace a white Chokmah 
symbol in its center, while vibrating ";1:" [yah] . Project grey Light 
through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence. 

1 1 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line 
in the center of the first Hexagram (Le., where you began). 

1 2 .  Go to the West of the Altar and face East. 
13. Trace a grey Banishing Chokmah Hexagram (Supreme form) 

while vibrating "�l'i' l�l�" [a-ra-re-ta]. Trace a white Chokmah 
symbol in its center, while vibrating "er: " [yah] . Project grey Light 
through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 
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14.  Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of 
the Key Word in closing. 

Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram, Kether 

Synopsis 

Al tar: 

Tarot Reference: 
Colors: 
Scents: 

Ritual Precis 

White Altar cloth, candle, incense, cup of water, 
Lotus Wand (wrapped), Planetary Banishing Dag
ger, materials for the Rite of the Magical Eucharist 
(op tional) . 
The aces. 
White flashing with complementary black. 
Ambergris, almond flower. 

1 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
2.  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
3 .  Perform the Rite of  Purification with Water and Consecration 

with Fire. 
4 .  Unwrap the Lotus Wand. 
5 .  Perform the Rite of  the Qabalistic Cross. 
6.  Perform an Invocation of the Highest Divine Force. 
7.  Invoke Kether in each of the four Quarters, and over the Altar 

(assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Hexa
grams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew 
Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the 
Sephirothic Hierarchy of Kether. 

8. Circumambulate one time. 
9. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe. 
10. State all Magical Intentions. 
1 1 .  Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual (optional). 
1 2. Skry to the corresponding Sephirothic Plane (optional). 
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13 .  Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional). 
1 4 .  Wrap the Lotus Wand. 
1 5 .  Reverse circumambulate one time. 
1 6 .  Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual. 
17. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for 

Kether, by banishing Kether in each of the four Quarters, as well 
as over the Altar (using the appropriate Hexagrams and Names). 

1 8 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
19. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
20. Declare the Temple duly closed. 

Ritual 

1 .  Go t o  the Northeast corner. Stand faCing outward, away from the 
Altar. Proclaim: " Hekas, Hekas Este Bebeloi" [he-kas he-kas es
te be-be-Ioe] .  

2 ,  Go to  the West of  the Altar, facing East. Perform the Lesser Ban
ishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 

3 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
4, Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration 

with Fire. 
5 ,  Unwrap your Lotus Wand. 
6 .  Perform the Rite of  the Qabalistic Cross, 
7. Perform an Invocation of the Highest Divine Force. 
8.  Pick up your Lotus Wand. Assume the God Form of Ptah, dressed in 

white with black trim, while vibrating "Ptah" [pta]. 

9 .  Go to the Eastern end of the Circle. Stand facing outward. 
1 0 .  Holding the Lotus Wand by the white band, trace a white Invok

ing Kether Hexagram (Eastern form) while vibrating "�r,'iKl�" 
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[a-ra-re-ta] . Trace a black point (fylfot cross) in its center, while 
vibrating "jP i1�" [e-h�-ye]. Project white Light through it, using 
the Sign of the Enterer. 

1 1 .  Give the L VX Signs. 
1 2 .  Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord ';-J'.;-J�' [e-h�
ye], I invoke you, you Forces of 'In:,,. [ke-ter]. 

1 3 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

14. Trace a white Invoking Kether Hexagram (Southern form) while 
vibrating "�n'l� l�" fa-ra-re-taJ. Trace a black point in i ts center, 
while vibrating ";-J'i1�"  [e-h�-ye]. Project white Light through it, 
using the Sign of the Enterer. 

2 

15 .  Give the L VX Signs. 
1 6 .  Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord ';-J';-J�'  [e-h�
ye}, I invoke you, you Forces of 'lD:;:,' [ke-ter}. 

1 7 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

18. Trace a white Invoking Kether Hexagram (Western form) while 
Vibrating "�n'l�l�" [a-ra-re-ta]. Trace a black point in its center, 
while vibrating ";-p.;-JW [e-M-yeJ .  Project white Light through it, 
using the Sign of the Enterer. 
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1 9 .  Give the L VX Signs. 
20. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'i1',i1�' [e-M.
ye], I invoke you, you Forces of 'iri:;l' [ke-terJ. 

2l .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

22. Trace a white Invoking Kether Hexagram (Northern form) while 
vibrating "�n'l�i�" [a-ra-re-ta]. Trace a black point in its center, 
while vibrating "i1'.i1� "  [e-M-yej .  Project white Light through it, 
using the Sign of the Enterer. 

23. G ive the L VX Signs. 
24. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'i1'i1�' [e-h�

ye], I invoke you, you Forces of 'lri:;l' [ke-terJ. 
25. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 

as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line 
in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began). 

26. Go to the West of the Altar, and face East. 
27. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God 

Form of Ptah which you continue to assume, dressed in white with 

, .\ 
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black trim, while vibrating "Ptah" [pHiJ. 
28. Trace a white Invoking Kether Hexagram (Supreme form) while 

vibrating "�n'l�l�" [a-ra-re-ta]. Trace a black point in its center, 
while vibrating "i1'ry�" [e-h�-ye}. Project white Light through it, 
using the Sign of the Enterer. 

$ 
2 

29. Give the LVX Signs. 
30. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated) :  "In the Name of the Lord 'i1'i1t:l:'  [e-h�
yej, I invoke you, you Forces of '10:;)' [ke-ter}. 

3 1 .  Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated 
twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in He
brew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vi
brate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. 
Proclaim: " In the Name of the Lord ';-1'.i1 � '  [e-M.-ye}, of the 
Archangel 'li1�t?O' [m�-tat-ronJ, and of the Choir of Angels 'ilJlp;J 
nl'IJ' lkl-ot ha-ko-deshJ, I invoke you, you Forces of '10:;)' [ke-ter} ." 

i1'i1t:l: 
[e-h�-ye] 

ll1t?t?/J 
[m�-tat-ron] 
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iD1p;:1 rl�'n 
lls.l-at hii-ka-desh] 

ltD 
[ke-ter] 

32. Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, 
you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the In
visible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May 
you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed 
the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I 
may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal 
Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and 
become a partaker of, the Light Divine." 

33. Give the L VX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you 
feel the invoked Energies. 

34. Go to the N ortheast Corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend 
your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is 
the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex 
in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine 
therein from above." 

35. Circumamb ulate one time around the perimeter of the Circle. 
Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a 
clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the 
Sign of the Enterer when you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle 
(in the direction you are going, without stopping). Finish in the 
Northeast .  

36. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Ado
ration of the Lord of the Universe. 

37. State dearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: 
"It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sephi
rah of Kether shall be awakened in my Sphere of Sensation 
( 'Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, and 
Conversation with, my Divine Genius CHoly Guardian Angel ') . "  

38 . Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equi
librates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional). 
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39. Skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional) .  When finished, 
make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or 
beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. 
This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the 
Magical Diary . 

40. Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional). 
41 .  Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any acci

dental dissipation of its charged Force. 
42. Go to the Southeast corner. 
43. Reverse circumambulate one time around the perimeter of the Cir

cle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, 
and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created 
earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer 
when you pass by the Eastern end of the Circle (in the direction you 
are going, without stopping). Finish in the Southeast. 

44. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of 
Adoration of the Lord of the Universe. 

45. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God 
Form of Ptah, dressed in white with black trim. Divest yourself of 
the God Form of Ptah, while vibrating "Ptah" [pta] . Likewise di
vest yourself of any other God Forms which may have been as
sumed during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine 
Force) .  

46. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual o f  the Hexagram for the 
Sephirah of Kether. 

47. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
48 . Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
49. Knock one time upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any 

Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, 
with the Blessings of 'i1:i1� '  [e-M.-ye] . May there always be peace 
between us, and may you always come when you are called. I now 
Declare this Ritual duly closed." 

Greater Banishing Ritual of the H exagram, Kether 

1 .  Look around, and assure yourself that you will not accidentally 
banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements. 

2 .  Stand West o f  the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite o f  the Qa
balistic Cross. 

3 .  Pick u p  your Planetary Banishing Dagger. G o  to the Eastern end of 
the Circle. Stand facing outward. 
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4 .  Trace a white Banishing Kether Hexagram (Eastern form) while 
vibrating "�n' ..,�..,�" [a-ra-re-ta] . Trace a black point (fylfot cross) 
in its center, while vibrating ";'1�;'1�" [e-M-ye]. Project white Light 
through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence. 

5.  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

6 .  Trace a white Banishing Kether Hexagram (Southern form) while 
vibrating "�n' '''� '''� ' '  [a-ra-re-ta). Trace a black point in its center, 
while vibrating ";'1' ;'1�" [e-h�-ye). Project white Light through it, 
using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence. 

'* 
2 

7 .  Pierce the center of  the Hexagram, and trace a line of  white Light 
as you move to the West. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

8 .  Trace a white Banishing Kether Hexagram (Western form) while 
vibrating "�n''''�'''� '' [a-ra-re-ta]. Trace a black point in its center, 
while vibrating ":1' ;l�"  [e-h�-yel. Project white Light through it, 
using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence. 
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9.  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

10. Trace a white Banishing Kether Hexagram (Northern form) while 
vibrating "�r.'i�i�" [a-ra-re-taj. Trace a black point in its center, 
while vibrating ";,'.;,tf [e-M.-yej. Project white Light through it, 
using the Sign of the Enterer. Give the Sign of Silence. 

1 1 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line 
in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began). 

1 2 .  Go to the West of the Altar and face East. 
13. Trace a white Banishing Kether Hexagram (Supreme form) while 

vibrating "�ll' 1�1�" [a-ra-re-taJ. Trace a black point in its center, 
while vibrating ";'� 0�" [e-h�-yel .  Project white Light through it, 
using the Sign of the Enterer. 

* 
2 

14. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of 
the Key Word in closing. 



f, Note orientations given within the text of this H.itual are not always precise, due to the 
difficulty of dividing a heptagram tric\ngle into dltections usually associated with a compass 
The Magician should therefore frequently refer to this illustration when performing the Ritual and 
during its Banishing. As always, this or any other Ritual performed inside the Vault of the 
Adept! all Banishmg should be omitted (see page for more information) 
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9 .  Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize the God Form of 
Ptah, dressed in white with black trim. Assume the God Form of 
Ptah, while vibrating "Ptah" [pta]. 

1 0. Holding the Lotus Wand by the white band, trace a white Invok
ing Kether Hexagram (Supreme form) while vibrating "�n'i�i�" 
[a-ra-re-ta ] .  Trace a black point in its center, while vibrating 
"i1:i1�" [e-h�-ye]. Project white Light through it, using the Sign of 
the Enterer. 

$ 
2 

1 1 .  Give the L VX Signs. 
12 .  Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'i1:i1W [e-h�
ye], I invoke you, you Forces of 'iii:;" [kEHerJ. 

13 .  Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated 
twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in He
brew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vi
brate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. 
Proclaim: " In the Name of the Lord ' i1 ' :1 � ' [e-h�-ye], of the 
Archangel '1�lti09' [m�-tat-ran], and of the Choir of Angels 'i1nt' iJ 
!ii'G' Llsi-at ha-ko-desh], I invoke you, you Forces of 'iii,:)' [ke-ter] . "  
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il'.il� 
[e-M-ye) 

ili1�0 ni'!J 
[k1-ot ha-ko-desh) 

li'tp�1J 
[m�-tat-ronl 

ID:;) 
[ke-ter] 
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14. Pause and close your eyes for a moment. Visualize again the God 
Form of Ptah, dressed in white with black trim. Divest yourself of 
the God Form of Ptah, while vibrating "Ptah" [pta). 

15 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the Southwest. Finish the line at the pOint where 
the center of the next Hexagram will be. 

16. Assume the God Form of Djehuti, dressed in grey with white trim, 
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while vibrating "Djehuti" [je-hu-teJ .  
1 7. Trace a grey Invoking Chokmah Hexagram (Supreme form) while 

vibrating "�r1'i�i�" [ a-ra-re-taJ. Trace a white Chokmah symbol 
in its center, while vibrating "i1:" [yilh] . Project grey Light through 
it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

2 

1 8 .  Give the LVX Signs. 
1 9 .  Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'i1:' [yilh], I 
invoke you, you Forces of ';-rrpr:l' L!s.6Js.-maJ. 

20. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated 
twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in He
brew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vi
brate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. 
Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord 'i1:' [yah], of the Archangel 
'':l� Tl' [ril-ze-el], and of the Choir of Angels 'o'��i�' [a-fa-nem), I 
invoke you, you Forces of 'ii9�D' [)s.bk-ma) ." 

i1', 
[yahJ 

':ll'n: 
fra-zH�lJ 

C':�i� 
[o-fa-nemJ 

ii/Prj 
[)s.oJs.-miij 

2 1 .  Divest yourself of the God Form of Djehuti, dressed in grey with 
white trim, while vibrating "Djehuti" [je-hu-teJ .  

22. Pierce the center o f  the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the Northwest. Finish the line at the point where 
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the center of the next Hexagram will be. 
23. Assume the God Form of Nut, dressed in black with white trim, 

while vibrating "Nut" [nut}. 

24 . Pause and close your eyes for a moment. .visualize again the God 
Form of Nut which you continue to assume, dressed in black with 
white trim, while vibrating "Nut" [nut].  

25. Trace a black Invoking Binah Hexagram (Supreme form) while vi
brating "�n' (�(�" [a-ra-re-ta.] . Trace a white Saturn glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "tJ'i1?� i11i1''' [yod-he-vav-he �-lo-hem ] .  
Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

26. Give the LVX Signs. 
27. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'r:;'71?� i1171" 
[ yod-he-vav-he �-lo-hem], I invoke you, you Forces of '71r:l '  [be
na] . 

28. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated 
twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in He
brew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vi-
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brate the Name again, while you trace its Sigit as shown below. 
Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord 'D'i1?� i11i1" [yod-he-vav-he 
�-lo-hemJ, of the Archangel ''/�'P�:::;' [tsaf-ke-elj, and of the Choir 
of Angels 'C'"/�l�' [itr-el-em), I invoke you, you Forces of 'i1r:l' [be
nit] . "  

C'i1?� i11i1' 
[yod-he-vav-he �-lo-hemJ 

C'7�",,\� 
[ar-el-em) 

'/�'PEJ:::; 
[tsaf-ke-elj 

i1p 
[be-na) 

29. Divest yourself of the God Form of Nut, dressed in black with 
white trim, while vibrating "Nut" [nut]. 

30. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line 
in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began) . 

31.  Assume the God Form of Isis, dressed in blue with orange trim, 
while vibrating "Isis" [e-setJ. 
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32. Trace a blue Invoking Chesed Hexagram (Supreme form) while vi
brating "�n'I�I�" [a-ra-re-ta] . Trace an orange Jupiter glyph in its 
center while vibrating "'�" [ell . Project blue Light through it, us
ing the Sign of the Enterer. 

33. Give the L VX Signs. 
34. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord " � ' [ell, I in
voke you, you Forces of '100' [M-sed]. 

35. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated 
twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in He
brew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vi
brate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. 
Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord '?� '  [el], of the Archangel 
" �'P l�' (tsad-ke-el], of the Choir of Angels 'c'';loiDlr Lkash-mal
em], I invoke you, you Forces of 'i9n' Use-sed}." 
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?�'I'l::; 
[ tsad-ke-ell 

C''?OO1J 
Lkash-mal-em) 

100 
Use-sed] 

36. Divest yourself of the God Form of Isis, dressed in blue with orange 
trim, while vibrating "Isis" [e-set). 

37. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move clockwise to the Northeast. Finish the line at the 
point where the center of the next Hexagram will be. 

38. Assume the God Form of Horus, dressed in red with green trim, 
while vibrating "Horus" Usru]. 

39. Trace a red Invoking Gevurah Hexagram (Supreme form) while 
vibrating "�n'i�i�" [a-ra-riHa). Trace a green Mars glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "'li::1' C'i1'?�" [�-lo-hem ge-bor) .  Project red 
Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 
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40. Give the L VX Signs. 
41. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord ''"11:1) C':l?�' 
[g-lo-hem ge-bOrJ, I invoke you, you Forces of ':l")lJJ' [ge-vu-raJ . 

42. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated 
twice. The first time, vibrate the Name whUe you trace it in He
brew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vi
brate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. 
Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord '\iJ.� C'iI';�' �f;.-lo-hem ge-bbrj, 
of the Archangel '?�ID ' [ka-ma-el), and of the Choir of Angels 
'1:'81[7' [sg-raf-em), I invoke you, you Forces of ':l')lJJ' [ge-vu-ra) . "  

i�JJ D'il?� 
[�-lo-hem ge-borJ 

Cl':;JliD 
[s§.-raf-emJ 

?�i'D 
[ka-ma-eIJ 

il')lJJ 
[ge-vu-raJ 
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17. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the West-southwest. Finish the line at the point 
where the center of the next Hexagram will be. 

18 .  Trace an orange Banishing Hod Hexagram (Supreme form) while 
vibrating "�r,'I�I�" [a-ra-re-ta] .  Trace a blue Mercury glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "ni�:;J� C'i1?�" [�-lo-hem ts�v-a-ot]. Project 
orange Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

19.  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the South. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

20. Trace a violet Banishing Yesod Hexagram (Supreme form) while 
vibrating "�n'"l�"l� " [a-ra-re-ta] . Trace a yellow Lunar glyph in 
its center, while vibrating "'1') ";J� '10" [sha-di el kiJ. Project violet 
Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

21 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the Southeast. Finish the line at the point where 
the center of the next Hexagram will be. 

22. Trace a black Banishing Malkuth Hexagram (Supreme form) 
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while vibrating "tUl' itn�" [a-ra-re-ta]. Trace a white Malkuth 
glyph in its center, while vibrating "n�;;J 'Jl�" [£i-db-nl ha-a
rets] . Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

23. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line 
in the center of the first Hexagram (Le., where you began). 

24. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Analysis of 
the Key Word in closing. 
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43. Divest yourself of the God Form of Horus, dressed in red with green 
trim, while vibrating "Horus" [krill .  

44. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

45. Assume the God Form of Osiris, dressed in yellow with violet trim, 
while vibrating "Osiris" [a-serlo 

46. Trace a yellow Invoking Tiphareth Hexagram (Supreme form) 
while vibrating "�n' I�I�" [a-ra-re-ta). Trace a violet Solar 
glyph in its center, while vibrating "n�rI1 ;:ri?� ;110'" [yod-he-vav
he �-la-ha v�-da-atl . Project yellow Light through it, using the 
Sign of the Enterer. 

47. Give the LVX Signs. 
48. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated) :  "In the Name of the Lord 'r,.I}"lI ;:rh� 
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;'1;"1" [yod-he-vav-he �-lo-ha v�-da-at], I invoke you, you Forces of 
'n!�=?n' [tef-e-ret] . 

49. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated 
twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in He
brew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vi
brate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. 
Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord 'mrn iJ1'?� en;," [yOd-he-vav
he �-lo-ha v�-dii.-at], of the Archangel ;,?�!? ., '  [r�-fa-el], and of 
the Choir of Angels 'C':;J70' [m�-la-kem], I invoke you, you Forces 
of 'nl�:ln' [tef-e-ret] . "  

n�l' 0i?� ;'1;"1' 
[yod-he-vav-he �-lo-ha v�-dii.-at] 

D'�79 
(m�-la-ls.em] 

m�:Jn 
[ tef�e-ret] 

?��l 
[r�-HH�I] 

50. Divest yourself of the God Form of Osiris, dressed in yellow with 
violet trim, while vibrating "Osiris" [o-ser]. 

5 1 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the West-northwest. Finish the line at the point 
where the center of the next Hexagram will be. 

52.  Assume the God Form of Hathor, dressed in green with red trim, 
while vibrating "Hathor" [Mt knl] .  
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53.  Trace a green Invoking Netsach Hexagram (Supreme form) while 
vibrating "l/;n'il/;il/;" [a-ra-re-ta] . Trace a red Venus glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "nil/;:;� �i�'" [yod-he-vav-he ts�v-a.ot] . 
Project green Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

54. Give the L VX Signs. 
55. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'nil/;:;� �i:1" 
[yod-he-vav-he ts�v-a-otL I invoke you, you Forces of 'n�J' [net
sakl · 

56. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated 
twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in He
brew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, v i
brate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. 
Proclaim: "In the N ame of the Lord 'ni�:;J� :11:1" [yod-he-vav-he 
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ts�v-a-otJ, of the Archangel '?�'J�i1' [ha-ne-ell, and of the Choir 
of Angels 'D';1"�' [�-lo-hem], I invoke you, you Forces of 'mp' [net
sakJ . "  

nl��� ili;"1' 
[yod-he-vav-he ts�v-a-otJ 

D'i1?� 
[�-lo-hemJ 

n�� 
[net-sakJ 

L;1�'j�;; 
[ha-ne-eIJ 

57. Divest yourself of the God Form of Hathor, dressed in green with 
red trim, while vibrating "Hathor" [ket kruJ .  

58.  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of  white Light 
as you move to the West-southwest. Finish the line at the point 
where the center of the next Hexagram will be. 

59. Assume the God Form of Anubis, dressed in orange with blue trim, 
while vibrating "Anubis" [in-puj . 



center, while vibrating "Ii7X:;J::: C'i1?�" [g-lo-hem tsgv-a-ot]. Project 
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67. Trace a violet Invoking Yesod Hexagram (Supreme form) while 
vibrating "�n',�1�" [a-ra-re-Hi]. Trace a yellow Lunar glyph7 in 
its center, while vibrating "'0 ';� '1i:?" [sha-di el kil o Project violet 
Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

2 

$ 
1 

68. Give the L VX Signs. 
69. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated) :  "In the Name of the Lord " 1)  ';� '1i:?' 
[sha-di el ki), I invoke you, you Forces of '110" [y�-sod]. 

7 Note that the correct form of this glyph changes with the phases of the moon. Employ lJ when the 
Moon is waxing. Employ « for the waning Moon, 0 at the time of the full Moon, and . at the time of 
the new Moon Use these alternating forms wheneV('T possible_ As a last resort, use J) as a default form, 
although this is technically incorrect and should be avoided. 



I 
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70. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated 
twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in He
brew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vi
brate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. 
Proclaim: " In the Name of the Lord " 1}  l;� 'li;i' [sha-di el kiJ, of 
the Archangel 'l;�'iJr [gav-re-elL and of the Choir of Angels 
'C'J-:l�' [k�-ruv-em], I invoke you, you Forces of 'lio" [y�-s6d] ." 

'I} l;� '10 
[sM-di el ki]  

C'Ji� 
[k�-ruv-em] 

';�'iJ� 
[gav-re-el] 

110' 

7 1 .  Divest yourself of the God Form of Shu, dressed in violet with yel
low trim, while vibrating "Shu" [shu]. 

72. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the Southeast. Finish the line at the point where 
the center of the next Hexagram will be. 

73. Assume the God Form of Geb, dressed in black, olive, citrine, and 
russet with white trim, while vibrating "Geb" [g�b] .  
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74. Trace a black Invoking Malkuth Hexagram (Supreme form) while 
vibrating "�n'i�i�" [a-ra-re-ta] . Trace a white Malkuth symbol 
in its center, while vibrating "n�;:I ':,�" [.ii-da-ni ha-a-rets] .  Pro
ject black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

$ 
1 

75. Give the L VX Signs. 
76. Raise your arms, reaching outward and slightly upward. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'ri�;:I 'J'� ' 
[ii-da-ni ha-a-rets], I invoke you, you Forces of 'm:i?o' [ mal-kut]. 

77. Each of the Names in the following Invocation should be vibrated 
twice. The first time, vibrate the Name while you trace it in He
brew (over the Hexagram, from right to left). The second time, vi
brate the Name again, while you trace its Sigil, as shown below. 
Proclaim: "In the Name of the Lord 'n�;:I 'J'�' [.ii- da-ni ha-a
rets], of the Archangel 'l �::J'TiJO' [san-dal-fan], and of the Choir of 
Angels 'C'i!)� ' [esh-em], I invoke you, you Forces of 'm�'o '  [mal
kut] ." 
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n�;:r 'jl� 
[�-do-ni ha-a-rets] 

C'iD� 
[esh-em] 

li::h"JjO 
[san-dal-fon] 

mJ?O 
[mal-kut] 
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78.  Divest yourself of the God Form of Geb, dressed in black, olive, cit
rine, and russet with white trim, while vibrating "Geb" [gf.b] .  

79. Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line 
in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began). 

80. Go to the West of the Altar, and face East. 
8 1 .  Extend your arms outward and upward. Proclaim: "I invoke you, 

you Angels of the celestial Spheres, whose dwelling is in the In
visible. You are the Guardians of the Gates of the Universe. May 
you also be the Guardians of this Mystic Sphere. Keep far removed 
the Evil and the Unbalanced. Strengthen and inspire me, so that I 
may preserve unsullied this Abode of the Mysteries of the Eternal 
Gods. Let my Sphere be pure and holy, so that I may enter in, and 
become a partaker of, the Light Divine." 

82. Give the L VX Signs, and remain thus for a short time, while you 
feel the invoked Energies. 

83. Go to the Northeast corner of the Circle, and face outward. Extend 
your arms outward and upward, and proclaim: "The visible Sun is 
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the dispenser of Light to the Earth. Let me form therefore a Vortex 
in this Chamber, that the invisible Light of the Spirit shall shine 
therein from above." 

84. Circumambulate ten times around the perimeter of the Circle. 
Imagine Magical Current flowing through you, and visualize a 
clockwise-spinning Vortex being created as you move. Give the 
Sign of the Enterer each time that you pass by the Eastern end of 
the Circle (in the direction you are going, without stopping). Fin
ish in the Northeast. 

85. Go to the West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of Ado
ration of the Lord of the Universe. 

86. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual. For example: 
"It is the Intention of this Ritual that the Energies of the Sephi
roth shall be awakened and equilibrated in my Sphere of Sensa
tion (,Aura'), and that I shall eventually attain the Knowledge of, 
and Conversation with, my Divine Genius ( 'Holy Guardian An
gel ' ) .  " 

87. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equi
librates the invoked Forces in your Sphere of Sensation (optional). 

88. Skry to the Plane of the invoked Forces (optional), When finished, 
make a sketch, drawing, or painting of any encountered images or 
beings, and write a brief description of any visionary experience. 
This material should be carefully recorded for entry into the 
Magical Diary. 

89.  Perform the Rite of the Magical Eucharist (optional). 
90. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand, to avoid any accic 

dental dissipation of its charged Force. 
9 1 .  Go to the Southeast comer. 
92.  Reverse circumambulate ten times around the perimeter of the Cir

cle. As you move, imagine Magical Current flowing through you, 
and visualize the Vortex of Magical Energy, which you created 
earlier, reversing and dissipating. Give the Sign of the Enterer 
each time that you pass by the E astern end of the Circle (in the di
rection you are going, without stopping) .  Finish in the Southeast. 

93.  Go to the West of the Altar, facing East, and perform the Rite of 
Adoration of the Lord of the Universe. 

94. Divest yourself of any God Forms which may have been assumed 
during preliminary Invocations (e.g., of the Highest Divine Force). 

95 . Perform the Supreme Banishing Ritual of the Sephiroth. 
96.  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
97. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram, 
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98.  Knock ten times upon the Altar and proclaim: "I now release any 
Spirits which may have been imprisoned by this Ritual. Go now, 
with the Blessings of 'ilii]" [yod-he-vav-hej. May there always be 
peace between us, and may you always come when you are called. I 
now Declare this Ritual duly closed." 

Supreme Banishing Ritual of the Sephiroth 

1 .  Look around, and assure yourself that you will nDt accidentally 
banish the charged Force of any consecrated Magical Implements. 

2 .  Stand West of the Altar, facing East. Perform the Rite of the Qa
balistic Cross. 

3. Pick up your Planetary Banishing Dagger. Go to the Eastern end of 
the Circle. Stand facing outward. 

4 .  Trace a white Banishing Kether Hexagram (Supreme form) while 
vibrating "�n'I�I�" [a-ra-re- taJ . Trace a black point in its center, 
while Vibrating "i1'i1�" [e-h�-yel . Project white Light through it, 
using the Sign of the Enterer. 

1 

¢ 
2 

5 .  Pierce the center of  the Hexagram, and trace a line of  white Light 
as you move to the Southwest. Finish the line at the point where 
the center of the next Hexagram will be. 

6. Trace a grey Banishing Chokmah Hexagram (Supreme form) 
while vibrating "�n'I�I�" [a-ra-re-ta]. Trace a white Chokmah 
symbol in its center, while vibrating "il:" [yah]. Project grey Light 
through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 
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7.  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the Northwest. Finish the line at the point where 
the center of the next Hexagram will be. 

8 .  Trace a black Banishing Binah Hexagram (Supreme form) while 
vib rating "�n'I�I�" [a-ra-re-ta] . Trace a white Saturn glyph in 
its center, while vibrating "C';1?� ;11;1' " [yod-he-vav-he �-lo
hem]. Project black Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

1 

$ 
2 

9.  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the East. Complete the Circle by finishing the line 
in the center of the first Hexagram (i.e., where you began). 

10. Trace a blue Banishing Chesed Hexagram (Supreme form) while 
vibrating "�n' '''���'' [a-nl-re-ta J. Trace an orange Jupiter glyph in 
its center, while vibrating "7�" [elJ . Project blue Light through it, 
using the Sign of the Enterer. 

1 1 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as y ou move clockwise to the Northeast. Finish the line at the 
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point where the center of the next Hexagram will be. 
12. Trace a red Banishing Gevurah Hexagram (Supreme form) while 

vibrating "�n'ltn�" [a-ra-re-ta]. Trace a green Mars glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "lj::J� D';1,?�" [�"lo-hem ge-bOr] . Project red 
Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

13.  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the North. Finish the line at the point where the 
center of the next Hexagram will be. 

14. Trace a yellow Banishing Tiphareth Hexagram (Supreme form) 
while vibrating "�[j' i � i � "  [a-ra-re-ta] . Trace a violet Solar 
glyph in its center, while vibrating "n.!Jll ;:ri,?� ;11;1'" [yod-he-vav
he �-lo-ha v�-da-at]. Project yellow Light through it, using the 
Sign of the Enterer. 

15 .  Pierce the center of the Hexagram, and trace a line of white Light 
as you move to the West-northwest. Finish the line at the point 
where the center of the next Hexagram will be. 

16. Trace a green Banishing Netsach Hexagram (Supreme form) while 
vibrating "�n'l�i�" [a-ra-re-ta]. Trace a red Venus glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "ni��� ;11;1'" [yod-he-vav-he ts�v-a-ot ] .  
Project green Light through it, using the Sign o f  the Enterer. 



CHAPTER SIX 

Practical and Talismanic Magic 

"I saw seven golden candlesticks; and in the midst of the seven candlesticks one like 
unto the Son of man, clothed with a garment down to the foot, and gIrt about the 
chest with a golden girdle. His head and his hairs were white like wool, as white 
as snow; and his eyes were as a flame of fire; and his feet like unto fine brass, as if 
they burned in a fumace; and his voice as the sound of many waters. And he had 
in his right hand seven stars; and out 01 hIS mouth went a sharp two-edged sword; 
and his countenance was as the sun shineth in his strength" (Revelation 1;]2-16). 

Introduction 

The Function and Aim of Magic 

By performing the Rituals in the earlier chapters of this book, the stu
dent has learned how to correctly and effectively invoke and banish 
each of the Elemental, Planetary, Zodiacal, and Sephirothic Magical 
Forces. Until the present, however, the application of these Forces to 
Practical Magic has not been discussed. Although each Ritual of the 
main body of the present work includes a Magical Intention within its 
structure, these Intentions have so far been limited to the development 
of the Sphere of Sensation ("Aura" or "Energy Body") of the Magician, 
together with the stated aspiration to come into ever greater contact 
with the source of wisdom and guidance frequently referred to as the 
Divine Genius or Holy Guardian Angel. 

The subject of Practical Magic has deliberately been postponed until 
the later chapters of the present work to counteract prevalent miscon
ceptions about the function and aim of Magic. The primary purpose of 
Magic in the Rosicrucian Tradition is personal and spiritual develop
ment, rather than the mere ability to cause things to happen in the ex-

523 
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ternal world. Although the Adept indeed develops formidable skills 
in this latter arena, such abilities are merely byproducts of Initiation 
or magical discipline, rather than their primary aim. 

Initiation into any genuine Magical Order or Tradition inevitably 
includes magical as well as psychological aspects. Appendix V, "Israel 
Regardie, The Golden Dawn, and Psychotherapy" demonstrates that, 
from a psychological perspective, genuine self initiation is virtually 
impossible. Nonetheless, under certain circumstances the solitary stu
dent can indeed accomplish the magical function of Initiation through 
discipline and persistence in the practice of Ceremonial Magic. The 
magical aims of Initiation are the systematic awakening of certain 
Forces in the Sphere of Sensation ("Aura" or "Energy Body") of the 
student, and the strengthening thereof. 

The Adept over time learns to embody, transmit, and direct ever in
creasing amounts of Magical Current. There has been a great deal of 
misunderstanding regarding Magical Current, the Energy known in 
Rosicrucian Magic as L VX [lux]. More than an intellectual idea, this 
Energy is as physically real as electricity or fire and can be felt within 
and flowing through the body. Furthermore, LVX is the Force with 
which the Magician invests his Magical Weapons and Talismans dur
ing their consecration. 

Practical Magic 
For the purposes of Practical Magic, Elemental Magic serves primarily 
to create direct effects in external reality. Astrological Magic facili
tates personal development. Sephirothic Magic is useful for spiritual 
development as well as for the attainment of certain mystical states. 

The Planets in Astrology traditionally represent particular psycho
logical drives, urges, and motivations.1 Thus Practical Planetary 
Magic assists the development and transformation of the personality. 
The Signs of the Zodiac astrologically represent twelve qualities of 
being or attitudes toward life.2 Thus Practical Zodiacal Magic serves 
to transform the way we interact with the world around us. Finally, 
the Astrological Houses "bring the chart down to earth, serving as the 
lens to focus and personalize the planetary blueprint onto the actual 
landscape of life, and dividing that landscape into twelve categories 
of experience."3 The Houses corresponding to the Zodiacal Signs like-

1 Sasportas, Howard, The Trveivc Houses: An Introductifm to the Houses i'i AstrologicaL Interpretation 
(London: Aquanan, 1985), p. 1 9  
2 fb i d  
J IbId 
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wise bring Zodiacal Magic down to earth, enabling the Magician to 
create change in external reality in the fields of experience represented 
by the Houses. In Zodiacal Magic, the Houses exactly correspond to the 
Zodiacal Signs, as they do in the Natural Zodiac (that is, with the 
first degree of Aries on the Ascendant, the first degree of Taurus on the 
cusp of the second house, the first degree of Gemini on the cusp of the 
third house, and so forth).4 

The Elements operate in the lowest of the four Qabalistic Worlds 
(called Assiah) and in the lowest of the ten Sephiroth (Malkuth). 
Since these are the realms wherein we live in the physical world, the 
Elemental Forces serve directly to create change in physical reality. 
The Magician wishing to magically cause effects in the external world 
will therefore find the Supreme Invoking Ritual of the Pentagram the 
single most important Ritual at his or her disposition. Indeed this Rit
ual can accomplish such amazing results that numerous aspiring Magi
cians never progress beyond it, or beyond a variation thereof. Such Ma
gicians, however, are like those misguided alchemists whose exclusive 
aim is to make gold. 

Whether the Magician chooses Elemental, Planetary, Zodiacal, or 
Sephirothic Forces with which to manifest a particular Magical In
tention is largely a question of discrimination. The categories listed at 
the end of the chapter will be of great assistance in this regard. For 
example, let us assume that a Magician needs money. The Supreme In
voking Ritual of the Pentagram would be a good first choice to manifest 
anything in the physical environment, since it invokes the combined 
Forces of the Elements, and since everything on the Earth contains a 
combination of each of the Elements. After consulting the categories 
given at the end of this chapter, however, the Magician could quickly 
ascertain that several additional options exist. An examination of 
these various possibilities shall serve to illustrate the primary 
differences between Elemental, Planetary, and Zodiacal Magic. 

Upon examining the categories, the Magician first notices that the 
Element of Earth rules money and material matters. Should the Magi
cian choose to work elementally, the desired result could most effec
tively be achieved by performing two separate Workings. The Supreme 
Invoking and Ritual of the Pentagram followed by the Greater 
Invoking and Ritual of the Pentagram for Earth would be an effective 
combination. The Magician would notice as well, however, that the 
Zodiacal Sign of Taurus rules materialism and that the corresponding 
Second House rules money. Whereas he or she might most readily 

4 Ibid., pp. 32,33 
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produce the funds by using Elemental Forces, the student could 
additionally transform and develop his or her relationship to money 
and materialism by employing the Forces the Zodiacal Sign of Taurus 
together with those of the Second House. Furthermore, the Magician 
could choose to work planetarily, and to transform his or her urge to 
safety and security with a Saturn Working, or urges as related to money 
and prosperity through a Jupiter Working. 

Flashing Tablets and Talismans 

Rosicrucian Magic has traditionally used Flashing Tablets or Talis
mans as focal objects for Planetary, Zodiacal, and Sephirothic Forces, 
when employing these Energies for Practical Magic. Such a physical 
link is necessary, since the Planets and the Zodiacal Signs are at
tributed to Sephiroth and Paths above Malkuth on the Tree of Life, 
and above Assiah in the four Qabalistic Worlds. Furthermore, the 
Sephiroth themselves belong to a loftier Spiritual Plane than do the 
Elements. 

A complete set of such Talismans appear as color illustrations in 
this book. These Talismans bring together various aspects of the R. R. 
et A.  C .  System, which include the employment of geometrical figures 
and colors corresponding to Magical Forces. Each corresponding color 
appears together with its contrasting or "flashing" color. This flashing 
effect is conducive to the attraction of the corresponding Magical Force 
to the Talisman. Polygons and the colors of the Queen's Scale appear in 
Talismans for the Forces attributed to the Sephiroth, since they best 
reflect the passive or receptive nature of the latter. Poly grams and the 
colors of the King's Scale appear in Talismans for the Forces attributed 
to the Paths on the Tree of Life, as these best reflect their active or 
outflowing nature. 

The Talismans in this book further include Names of God, 
Archangels, Angels, Intelligences, Spirits, Qlippoth, and Spheres, to
gether with Sigils for these Names. The Names of the Qlippoth and 
other Averse Forces appear on these illustrations only so that they 
may additionally be used as Lamens for the Magical Evocation.s It is 
best not to include these Names on Talismans. 

The student should employ the illustrations as a guide to construct 
his or her own Talismans for Practical Magic. The crafting of Talis
mans entails more than mere preparation, being essential to the Ritual, 
and should be conducted with great solemnity. Take great care in 

5 See chapter seven, "Demonic Evocation," for more information 
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selecting of the brightest possible colors, as well as in tracing the Sig
i l s .  

Ceremonial Formula o f  Magical Consecration 

The Ceremonial Formula for the Consecration of Talismans is used in 
the Rituals for the Consecration of the Elemental Weapons and Magic 
Sword published by Israel Regardie.6 Regardie sometimes used the 
Middle Pillar Ritual to consecrate Talismans as well, and elsewhere 
describes an additional means of Consecration according to the Neo
phyte Formula.7 

To consecrate a Talisman by the Ceremonial Formula, first invoke 
the respective Forces, then charge the Talisman with them. Place the 
Talisman on the Altar at the point of the Ritual following the Magical 
Intention. Trace and visualize a circle of white Light around it to 
confine the Force. Repeatedly project Magical Current into it using the 
Sign of the Enterer immediately followed by the Sign of Silence. The 
Sign of the Enterer projects the Current, and the Sign of Silence pre
vents the Force from bouncing back on the Magician. Next perform ad
ditional Invocation directly over the Talisman, repeating the appro
priate Invoking Pentagram or Hexagram, then retracing the respective 
Names and Sigils. Project additional Magical Current into the Talis
man as before. Finally, purify it with water and consecrate it with 
fire, then wrap the Talisman in silk or linen of the corresponding color 
and put it away before banishing. 

Dignity of the Planets and the Signs 

Always determine the Dignity of the Planet or the Sign of the Ritual 
before consecrating an Astrological Talisman. The Dignity of a Planet 
is detennined by its strength in the Sign where it is located, together 
with aspects it makes with other Planets at the time of the working.8 

Although of lesser importance, aspects made by the Planet with cer
tain angles of the Astrological Chart are significant as well, particu
larly with the Ascendant and the Midheaven. 

A Planet is s trongest in the Signs that it Rules, strong in the Sign of 
its Exaltation, weak in the Sign of its Depression, and weakest in the 

• Tlte Golden Dawn (The original Accounl of lite Teachings, Riles, and Ceremonies of Ihe Hemlflic Order of 
Ihe Golden Dawn) [1937J, revealed by Israel Regardie, Sixth ed. (St. Paul: Llewellyn, 1989), pp. 317-
3 2 8  
7 Ibid., p p .  384·387, 413-422-
• The correspondences of the Dignities of the Planets as used by the Golden Dawn derive from Ptolemy. 
Claudius Ptolomaeus, (100-178 AD], Telrabiblo5, The Loeb Classical Library (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1940). 
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Signs of its Detriment. Likewise, in simplest terms, a Planet is strongest 
when it is Conjunct (6), strong when Trine (,6), weak when Square (0), 
and weakest when in Opposition (rP ) with another Planet. Two 
Planets are Conjunct when they are together in an Astrological Chart, 
Trine when they are one hundred and twenty degrees apart, Square 
when they are ninety degrees apart, and in Opposition to one another 
when they are one hundred and eighty degrees apart. Astrology 
traditionally allows about five degrees variance . in these mea
surements while still considering the Aspects to be valid. 

Likewise Zodiacal Signs are strongest when occupied by Planets 
that rule them, strong when occupied by Planets in their Exaltation, 
weak when occupied by Planets in their Detriment, and weakest when 
occupied by Planets in their Depression. Aspects made by any Planet 
occupying the Sign, of course, additionally affect its Dignity. 

Always cast, therefore, a Sidereal Astrological Chart for the time 
and place of the Ritual. This is particularly important in works of Tal
ismanic MagiC, since the Chart becomes the Birth Chart of the Talis
man. It is advisable to employ the Rosicrucian Sidereal Zodiac when 
casting Charts for Rituals of Astrological Magic.9 

Dignity of the Planets in the Signs of the Zodiac 

Planet Rulership Exaltation Depression Detriment 
( Strongest) (Strong) (Weak) (Weak) 

8 Q Y !::. � 
J) Q9 tl TTl. ;0 
tJ n:p, u n:p X X , I 
<? !::., tl X n:p y, TTl. 
cJ TTl. y  ;0 Q9 tl , .n. 

2j. I , X § ;0 U, n:p 
11- ;O, Z::::: /'- Y Q9, Q 

" See "Astrology and the Rosicrucian Sidereal Zodiac" in the introduction of this book for more 
information. 
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Categories For Practical Magic 

Elemental 

Fire 

Force, energy. 
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Sperm, strength, vigor, power, dominion, au
thority, prestige, and magical Will. 
The Suit of Wands, Judgment, "The Spirit of 
the Primal Fire." 
"The Perpetual or Continuous Consciousness." 

W a t e r  

Fertility, emotion. 
Ova, productivity, generation, aesthetic 
v alues, interpersonal relationships, intu
ition, magical aspiration, pleasure, fertility, 
marriage, happiness. 
The Suit of Cups, The Hanged Man, "The 
Spirit of the Mighty Waters. "  
"The Sustaining or Stable Consciousness." 

Air 

Strife, reason. 
Conflict, competition, strength, health, sick
ness, mental processes, discipline, communi
cation, magical utterance, trouble, disputes. 
The Suit of Swords, The Fool, "The Spirit of 
Ether . "  
"The Glaring Consciousness." 

Earth 

Matter, wealth. 
The body, sense perception, money, business, 
employment, practical and material matters, 
and magical manifestation. 
The Suit of Pentacles. 
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Spirit 

Gnosis, illumination. 
All matters spiritual, e.g., spiritual guidance 
of the Elements, Holy Guardian Angel, 
Higher Self, Divine Genius, as well all Gods, 
their names, images, and cults. 

Planetary 

Saturn 

Contraction, the urge for safety and security. 
Structure, form, stability, equilibrium, re
striction, boundaries, limitations, obstacles, 
tests, endurance, time, transformation, sor
row, delays, death. 
The Universe, "The Great One of the Night 
of Time." 
"The Administrative or Worshipped Con
sciousness. " 

Jupiter 

Expansion, the benevolent and protective 
urge. 
Wealth, luck, money, generosity, prosperity, 
good fortune, happiness, intoxication with 
success, indulgence. 
The Wheel of Fortune, "The Lord of the 
Forces of Life." 
"The Desired and Sought Consciousness, or 
the Consciousness of Conciliation." 
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Mars 

Energy, action, the aggressive urge. 
Strife, courage, confrontation, combat, vic
tory, competition, ambition, force, p ower, 
muscular activity, discipline, animal nature, 
virility, sexual energies, potency, destruc
tion, fall, ruin. 
The Tower, "The Lord of the Hosts of the 
Mighty."  
"The Exciting or Palpable Consciousness." 

Sun 
Personality, the power urge. 
Vitality, individuality, ego, health, energy, 
magical current, personal and spiritual 
growth, recognition, social status, advance
ment, honors, success, leadership, authority, 
vanity, display, arrogance. 
The Sun, "Lord of the Fire of the W orId." 
"The Collecting or General Consciousness." 

Venus 
Love, the social urge. 
Affection, interpersonal relationships, sen
suality (not sex), social activities, the arts, 
aesthetic values, beauty, luxury, dissipation. 
The Empress, "Daughter of the Mighty 
Ones ."  
"The Illuminating Consciousness." 

Mercury 

Reasoning ability, the intellectual urge, ex
pression. 
Magic, communication, knowledge, educa
tion, skill, science, writing, speaking, travel, 
theft, craft, cunning. 
The Magician, "The Magus of Power." 
"The Glowing or Transparent Consciousness." 
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Moon 

Emotions, the domestic, nurturing urge. 
Fluctuation, change, alteration, undifferen
tiated lust, fertility, instincts, moods, 
dreams, desires, visions, domestic matters, 
tides, fluids, menstruation, magnetism, in
crease and decrease, as well as all related 
cyclical phenomena. 
The High Priestess, "The Priestess of the 
Silver Star." 
"The Unity Directing Consciousness. "  

Zodiacal 

Aries 

Activity, "I am."  
New beginnings, impulses, reason, control, 
dominion, war, conquest, victory, strife, am
bition, spontaneity. 
The Emperor, "Son of the Morning, Chief 
among the Mighty ." 
"The Constituting or Stabilizing Conscious
ness." 
First House. 
Identity, " I . "  
Personality, natural dispositions, general 
world outlook, self expression, persona. 

Taurus 

Stabili ty, "1 have." 
Practicality, reliability, materialism, inspi
ration, divine wisdom, mercy, beneficence, 
manifestation, explanation, teaching, occult 
wisdom. 
"The Triumphal, Eternal, or Enduring Con
sciousness." 
The Hierophant, "Magus of the Eternal 
Gods." 
Second House. 
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Values, "mine." 
Money, finance, possessions, investments, 
values, personal liberty, material debt. 

Gemini 

Versatility, "I think." 
Mental inclinations and abilities, communi
cation, speaking, writing, adaptability, 
changeabiliy, diversity, communication, in
sight, attraction, love, harmony, inspiration 
(passive and in some cases mediumistic). Mo
tive, power, and action, arising from inspira
tion and impulse. 
The Lovers, "Children of the Voice Divine, 
The Oracles of the Mighty Gods." 
"The Disposing Consciousness or Conscious
ness of the Senses." 
Third House. 
Awareness, "here ." 
Local environment (e.g., brothers and sisters), 
short journeys, means of transportation, com
munication. 

Cancer 

Devotion, "I feel." 
Emotion, intuition, nurturing, domesticity, 
health, p sychic receptivity, memory reten
tion, victory, success, triumph, (though some
times not stable and enduring). 
The Chariot, "Child of the Power of the 
Waters, Lord of the Triumph of Light." 
"The Consciousness of the House of Influx or 
Influence." 
Fourth House. 
Security, private life. 
Home, roots, real estate, property, one parent 
(usually the Mother), endings. 
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Leo 

Magnetism, "1 wilL" 
Creativity, leadership, drama, idealism, 
optimism, generosity, flamboyance, self-ex
pression, strength, courage, fortitude, some
times obstinacy. 
Strength. "Daughter of the Flaming Sword, 
Leader of the Lion." 
"The Consciousness of the Mystery of all 
Spiritual Activities . "  
Fifth House. 
Creativity, love given. 
Children, pleasure, emotional attitudes, va
cations, social affairs, love affairs, preg
nancy, fine arts, gambling, teachers, publica
tion, politics. 

Virgo 

Practicality, "1 analyze."  
Analysis, efficiency, discrimination, perfec
tionism, efficiency, conservatism, neatness, 
fussiness, prudence, labor, guidance, protec
tion, wisdom sought for and obtained from 
above. 
The Hermit, "The Magus of the Voice of 
Light, The Prophet of the Gods." 
"The Consciousness of Will." 
Sixth House. 
Duty, physical health. 
Health, work, servants, employees, uncles 
and aunts, small animals. 

Libra 

Harmony, "1 balance. "  
Justice, equilibrium, cooperation, diplomacy, 
tact, legal matters, court cases, material 
matters, symmetry, power and force (but ar
rested, as in the act of judgment or decision). 
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Justice, "Daughter of the Lord of Truth, The 
Holder of the Balances. "  
"The Faithful Consciousness." 
Seventh House. 
Relationships, "you." 
Marriages, partnerships, contracts, lawsuits, 
and open enemies. 

Scorpio 

Intensity, "I desire." 
Passion, resourcefulness, jealousy, envy, se
crecy, manipulation, involuntary change, 
death, destruction, transformation, regenera
tion, time. 
Death, "Child of the Great Transformers, 
Lord of the Gates of Death." 
"The Imaginative or Apparitive Conscious
ness." 
Eighth House. 
Regeneration, "yours." 
Support from others (moral, financial, spiri
tual, physical), death, wills, inheritances, 
taxes, surgery, regeneration (spiritual, phys
ical, psychological), Magic, occult matters. 

Sagittarius 

Visualization, "I understand." 
Understanding, philosophy, idealism, inspi
ration, adaptation, directness, independence, 
freedom, expansion, combining of forces, ma
terial action, realization. 
Temperance, "Daughter of the Reconcilers, 
The Bringer Forth of Life." 
'The Tentative or Testing Consciousness." 
Ninth House. 
Aspiration, "there."  
Religion, science, philosophy, long journeys, 
foreign travel, relationships with foreigners, 
import, and export. 
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Chokmah 

The radiance, the Will, and the vision of the 
face of Cod. 
W isdom. 
Abba, the Supernal Father, the great posi
tive or male Force, the Will to Force, dy
namic outpouring Energy; unorganized and un
compensated, the great stimulator, the first 
positive, the root essence of dynamic Force. 
The phallus, the lingam, the line, Yod. 
The Zodiac. 
The Kings and the deuces. The Kings are fig
ures seated in chariots, and thus borne for
ward. They generally represent the Yod 
Forces of the Name in each suit, the radix, 
the Father, and commencement of material 
Forces. A Force in which aU others are im
plied and of which they form the develop
ment and completion. A Force swift and vio
lent in action, but whose effect soon passes 
away, and therefore symbolized by a figure 
on a steed riding swiftly, and clothed in com
plete armor. Therefore is the knowledge of 
the Kings so necessary for the commencement 
of all magical working. The deuces generally 
represent the powers of the King and the 
Queen, first uniting and initiating the Force, 
but before the Prince and Princess are thor
oughly brought into action. Therefore do 
they generally imply the initiation and fe
cundation of a thing. 
"The Radiant or Illuminating Consciousness." 

B inah 

The vision of sorrow, the faith, and the word 
of Cod. 
Understanding. 
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Related Concepts: 

Symbols: 
Astrological Reference: 
Tarot Reference: 

Sepher Yetzirah: 

Spiritual Experience: 

Key Concepts: 
Related Concepts: 

Symbols: 

Astrological Reference: 
Tarot Reference: 

Sepher Yetzirah: 

Aima, the Supernal Mother, the great recep
tive or female Force, the organizer and com
pensator, the Will to form, the dark sterile 
Mother, the bright fertile Mother, Marah, 
the great sea, structure, form, stability, equi
librium. "Shabbathai is the sphere of rest. It 
giveth forms and similitudes unto chaotic 
matter." 
The yoni, the triangle, the cup, Heh. 
Saturn. 
The Queens and the threes. The Queens are 
seated upon thrones, representing the forces 
of Heh of the Name in each suit, the Mother, 
and the bringer forth of material Force, a 
Force which develops and realizes the Force 
of the King. A Force steady and unshaken, 
but not rapid though enduring. It is therefore 
symbolized by a figure seated upon a throne 
but also clothed in armor. The threes gener
ally represent the realization of action ow
ing to the Prince being produced. Action defi
nitely commenced for good or evil. 
"The Sanctifying Consciousness." 

Chesed 

The vision of love, the emanation, and the 
mercy of God. 
Mercy, majesty, greatness. 
The builder of Form, the framework of mani
festation, the loving Father who is King, the 
receptacle of all Fathers, the kindly shep
herd. "It fashioneth the images of material 
things, bestowing peace and mercy. " 
The crook, the pyramid, the square, the orb 
and equal armed cross, the crook, the scepter. 
Jupiter. 
The fours. The fours generally represent per
fection, realization, completion, the making 
a matter settled or fixed. 
"The Receptive or Settled Consciousness." 
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Spiritual Experience: 

Key Concepts: 
Related Concepts: 

Symbols: 

Astrological Reference: 
Tarot Reference: 

Sepher Yetzirah: 

Spiritual Experience: 

Key Concepts: 
Related Concepts: 

Gevurah 

The vision of power, the strength, severity, 
terror and purity of God. 
Severity, power, strength, justice, fear. 
The destroyer, the warrior King, the power 
of judgment, the clarifier, the eliminator of 
the useless, discipline, purging fire. "A vio
lent rushing Force which bringeth fortitude, 
and war and strength and slaughter, as it 
were the flaming sword of an avenging God." 
The pentagram, the Tudor rose of five petals, 
the sword, the spear, the scourge. 
Mars. 
The fives. The fives generally represent op
position, strife, struggle, war, an obstacle to 
the thing in hand. 
"The Rooted or Radical Consciousness." 

Tiphareth 

The vision of the harmony of things, knowl
edge o f  and conversation with the Holy 
G uardian Angel, the sacrifice of the lower 
unto the higher, and the mysteries of the cru
cifixion. 
Beauty, harmony. 
God the Son, the sacrificed Gods, conscious
ness of the Higher Self and of the greater 
Masters, the vision of the harmony of things, 
healin g  and redemption, the elemental 
Kings. "It bestoweth life, light and bril
liancy in metallic matter, especially rules 
the mineral world ." 

Symbols: The Calvary cross, the rose cross, the trun
cated pyramid, the cube, Vav. 

Astrological Reference: The Sun. 
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Tarot Reference: 

Sepher Yetzirah: 

Spiritual Experience: 

Key Concepts: 
Related Concepts: 

Symbols: 
Astrological Reference: 
Tarot Reference: 

Sepher Yetzirah: 

Spiritual Experience: 
Key Concepts: 

The Knights or Princes and the sixes. The 
Knights or Princes are figures mounted upon 
steeds. They represent the Vav Forces of the 
Name, the mighty son of the King and the 
Queen, who realizes the influence of both 
scales of Force. A Prince, the son of a King 
and a Queen, yet a Prince of Princes and a 
King of Kings. An Emperor whose effect is at 
once rapid (though not so swift as that of a 
King) and enduring (though not so steadfast 
as that of a Queen). Yet is his power illu
sionary, unless set in motion by his Father 
and his Mother. The sixes generally repre
sent the definite accomplishment and carry
ing out of a matter. 
"The Transcendental Influx or Mediating 
Consciousness. " 

N etsach 

The vision of beauty triumphant and the in
spiration of God. 
Victory, eternity, triumph. 
Love, feelings, instincts, emotions, desires, 
inspiration, the group mind, the unconscious 
mind, nature, the arts, solar light. "It pro
duceth zeal love and harmony, ruleth nature 
and the vegetable world." 
The girdle, the rose, the lamp. 
Venus. 
The sevens. The sevens generally show a pos
sible result which is dependent on the action 
taken. "A Force transcending the material 
plane, like unto a crown which is indeed 
powerful but requireth one who is capable of 
wearing it." 
"The Occult or Hidden Consciousness." 

Hod 

The vision of splendor and the images of God. 
Splendor. 
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Related Concepts: 

Symbols: 
Astrological Reference: 
Tarot Reference: 

Sepher Yetzirah: 

Spiritual Experience: 

Key Concepts: 
Related Concepts: 

Symbols: 
Astrological Reference: 
Tarot Reference: 

Sepher Yetzirah: 

Spiritual Experience: 

Key Concepts: 

Reason, the individual mind, the rational 
(conscious) mind which organizes and catego
rizes, systems, Magic, science, contact point of 
the Masters, language and visual images, 
logic, stellar light. " I t  bestoweth elegance, 
swiftness, scientific knowledge, art, con
stancy of speech." 
Names and versicles, apron. 
Mercury. 
The Eights. The Eights generally show soli
tary success, i.e., "success in the matter for 
the time being, but not leading to much result 
apart from the thing itself." 
"The Absolute or Perfect Consciousness." 

Yesod 

The vision of the Astral, the machinery of 
the universe, and the reflection of God. 
Foundation. 
The astral light, the subtle Energy upon 
which the physical universe is based, the 
storehouse of images, the cyclic Energies un
derlying matter, sexual Energies, lunar light. 
"It bestoweth change, increase and decrease, 
upon created things." 
Perfume, sandals. 
The Moon. 
The nines. The nines generally show great 
fundamental Force. Executive power, because 
they rest on a firm basis, powerful for good or 
ev i l .  
"The Pure or Clear Consciousness." 

Malkuth 

The vision of the Holy Guardian Angel, the 
embodiment of God, and sexual union. 
The Kingdom. 
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Related Concepts: 

Symbols: 

Astrological Reference: 
Tarot Reference: 

Sepher Yetzirah: 

The earth on which we walk, the sphere of 
form and of manifestation, the world of the 
Elements, Kether below, the completion, the 
inferior Mother, the bride of the Microproso
pus, orgasm, fertility, the sphere of Elements 
from which all things are formed. 
The Altar of the double cube, the equal 
armed cross, the mystic circle, the triangle of 
art, Heh final. 
The Earth. 
The Knaves or Princesses and the tens. The 
Princesses are the Knaves of the tarot pack. 
The Princesses are figures of amazons stand
ing firmly by themselves, neither riding upon 
horses, nor seated upon thrones, nor borne on 
chariots. They represent the forces of Heh 
final of the name in each suit, completing the 
influence of the other scales. The mighty and 
potent daughter of a King and Queen: a 
Princess powerful and terrible. A Queen of 
Queens, an Empress, whose effect combines 
those of the King, Queen, and Prince. At once 
violent and permanent, she is therefore sym
bolized by a figure standing firmly by itself, 
only partially draped and having little ar
mor. Yet her power existeth not save by rea
son of the others, and then indeed is mighty 
and terrible materially, and is the throne of 
the forces of the Spirit. Woe unto whomever 
shall make war upon her when she is thus es
tablished! The tens generally show a fixed, 
culminated, completed Force, whether for 
good or evil. The matter thoroughly and def
initely determined. Similar in Force to the 
nines, but ultimating it and carrying it out. 
"The Scintillating or Resplendent Conscious
ness." 



CHAPTER SEVEN 

Demonic Evoca tion 

"And there appeared another wonder in heaven; and behold a great red dragon, 
having seven heads and ten horns, and seven crowns upon his heads. And his tail 
drew the third part of the stars of heaven, and did cast them to the earth. And the 
dragon stood before the woman who was ready to be delivered, for to devour her 
child as soon as it was born. And she brought forth a man child, who was to 
shepherd all the nations with a rod of iron: and her child was caught up unto God 
and to his throne" (Revelation 12:3-5). 

Introduction 

Magical Evocation 

Magical Evocation of the Averse Forces is the most feared, maligned, 
and misunderstood aspect of Ceremonial Magic. Interestingly, it is one 
of the most potentially valuable as well. Many readers will wonder 
what, if anything, Demonic Evocation has to do with the Golden Dawn 
or with Rosicrucian Magic. Indeed, many Rosicrucian Adepts have no 
idea how or where this aspect of Magic fits into the System, even 
though they have stood upon the Names of the Qlippoth on the floor 
of the Vault of the Adepti. The knowledge that follows in this 
chapter was once reserved exclusively for Rosicrucian Adepts who not 
merely had attained the Knowledge and Conversation of the Holy 
Guardian Angel but had risen with Osiris in the Tomb of Frater CRC as 
well, thus attaining the strength of Gevurah.1 Indeed, the work of the 
Sword is the work of the Major Adept, and all others should fear, shun, 
and avoid it. Let the unprepared turn back in self-righteousness and 

1 Herewith is revealed a profound magical secret, although "neither torches nor glasses shall aid tho�e 
without eyes to see," 

545 
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terror to the innocence and safety of the light, lest they fall unwary 
into the pit and be lost forever to the dog-faced denizens of darkness. 

Evocation to Visible Appearance is an extremely powerful form of 
Ritual, designed primarily for working with the Averse Forces in a 
safe and sane fashion. S. L. MacGregor Mathers spent a great deal of 
time studYIng and translating Magical Grimoires including the Greater 
Key of Solomon/ the Lesser Key of S% mon3 (also known as the 
L e m e ge t o n ), the Gri11l0ire of A rmade/,4 and the Book of the Sacred 
Magic of A bra-Melin the Mage.s Israel Regardie contended that the 
Magical Grimoires contain the remnants of an ancient form of Psychol
ogy, although in a greatly corrupted form. This corruption is likely due 
to the official condemnation of Magic in all its forms by the Christian 
Church during the Middle Ages. Thus the repressive paradigm preva
lent in Europe during the Middle Ages degraded the ancient and sacred 
science of Theurgy into the vulgar Sorcery of the Grimoires and cor
rupted its sublime aims into the puerile desires of its guilt-instilled 
and greedy practitioners.6 

At the close of the Twentieth Century, as well as of the Millennium, 
we live under very different cond itions than did the Magicians of 
earlier times. Science has greatly diminished the power of Dogma to 
determine how we see the world, and Psychology has emerged to fill 
the role once played by Theurgy. We live in an age of religious toler
ance, wherein Christians may again begin to embrace the value of 
MagiC. Indeed, Christ the Magus is the ideal of Christian Magicians. 
Let the intolerant and the self-righteous remember that the religious 
leaders of his day accused Christ himself of evil magic, of commanding 
demons by the power of the Prince of Demons. 

Hierarchies of Demons 

An important obstacle to overcome in the practice of Magical Evocation 
is the difficulty to find a suitable Hierarchy of Averse Forces. The Hi
erarchies in most of the Grimoires are hopelessly corrupt, largely due 
to the practice of young religions to demonize Gods and Angels from the 

2 Cill"iw/Il SO/OIl/OIllS, The Key oj 50/0111011 the King [1456Jj, trans. and ed. S.L. MacGregor Mathers, 1st 
raper cd. (York Beach: Welser, 1989) . 
. Goetill, The L:sser Key uf Soiomorl, tmns. S. L. MacGregor Mathers and cd. AJeister Crowley (Chicago: 
The Occult Pubhshmg House , 1903). 
, The Grimotr" vj Anlladd [17th century}, trans. S.L. MacGregor Mathers, new ed. (York Beach: Weiser, 
1995) 
5 1'he Book of ihe Sacred MI/Sic cf Abril Melin the Mage [1458?J, trans. and intro. S.L. MacGregor 
Mathers (Chicago: De Laurence, 1932). 
fl Norman Cohn, Europe's 11l1'1t"T Demo"s, The DenWIlizalioll of Chrj�tialls ill Medieval Christel/dom 
(Pimbeo: London, 1975) provides an excellent historical analysis of this phenomenon. 
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pantheons of pre-existing and contemporaneous spiritual traditions. 
For example, Baal and Astarte, the great God and Goddess of the 
Caananites, appear diabolized in the infernal Hierarchy of the Goe
tia in the Lemege ton as the demons Beelzebub and Asteroth. Other 
Grimoires even include Isis, the sublime Mother Goddess of Egypt, as 
one of the denizens of Hell. 

Fortunately, however, the Hierarchies of Forces attributed to the 
Qabalistic Tree of Life bv the Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn 
provide a perfect vehicl� for Magical Evocation. These Hierarchies 
descend through all four of the Qabalistic Worlds and onward into the 
Realm of the Averse Forces. Unto Aziluth, the Highest of the four Qa
balistic Worlds corresponds a Divine Name attributed unto each 
Sephirothic, Zodiacal, Planetary, and Elemental Force. Likewise, unto 
Briah, the next descending World, corresponds the Name of an 
Archangel, and unto Yetzirah, the name of an Angel or Choir of Angels 
preSiding over each of the Forces. Unto Assiah, the lowest Qabalistic 
World corresponds a Name for the Sphere of the operation of each 
Force, and in the Infernal realm beyond Assiah corresponds the Name 
of an Averse Force. Thus we find in the Tree of Life an excellent model 
and vehicle for use in Magical Evocation. 

Preparation for Evocation 

Magical Evocation of the A verse Forces is one of the most perilous tasks 
an Adept must undertake. Within the initiatic framework of the R. R. 
et A. c., the Initiate should not undertake work of Evocation until the 
6=5 Grade of Adeptus Major. As a Minor Adept, the Magician at length 
achieves the Knowledge and Conversation with his or her Holy 
G uardian Angel (also known as Divine Genius) and progressively 
invokes the Forces of the Tree of Life through the Subgrades. Only 
then, having grown into the full consciousness of Tiphareth and contact 
with the Divine and Angelical Forces, is the Adept ready to strive to 
achieve the strength of Gevurah. The Magical Weapon attributed to 
Gevurah is the Magic Sword, and the primary magical task of the 
Adeptus Major is the confrontation with the Averse Forces. 

Before advancing to the Compassion and Love of Chesed, the Adept 
must first fully integrate the Strength of Gevurah by reworking the 
Forces of the Tree of Life, Sephirah by Sephirah through Gevurah in 
the 6=5 Subgrades of Adeptus Major. The Major Adept must therewith 
evoke, constrain, and subdue each of the Averse Forces. In the R. R. et 
A. c., the initiatic Rites of the Order, a rigid regimen of Magical Invo-
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cation, and significant self-abnegation together prepare the Adept for 
this perilous undertaking. 

Without such formal preparation, the solitary practitioner should 
by some means or another first have come into the fullness of the 
Knowledge and Conversation with his or her Holy Guardian Angel. 
The student should have additionally successfully invoked and ban
ished each of the Divine, Archangelical, and Angelical Forces in the 
Rituals of this book before setting out to evoke, constrain, and subdue 
any of the Averse Forces. Should this not be the case, the solitary 
practitioner should leave Magical Evocation strictly alone. Evocation 
is not a game to toy with, but a dangerous undertaking even for a Major 
Adept. The result of ignoring this warning could be spiritual disaster, 
ruin, obsession, or even psychosis. 

Psychology and Evocation 

One may best understand the function of Magical Evocation within 
Rosicrucian Magic from a psychological perspective. Modern psychol
ogy offers the Magician important insight into processes known to 
Theurgists for thousands of years. The notion of the Unconscious, an as
pect of the psyche lying beneath the threshold of conscious awareness, 
provides new insight into the nature of the Entities previously under
stood as Demons. Israel Regardie suggested that: "The term 'complex' 
has achieved a fairly wide notoriety during the last quarter century 
since the circulation of the ideas of Freud and Jung. It means an aggre
gation or group of ideas in the mind with a strong emotional charge, 
capable of affecting conscious thought and behavior."7 Living in the 
dark realm beyond the light of consciousness, the complexes enjoy a sort 
of semi-autonomy within the psyche. 

Whether the Magical Forces, Angels, and Demons exist objectively 
or rather merely subjectively within the psyche of the Magician is an 
epistemological question that goes beyond the scope of the present dis
cussion. For practical purposes, it is quite useful to consider the Forces 
at times as though they were objective and in other instances to treat 
them as though they were purely subjective psychic contents of the 
Magician. This is not dissimilar to the scientific understanding of 
light. We may best understand certain properties of light by consider
ing it as a wave and others by considering light as a particle. 

We may thus gain new insight into the nature of Demons by consid
ering the A verse Forces as subjective Forces within the Psyche of the 

Israel Itegardic, The Art and Meaning of MagIC (Toddington: Helios, 1964), p. 32. 
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Magician. These complexes exist beyond the threshold of consciousness, 
beyond the light of reason so to speak, in the darkness of the psyche. In 
Qabalistic terms, the four Worlds of Aziluth, Briah, Yetzirah, and 
Assiah, with their corresponding Gods, Archangels, and Angels are 
Forces of Light. They exist in the Light of consciousness. The A verse 
Forces, Qlippoth, Spirits, and Demons are unconscious Forces, which 
exist in the dark realm beyond our conscious awareness. 

Indeed, the Demons are but the "Shadows of the Gods." A lotus 
flower opens gracefully in the light, but its root grows in the dark slime 
beneath the water. Each of the Forces attributed the Tree of Life may 
be likened to a lotus flower. The Divine Names, Archangels, Angels, 
and Spheres corresponding to each Force are like the petals of the 
lotus, bathing in the light of consciousness. The corresponding Qlip
poth, Spirits, and Demons are the root of the lotus growing in the dark 
slime. The Gods, Archangels, and Angels are rational or conscious 
Forces. The Averse Forces comprise the dark, non-rational, frequently 
repressed, instinctual, and emotive counterparts of the same. 

These Dark Forces exert a great power over consciousness .  They 
move us instinctually, emotionally, and frequently completely unob
served and unnoticed. Who has not experienced being "carried away" 
by a strong emotion, like anger, which colors consciousness temporarily 
with nearly irresistible power? Who has not said, at one time or an
other, "I just don't know what came over me?" Indeed, unconscious 
Forces play a far more active and fundamental role in day-to-day life 
then we are normally aware. They manifest autonomously, in response 
to stimuli in the environment, and independently of our will and 
awareness. It is the task of the Major Adept to grow in awareness of, to 
make conscious, and to master these Forces. 

From this perspective, Magical Evocation bears a certain resem
blance to the process of psychotherapy, since it involves the bringing of 
unconscious contents to light. By evoking the Averse Forces into the 
Triangle of Art, the Magician brings them into the light of conscious
ness, virtually comes to see them, and attempts learn about their na
ture, function, and mode of operation in the process. 

Before the Evocation, this had remained completely unconscious or, 
so to speak, in the darkness. With time, the Adept learns to quickly 
recognize these Forces whenever they manifest in his or her day-to
day life and to direct their operation to the service of greater psychic 
unity and harmony. As Israel Regardie put it: "No longer are they [the 
Demons] independent spirits roaming the astral world, or partial sys
tems roaming the unconscious, disrupting the individual's conscious 
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life. They are brought back once more into the personality where they 
become useful citizens so to speak, integral parts of the psyche, instead 
of outlaws and gangsters, grievous and dangerous enemies threatening 
psychic unity and integrity."8 

It is frequently easier to recognize the manifestation of these Forces 
in retrospect rather than during their manifestation moment-to-mo
ment. These processes are very subtle and extremely easy to overlook. 
The Magical Diary or Journal is therefore an important tool in becom
ing conscious of these Forces, as we frequently notice them first during 
the process of reflection. 

Thus we have seen that modern psychology illuminates processes 
underlying Ceremonial Magic. It would behoove psychologists and 
psychotherapists as well, however, to pay closer attention to Ceremo
nial Magic. Through Rituals like Magical Evocation, Ceremonial 
Magic has a great deal to offer psychology, especially regarding tech
nique and methodology. 

Safety in Evocation Rituals 

Until this point, every Ritual in the present book has appeared so that 
the solitary practitioner may easily and readily invoke and banish 
each Magical Force without the aid of a Magical Order. This chapter 
includes only one Ritual, however. The solitary practitioner, if he or 
she has performed each of the preceding Rituals in this book, should 
have no problem in adapting the following Ritual to work, in turn, 
with each of the Averse Forces, by employing the Hierarchies given 
within each of the Invocation Rituals, together with the corresponding 
Names and Sigils from the Infernal Hierarchies listed in appendix II, 
"Magical Correspondences." These precautions are necessary to attempt 
to avoid the catastrophe that would doubtlessly ensue, should the 
casual reader skip the rest of the work and attempt to begin directly 
with Magical Evocation. 

It remains to clarify how to perform Magical Evocation in safety. 
The A verse Forces are indeed Unbalanced Forces whose Energy is 
highly unstable and dangerous. Proper insulation is the most important 
key to relating to them in a safe fashion. For example, by way of anal
ogy, electriCity in itself is neither good nor eviL Although guaranteed 
to kill you, should you grab a live wire with enough current flowing 
through it, with proper insulation electricity may nonetheless light up 

" Ibid., p. 36. 
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an entire city. Likewise, although they are extremely dangerous, the 
Magician with proper insulation may safely handle the Averse Forces. 

In a Ritual of Magical Evocation, the Magician organizes his or her 
defenses to provide sufficient insulation for complete safety. The Ma
gician's first line of defense is the Triangle of Art. This is the space 
wherein to evoke the Demon to visible appearance and to constrain it 
during the Ritual. According to Rosicrucian Tradition, another alterna
tive instead of a triangle is to employ polygons whose numbers of an
gles correspond to the nature of the Force. For example, the Evocation 
of the Qlippoth of Hod could employ an octagon, that of the Spirit of 
Jupiter, a square, and so forth. In practice, however, the traditional 
Triangle of Art, specially prepared for the Ritual, is generally quite 
sufficient. The Adept may nonetheless wish to experiment with poly
gons other than a triangle for use as constrainment devices, since there 
exists historical precedent in the Rosicrucian Tradition for this varia
tion. 

Place the Triangle of Art in the East of the Temple or in the Direc
tion usually associated with the Force. For example, to evoke the De
mon of Air, set up the Triangle of Art in the West, the Quarter toward 
which the Magician should face to skry to the Plane of Air. One line of 
Tradition then suggests the use of vast amounts of thick, smoky incense 
for the Entity to use as a material basis to appear. In recent decades, 
however, research has suggested that the smoke method is but a blind, 
or "smoke-screen," for the actual procedure, which is to place a mirror 
inside the Triangle of Art.9 For the latter method, arrange the Trian
gle vertically so that the Magician can easily see his or her reflection 
therein. Although the Adept should experiment with both methods, 
research reveals the latter to be more effective. There is a distinct ad
vantage to using a mirror in the Triangle instead of smoke, since the En
tity appears together with the reflection of the seer, thus facilitating 
the projection of psychic contents into the Triangle. 

Construct the Triangle of Art of plywood, and paint it white. Paint 
a black triangle outline about two inches inside the edge, and glue a 
round mirror in the center. Then add the Names and Sigil in crayon or 
in any other easily removable material before each Ritual. In the fol
lowing illustration, the Triangle of Art bears the Names and SigH ap
propriate for the Evocation of Zazel, the Demonic Spirit of the Planet 
Saturn, which follows in this chapter. The Divine name, Archangel, 
Angel, Intelligence, and Sphere appear in Hebrew in the outer trian
gle. The inner triangle contains the Name and the Sigil of the Demon. 

' This method was apparently rediscovered by "'Poke"' Runyon of the Ordo Templi Astarte. 
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The Names in the outer section constrain the Spirit within the Inner 
Triangle. For the Spirit to escape, it must first pass by all the Divine 
and Angelical Forces of Saturn that constrain it. 

The Magician's second line of defense is the Magic Circle. The R. R. et 
A. C. Magic Circle shown below is suitable to evoke any Averse Force 
from the Tree of Life. The outer ring contains the Divine Names that 
correspond to the Signs of the Zodiac in the same arrangement they 
appear on the Rose Cross Lamen and in the correct colors. The second 
ring contains the Divine Names attributed to the Planets and to the 
corresponding Sephiroth in the order of the Vault of the Adepti's 
planetary walls. The inner ring contains the Names of the Archangels 
of the Elements as well as the Divine Names of the Sephiroth that are 
the root of each Element. Thus the Magic Circle contains all the Divine 
Names in balanced disposition attributed to the Sephiroth, Zodiac, 
Planets, and Elements. 

,\-(,,' C';'\'"?� �---".(� "?��n " XiN 
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The Magic Circle may be on the floor with chalk, if necessary, but it 
is far more versatile and effective to construct it of round piece of white 
fabric about seven feet in diameter. The Names corresponding to the 
Forces should be painted on the fabric in the appropriate colors, as 
shown in the following table. 

Force Name Color 

y i11i1' Red 
'0 1i1iP Red-orange 
n i1i11' Orange 
§ 'i11i1 Yellow-orange 
Q i1'1i1 Yellow 
n:p 1'i1i1 Yellow-green 
.r-... i1'i11 Green 
TTl. ' i1i11 Blue-green 
I i1i1'1 Blue 
;0 1i1'i1 Blue-violet 
� i11' i1 Violet 
X '1i1i1 Red-violet 
11 C'i1'?� i11i1' Blue-violet 
2l- '?� Violet 
cf 1iJJ C'i1',?� Red 
8 rUFI1 ;:ri'?� i11i1' Orange 
� ni�:;i:£ C'ii?� Yellow 
2 ni�::l� i11i1' Green 
J) '0 S� '1� Blue 
Kether i1'i1� White  
Chokmah i1' Grey 
Binah C;i1?� fT1;''' Black 
M alkuth S1�iJ '�1� Black 
6- �J'O Red 
V '?�,:":iJ Blue 
8. '?�:J1 - Yellow 
9 '?�"11� Black 

First the constraints of the Triangle of Art, then the balance and har
mony of the Divine and Archangelical Names around the Magic Circle 
protect the Magician. The Energy of any Unbalanced Force, even if it 
somehow managed to penetrate these defenses, would become so bal
anced in the process as to render it completely harmless. The Magi
cian's third and final line of defense is the Invocation Ritual preceding 
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the Evocation summoning the Light Forces of the same category. Thus 
the Divine, Archangelical, and Angelical Forces that correspond to the 
Demon protect the Sphere of Sensation of the Magician. 

During the Evocation the Magician affects the A verse Force, con
strained within the Triangle of Art, through sympathy with the 
Lamen that he or she wears. This Lamen contains all the relevant col
ors, geometrical figures, Names, and Sigils of the Entity's Hierarchy of 
Forces, including the Name and Sigil of the Averse Force itself. A 
complete set of such Lamens appears among the color illustrations con
tained in this book, one for each of the Sephirothic, Zodiacal, Plane
tary, and Elemental Forces. 

The Aim of Evocation 

The true function of the Magical Evocation of the A verse Forces lies 
concealed in the Book of the Sacred Magic of Abra-Melin the Mage. 
The Abra-Melin working consists of a six-month Invocation of the Holy 
Guardian Angel of the Magician, followed by several days of the Invo
cation of the Angels, and finally by several days of the Evocation of 
the A verse Forces. This is a far different system than those outlined in 
other Grimoires, most of which seek demonic aid for a laundry list of 
trivial purposes like finding buried treasure. In the Abra-Melin Ritual, 
the primary aim of Evocation of the A verse Forces is to solicit an oath 
of obedience from them to the Magician's Holy Guardian Angel. 

This is an extremely interesting procedure with far reaching psy
chological implications. Indeed, this is a magical cure for the malady 
of which the Eastern Lamas, Yogis, and Mystics accuse us: "That in the 
West, Consciousness is cut off from its roots." There can be no lotus 
flower without the root in the dark slime. Our fear and condemnation 
of the dark and demonic in the West have led to a condition wherein 
the unconscious, instinctual aspects of the Divine have been diabo
lized, shunned, and feared. Thus repressed, these Forces take on a 
twisted sort of autonomy and indeed manifest in a fashion disruptive to 
consciousness. 

Therefore, the Magician extracts an oath of obedience from the De
mon as the climax of the Evocation. In Rosicrucian Magic, the Demon 
does not swear this oath to the Ego of the Magician. Such an oath 
would be like the demonic pacts described in certain Grimoires and 
would place the Magician's Ego in great peril, likely leading to infla
tion, obsession, or to a state of mind once described as demonic posses
sion. Furthermore, unlike the Abra-Melin system, the Demon does not 
even swear its oath to the Magician's Holy Guardian Angel. In Rosi-
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crucian Magic, the will of the Magician magnified by the power of the 
Magic Sword obliges the Demon to swear an oath of allegiance and 
obedience to the Divine Force corresponding to its own nature and to 
place its entire Energy at the disposition of the corresponding 
Archangel. For example, in the Ritual that follows, the Magician 
obliges the Demonic Spirit of the Planet Saturn, Zazel, to swear alle
giance and obedience to the Divine Force of Saturn, YHVH Elohim, and 
to place its Energy at the disposition of the corresponding Archangel, 
Tzaphquiel. 

This magical act unites the conscious and unconscious aspects of Sat
urn or of that aspect of Psyche corresponding to Saturn. Thus are the In
fernal and Averse Forces constrained, contained, and brought into 
proper relationship with the Divine and Angelical Forces as well as 
with the consciousness of the Magician. Although the Divine and An
gelical Forces remain opposite in nature and irreconcilable with the In
fernal and Averse Forces, the Adept nonetheless thereby creates a uni
fied pair of opposites, a dynamic functional polarity of Magical Forces. 
The Dark Forces are brought into correct relationship with Divine 
guidance, and Divinity comes to dispose over its dark, chthonic, 
instinctual power. 

The Magician thereby grows in awareness, learning to recognize the 
operation of these Forces in day-to-day life and to liberate him or her
self from their blind Force. At length, the Magician learns to act in co
ordination with Divine guidance and True Will, consciously directing 
and administrating the Dark Forces like the conductor of a symphony. 
Thus the Major Adept becomes the conductor of an orchestra of Forces 
that once conducted him (or her), unseen and unobserved, from the 
darkness. 

Thus we may w1derstand what an R. R. et A. C. paper published by 
Israel Regardie means when it says: "Hear thou, then, a mystery of the 
knowledge of evil. The 5 =6 Ritual of the Adeptus Minor saith that 
' Evil helpeth forward the Good.' When the Evil Sephiroth are ex
pelled from the Nephesh into the Evil Persona, they are, in a sense, 
equilibrated therein. The evil persona can be rendered a great and 
strong, yet trained, animal whereupon the man rideth, and it becometh 
a strength unto his physical base of action . . .  Now then shalt thou begin 
to understand the saying 'He descendeth into Hell,' and to comprehend 
in part this strength, and thus to understand the necessity of evil in 
material creation. Wherefore, also, revile not overmuch the evil 
forces, for they have a place and a duty, and in this consisteth their 
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right to be. But check their usurpation, and cast them down unto their 
plane . " 1 o 

A Rite of Magical Confession 

lntroduction 

Many G rimoires include some sort of Magical Confession in the early 
part of the Rituals. Although many of these confessions appear rather 
exaggerated to modern eyes, there in nonetheless sound psychological 
sense in including some sort of Magical Confessionas a prelude to Magi
cal Evocation. Even if it serves no other purpose, it liberates the Magi
cian of guilt and fear, real or imagined, prior to the Evocation. 

This is important when confronting Averse Forces, since they may 
attempt to exploit and manipulate the slightest sign of guilt or fear in 
the Magician. The following Rite of Magical Confession has been used 
successfully by the author on numerous occasions. It combines the essence 
of the Grimoire confessions, certain psychological insights, and a 
Magical Fonnula for the forgiveness of sins purportedly used by Christ 
himself, which derives from the Gnostic Gospel, Pishs Sophia. l 1  The 
solitary practitioner may use this example, create his or her own 
personal confession, or entirely omit such a Rite as a prelude to 
Evocation. 

Rite 

Proclaim: "1 confess my sins to God, to my Holy Guardian Angel, and to 
myself, that I may be free of aU guilt, fear, and insecurity. I have at 
times acted contrary my values. 1 have even blamed myself for things 
which were not my doing, nor even my responsibility. I forgive myself 
for all wrongdOing, real or imaginary . I forgive myself for falling short 
of my ideals and expectations at times, for acting contrary to my val
ues, and for blaming myself for things beyond my control. As I forgive 
myself, I ask forgiveness from God and my Holy Guardian Angel as 
well, that I may perform this Ritual of Magical Evocation at peace 
with myself and free from all guilt, fear, and insecurity. I Invoke Di
vine mercy, compassion, and forgiveness in the name of El and of the 
Sephirah of Chesed. 

10 The Goldl!ll DawlI (Tilt' original ACL'vunt uf tile Teachings, Ritt's, and Ceremonies of the Henlletic Order of 
the Coldell Du"''') 11937]. revealed by Israel Regardie, 6th ed. (St. Paul: Llewellyn, 1989), p. 107. 
" Pistis Sophia, " CllostlC Cospd, trans. G. R. S. Mead (Blauvelt: Spiritual Science Library), p. 310-31 1 .  
Quoted i n  E .  A. Wallis Budge, The Cods of the Egyptialls 119041 (New York: Dover, 1969), vol. 1 ,  pp. 
280-281 
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According to the Gnostics, Christ taught his disciples the following 
magical formula for the forgiveness of sins. Therefore, that I may stand 
in p urity in the presence of my Angel, let the forgiver of sins come, 
whose names are these: 'SIPHIREPSNIKHIEU, ZENEI, BER-IMOU, 
SOKHABRIKH E R, EUTHARI, NANAI DIEIS BALMERIKH, 
MEUNIPOS, KHIRIE, ENTAIR, MOUTHIOUR, SMOUR, PEUKHER, 
OOUSKHOUS, MINIONOR, ISOKHOBORTHA. '  

Hear me Invoking you, and purify me of all  iniquity, r�al or imaQ-
ined. I kno",: thy great p<,?wers and invoke them: 'AUER, BE�RO, 
ATHRONI, EOUREPH, EONE, SOUPHEN, KNITOUSOKHREOPH, 
MAUONBI, MNEUOR, SOUONI, KHOKHETEOPH, KHOKHE, ET
EOPH, MEMOKH ANEMPH.' 

Thus I am forgiven of all shortcomings and cleansed of all guilt, 
fear, and insecurity. I stand absolved and purified before myself, before 
my Angel, and before God." 

Magical Evocation Ritual to Visible Appearance, Saturn 

Introduction 

For Magical Evocation of Averse Astrological Forces, it is particularly 
important to choose a time for the Ritual when the Planet or Zodiacal 
Sign of the Working is well dignified in a Rosicrucian Sidereal 
Chart.12 Cast, therefore, a suitable chart for the time and place of the 
Ritual. This chart should be within the Circle with the Magician dur
ing the Working. Calculate the Planetary Hours prior to the Ritual, 
since for Astrological Forces, it is particularly important to begin the 
Ritual during the Day and the Hour of the Planet or of the Planet rul
ing the Sign. 

Once the Ritual begins, the Magician should not leave the Magic 
Circle for any reason whatsoever until the Ritual is concluded, and all 
of the Forces have been banished. Make necessary arrangements ahead 
of time to be able to perform the Ritual uninterrupted. 

Synopsis 

A l t ar: Magic Circle. Inside the Circle: three blue-violet 
candles, incense, cup of water, Lotus (or Phoenix) 
Wand (wrapped), Magic Sword (wrapped), Saturn 

12  See "Astrology and the Rosicrucian Sidereal Zodiac" in the introduction of this book for more 
information on Sidereal Asrology and chapter six, "Practical Magic," for more information on Dignity 
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Triangle of Art: 
Enochian Tablets: 

Enochian Calls: 
Colors: 

Day House: 
Night House: 
Ideal Time: 
Scents: 

Ritual Precis 

The Ritual Magic Manual 

Lamen on a blue-violet ribbon, Planetary Banishing 
Dagger. 
East 
Sigillum Dei Aemeth (in the Circle), Saturn (in the 
C ircle). 
S ix th .  
Blue-violet flashing with complementary yellow
orange. 
Capricorn (blue-violet). 
Aquarius (viole t). 
Saturday, during a Planetary Hour of Saturn. 
Assafoetida (Ferula), scammony (Scammonia), in
digo (Indicum), sulfur, cypress. 

1 .  Perform a Rite o f  Magical Confession (optional). 
2. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
3 .  Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual o f  the Hexagram. 
4 .  Perform the Rite of Purification with Water and Consecration 

with Fire. 
5 .  Unwrap the Lotus Wand. 
6 .  Perform the Rite o f  the Qabalistic Cross. 
7. Perform an Invocation of the Highest Divine Force. 
8 .  Invoke Saturn in each o f  the four Quarters, and over the Altar 

(assuming the appropriate God Form, using the appropriate Hexa
grams and Names). Trace the appropriate Sigils and Hebrew 
Names over the Altar, while vibrating the Names from the 
Sephirothic Hierarchy of Binah and the Kameothic Hierarchy of  
Saturn. 

9. Circumambulate three times. 
1 0. Perform the Rite of Adoration of the Lord of the Universe. 
1 1 .  State all Magical Intentions. 
12. Perform the Middle Pillar Ritual. 
13. Facing Saturn, further invoke the Kameothic Intelligence. 
14.  Unwrap the Magic Sword. 
15. Perform a first Conjuration of the Kameothic Spirit. 
16. Perform a second and more potent Conjuration of the Kameothic 

Spirit .  
1 7. Perform the third and most potent Conjuration of the Kameothic 

Spiri  t .  
1 8 .  Converse with and skry t o  the Plane o f  the Kameothic Spirit. 
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19.  Bind the Kameothic Spirit with an oath to the corresponding as-
pect of Divinity. 

20. Give the Kameothic Spirit License to Depart. 
21. Wrap the Lotus Wand and the Magic Sword. 
22. Banish the Kameothic Spirit. 
23. Banish the Kameothic Intelligence. 
24. Reverse circumambulate three times. 
25. Divest yourself of all God Forms assumed during the Ritual. 
26. Perform the Greater Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram for the 

Planet Saturn, by banishing Saturn in each of the four Quarters, as 
well as over the Altar (using the appropriate Hexagrams and 
Names). 

27. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram. 
28. Perform the Lesser Banishing Ritual of the Hexagram. 
29. Declare the Temple duly closed. 

Ritual 

1 .  Perform a Rite of Magical Confession (optional). 
2. Perform the Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram for the 

Planet Saturn (without leaving the Magic Circle), including pre
liminary Banishings, Consecrations, Invocation of the Highest 
Divine Force, and so forth, through step 37. 

3. State clearly the Magical Intentions of the Ritual as follows: "It is 
the Intention of this Ritual to evoke Zazel, the Kameothic Spirit 
of the Planet Saturn, to Visible Appearance in the Triangle of Art 
and that the Spirit shall manifest in a pleasant form and shape. It 
is the further Intention of this Ritual to grow in awareness of the 
function of the Spirit, ZazeJ, and to learn to understand and recog
nize its operation in daily life. Finally, it is the further Intention 
of this Ritual to oblige Zazel to swear an oath of allegiance and 
obedience to the Divine Force of Saturn, YHVH Elohim, and to 
place its entire Force and Energy at the disposition of the 
Archangel, Tzaphquiel. In return for this Oath, it is the Intention 
of this Ritual to open a channel for Zazel to receive the Divine 
guidance and inspiration coming from YHVH Elohim through the 
Archangel, Tzaphquiel. 

4. Perform the Ritual of the Middle Pillar. This activates and equi
librates the invoked Light Forces of Saturn in your Sphere of Sen
sation. 

5. Facing the location of Saturn, further invoke the Kameothic Intel
ligence. Trace a blue-violet Invoking Saturn Hexagram (Supreme 
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form) and a yellow-orange K in its center, while vibrating 
"l'm'itn�" [a-ra-re-ta] . Trace a yellow-orange Saturn glyph in its 
center, while vibrating "'?tnK" [ag-H�ll. Project blue-violet Light 
through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 

$ 
2 

6. Give the L VX Signs. 
7.  Show (both sides of)  the Saturn Lamen to the Entity. Proclaim 

(and vibrate as indicated): "In the Name of the Lord 'C'il?� i1iil" 
[yod-he-vav-he �-lo-hemJ, of the Archangel '?K'PE:l�' [ tsiif�ke-elJ, 
and of the Choir of Angels 'C''?�i�' [ar-el-em], I invoke you, oh 
''?W)tI;' [ag-e-elJ, you Kameothic Intelligence of Saturn."  

8 .  Trace the Name of the Kameothic Intelligence in Hebrew (over 
the Hexagram, from right to left), while vibrating "'?tI;')tI;" [ag-e
ell .  Vibrate its Name again, while you trace its Sigil. 

,?tI;'J� 
[ag-e-el] 

9 .  Show the Saturn Lamen to the Planetary Intelligence once again. 
10. Perform the first conjuration of the Spirit Zazel. Unwrap your 

Magic Sword. Hold your Lotus Wand in your left hand and your 
Magic Sword in your right hand. Turn and face the Triangle of Art. 
Trace a blue-violet Invoking Saturn Hexagram (Supreme form) and 
a yellow-orange � in its center, while vibrating "Krl'itl;itl;" [a-ra
re-ta] . Trace a yellow-orange Saturn glyph in its center, while vi-
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brating "'?�')�" [ag-e-el]. Project blue-violet Light through it, using 
the Sign of the Enterer. 

2 

1 1 .  Give the LVX Signs. 
12. Hold your Lotus Wand in your left hand by the black section and 

your Magic Sword in your right hand. Trace the Name of the 
Kameothic Spirit in Hebrew (before the Triangle of Art, from 
right to left, using the black end of the Lotus Wand), while vibrat
ing "'?l�l" [zaz-el] . Vibrate its Name again, while you trace its 
Sigil before the Triangle of Art. 

'?l�; 
[zaz-el] 

13. Hold the Lamen toward the Triangle of Art, showing it to the 
Spirit. Proclaim (and vibrate as indicated) :  "In the Mystic Name 
of Christ, 'il1iDil" [ye-he-shu-a ] ,o and in the name of the 
Kameothic Intelligence, ''?to\')�' [ag-e-el], I conjure you into the Tri
angle of Art, oh ''?l�i' [zaz-el], you Kameothic Spirit of Saturn. 
Come at once without delay, and manifest in a pleasant form and 
shape. "  

1 4 .  Continuing to face the Triangle of Art, perform a second and more 
potent Conjuration. Continue to hold your Lotus Wand in your left 
hand by the black section, and your Magic Sword in your right 
hand. With the black end of the Lotus Wand, trace a circle of 

1 3  Christian Magicians should always use the Name of Christ to command Demons. This may be 
omitted, if desired, by Magicians of other religiOUS faiths. 



� "�r1'i�i�" 

"?ltW 

'C'i1?� i11i1" 
'?�'p:J�'  

'C'?l:fl.W '?�' 
,�' '?l�l '  

� 
"�r1'i�i�" 

$ 
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"'?l�i" 

'?T�i 

'�n' 1�1� '  
'C'il';J� :11il" 

' ' '1l::l� C'il?�' 'n.l)11 
i'Jh� :11il" 'nl�:t� :11il" 

'nl�=t� C'il?W 
''?i�T '  
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Sword upon the Sigil of Zazel on the Lamen. Visualize inwardly, 
the tip of the Sword at the throat of the Demon in the Triangle of 
Art .  

25. Proclaim: "In the Mystic Name of Christ ';11i.:J;1" [ye-he-shu-aL and 
in the N ame of the Lord 'C';'1?� ;'1;1" [yod-he-vav-he �-lo-hemL I 
command and oblige you to swear allegiance and obedience to the 
Lord God, as reflected in the Sphere of the Planet Saturn and in 
the Name 'C';'?� ;11;1" [yod-he-vav-he �-lo-hem] . By the 
irresistible Power and Authority of these Mighty Names, I further 
command and oblige you to place your entire Power, Energy, and 
Force at the disposition and service of the Archangel " �'PEl� ' 
[tsaf-ke-el] . (This procedure is nearly always sufficient to obtain 
the Oath from the Demon. Should the Demon resist and refuse the 
Oath, however, rebuke its disobedience and command it by all the 
Holy Names of the three preceding Conjurations, until the Demon 
submits and obeys. This latter procedure is certain to succeed). 

26. Further proclaim: "And there arose a great red Dragon, with seven 
heads and ten horns, and seven crowns upon his head, but as it is 
written ' He descendeth into Hell,' the Light above shines brighter 
for the Darkness below, and the Evil helpeth forward the Good. 
Therefore He sealed the heart of Darkness with a Cross of Gold 
bearing seven times seven petals of a Red Rose. Creature of Dark
ness, in recompense for the Oath which you have sworn, your obe
dience, and your fealty, the blessings of the Lord be upon you in the 
name 'C'i1'� ;11;1" [yod-he-vav-he �-Io-hem] . For as it is written, 
'the Light shineth in Darkness, but the Darkness comprehendeth 
it not. ' Long hast Thou dwelt in Darkness, and in Blindness hast 
thy Force been lost. Receive therefore the vision and the guidance 
of the Lord, in the Name of the Great Archangel " �'PEl�' [tsM-ke
el ] . 

27. Give the Spirit License to Depart. Proclaim: "I command and 
oblige you, oh Zazel, you Kameothic Spirit of Saturn, in the name 
of 'C'i1'?� 01;'1" [yod-he-vav-he �-lo-hem] not to harm me, my as
sistants, (this Order,) or any of my friends, family, or loved ones. I 
further charge you to come quickly and willingly, whenever sum
moned by the sacred Rites of Magic. Because you have come 
quickly, and because you have diligently answered all demands, I 
give you License to Depart unto your abode and habitation. Go now, 
with the Blessings of 'C';'?� ;11iJ" [yod-he-vav-he �-lo-hem]. May 
there always be peace between us, and may you always come when 
you are called. 

• 
,. 

-[ 
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28. Carefully wrap and put away your Lotus Wand and Magic Sword, 
to avoid any accidental dissipation of their charged Force. 

29. Facing the Triangle of Art, trace a blue-violet Banishing Saturn 
Hexagram (Supreme form) and a yellow-orange � in its center, 
while vibrating "�n'I�I�" [a-ra-re-ta] . Trace a yellow-orange 
Saturn glyph in its center, while vibrating "?i�\" (zaz-el] . Project 
blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. Give 
the Sign of Silence. 

1 

$ 
2 

30. Trace another b lue-violet Banishing Saturn Hexagram (Supreme 
form) over the previous one and a yellow-orange � in its center, 
while vibrating "�r1'I�I�" [a-ra-riHa]. Trace a yellow�orange 
Saturn glyph in its center, while vibrating "'i�':1t�" [ag-e-el]. Pro
ject blue-violet Light through it, using the Sign of the Enterer. 
Give the Sign of Silence. 

1 

$ 
2 

3 1 .  Finish the Greater Invoking Ritual of the Hexagram for Saturn, 
beginning from step 43, including all of the relevant Banishings. 





APPENDIX I 

Enochian Keys or Calls 

Introduction 

Enochian Magic is one of the most controversial aspects of Rosicrucian 
Magic. Israel Regardie warned that "It is a very powerful system, and 
if used carelessly or indiscriminately will bring about disaster and 
spiritual disintegration."1  Paul Foster Case considered the Enochian 
system to be hopeles.sly tainted, and removed Enochian Magic entirely 
when he reformulated Golden Dawn material into his B. O. T. A. Don
ald Tyson has even suggested that Enochian Magic was revealed to 
John Dee as a means of setting in motion the destructive forces of the 
apocalypse, as described in the book of Revelation in the New Testa
ment.2 

While there does exist a certain parallel between the English 
translation of a few of the Enochian Calls and the apocalyptic im
agery of the book of Revelation, this imagery may be considered as 
symbolical of spiritual realities rather than descriptive of physical 
events. In any case, much of the fear surrounding Enochian Magic has 
been greatly exaggerated. 

The author of the present book has been working with the Enochian 
system, including the Enochian Calls, for many years, with great suc
cess, and without fulfilling any of the aforementioned predictions of 
gloom and doom. The Enochian Calls serve primarily as Energy ampli
fiers, and when properly used, clearly add great power to Rituals of 

1 The Golden Dawn (The original Account of flit Teachings, Rites, aHd Cerelllonies of the Hemlt?tic Order Ii 
the Golden Dawn) [1937J, revealed by Israel Regafdie, 6th ed. (St. Paul: Llewellyn, 1989), p. 626 
2 Donald Tyson, ''The Enochian Apocalypse," Gnosis, No. 40 (Summer 1996), pp. 56-62 
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Ceremonial Magic. Nonetheless, the decision whether or not to employ 
the Enochian Calls with the Rituals contained in the present book must 
be left to the discretion, personal responsibility, and risk of each 
Magician. 

A primary difficulty in working with Enochian Magic lies in find
ing a correct or satisfactory means of pronunciation. Names derived 
from the Enochian Tablets are particularly problematic as consonants 
therein are frequently so clumped together that such Names are virtu
ally impossible to pronounce. 

In recognition of this problem, certain rules were laid out by W. 
Wynn Wescott and S.  L. MacGregor Mathers for the Hermetic Order of 
the Golden Dawn. Wescott suggested that each letter should be pro
nounced separately. Using this method, for example, the consonant 
clump "pfmng" would be pronounced "pee-ef-em-en-gee." Mathers in
stead proposed that the first vowel in the name of the phonetically 
equivalent Hebrew letter be employed. For example, the Hebrew name 
for phonetical equivalent of the letter " 1" is "Lamed ." Therefore, 
M athers suggests that the vowel "a" be used to render words pro
nounceable when the letter "1" appears in consonant clumps. 

Each of these methods are indeed quite useful when working with 
Names drawn from the Enochian Tablets. Unfortunately, however, the 
Mathers and Wescott rules have tended to be applied far too rigidly 
and dogmatically, especially to the Enochian Calls, resulting in end
less strings of extraneous syllables. For example, one recent book on the 
Golden Dawn transliterated the word "Ozongon" from an Enochian 
C all as "Oh-zoad-oh-noo-goh-noo." 

Numerous clues to correct pronunciation may be found in original 
manuscripts3 handwritten by John Dee. These manuscripts clearly indi
cate that the dogmatic application of such rules to the Enochian Calls 
w as neither originally intended by Dee nor by the Angels which dic
tated them. The Calls properly pronounced and free of surplus sylla
bles remain sonorous in the extreme, reflecting the vibrant beauty of 
the language of Angels. 

The Enochian Calls given in this appendix have been retransliter
ated from Sloane Manuscript 319 1 .  In preparing this new translitera
tion, every effort has been made to restore the pronunciation to that 
most likely intended by John Dee and the Angels. The student who 
prefers, however, to use the Wescott-Mathers method will find the 
Calls elsewhere so transliterated by Israel Regardie.4 

3 Sloane M5 3 1 91 [ 15857), Dr John Dee (London: The British Library) . 
.;, Israel Rega.rdie, Thc Cornplett: Goldell Dawn Systenl of l'vlagic (Santa Ivlonica: Falcon Press, 1987), Vol 
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This fresh transliteration of Sloane MS 3191 has presented numerous 
difficulties and raised interesting questions. To begin with, the word 
spacing in the handwritten version of the Angelic Calls is so bad in 
certain places that is nearly impossible to distinguish where one 
Enochian word ends and the next one begins. Furthermore, the fashion 
that the English translations are arranged above the Enochian text in 
the original manuscript is of little use in overcoming this problem. Ev
ery effort has therefore been made to reproduce, as closely as possible, 
the original word spacing of the Enochian in the transliteration given 
below. 

The most fascinating question regarding pronunciation raised by an 
examination of Dee's handwritten version of the Angelic Calls in 
Sloane MS 3 1 91 is his copious use of diacritical marks. This mystery 
appears to have been completely overlooked or ignored by contempo
rary Enochian scholarship. The primary diacritical marks used by Dee 
are " 1\, and ", and they are used over vowels in ninety-five per cent of 
all instances. These diacritics have been included in the new translit
eration as faithfully as possible. In each instance where an Enochian 
word is given, the spelling used by John Dee in Sloane 3191 including 
his diacritical marks has been reproduced side by side with its new 
transliteration shown in brackets. Unfortunately, however, certain 
substitutions for the diacritical marks actually used by Dee have been 
obliged by editorial considerations. The mark 1\ has been substituted for 
the mark actually used by Dee, which most closely resembles the 
upward pointing curve used in modern English to indicate a short vowel 
sound. It is hoped that the inclusion of these diacritical markings 
shall stimulate additional research regarding their actual meaning. 

An examination of Sloane MS 3191 by various Professors of modern 
and classical European languages and linguistics has unfortunately not 
yet conclusively ascertained the meaning of the diacritical markings. 
It has been determined, however, that their usage apparently does not 
match neither that of Latin, Greek, nor any Germanic, Latin, nor Slavic 
derivative language, neither as they are employed today nor as they 
were used during the Sixteenth Century. It is therefore likely that the 
they represent a personal phonetical code devised by Dee for his 
personal use. 

The transliteration methodology which has been employed in the 
present book for all Enochian words is outlined below and has been ad
hered to in a consistent fashion. The resulting fresh translitera tion of 
Enochian Names and Calls remains steeped in Rosicrucian tradition, 

10, pp. 56-74 
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yet as true as possible to the original manuscripts as well. 

Transliteration Methodology 

1 .  Every effort has been made to avoid the addition extraneous vow
els and syllables. 

2 .  The phonetic value of each individual letter has been preserved. 
3 Wherever necessary, consonants which may be elongated through 

prolonged vibration as suggested by Wescott (particularly 1, m, n, r, 
v, and z) have been used as separate syllables (avoiding thereby 
the addition of extraneous vowels). 

4 .  Wherever an extra vowel is absolutely necessary, the first vowel 
in the name of the equivalent Hebrew letter has been employed as 
suggested by Mathers. 

5 .  In the choice of  vowel sounds, preference has been given to  the 
phonetic values of vowel sounds most frequently used in Hebrew as 
suggested by Mathers. 

6 .  The sound of  the letter z should be elongated through prolonged 
vibration. This appears to be the true meaning of the marginal 
notes made by Dee in Sloane 3191 rather than the literal pronunci
ation of "z" as "zod," the Elizabethan appellation of the letter 
" z . "5 

7 .  The letter Q has been transliterated as  "kw."6 In  cases where there 
is no vowel following in the Enochian, it has been transliterated as 
" k w a . "  

8 .  There i s  n o  evidence t o  b e  found in the manuscripts indicating an 
Enochian equivalent of the English sounds of the combined conso
nants "sh," "ph," or "th . "  They have therefore been transliterated 
in such a fashion that the phonetic values of the individual let
ters have been retained. There are numerous instances, however, 
where marginal notations do suggest that "ch" should be pro
nounced as a k. In the present transliteration, this "ch" has been 
given a guttural phonetical value similar to the German "ch" as 
used in the word "Buch." This has been indicated as an underlined 
"k" in the transliterations. 

9 .  There are sporadic instances where marginal notes indicate that 
the letter "g" should be pronounced as "dg." Obviously "g" has two 
phonetic values in Enochian: that of a hard g (as in "go") as well 

:. This apparent misunderstanding of the marginal notes has had a profound and unfortunate effect on 
the history of Enochian pronunciation. 
6 Far from arbitrary, this has been extrapolated from various marginal nota tions in the Sloane MS 
3 1 9 1  
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as one which closely approximates the English "j " (as in "job "). 
Attempts have been made to be as consistent as possible with the 
transliteration of this letter. Patterns revealed by marginal nota
tion have been given priority. In doubtful instances the more 
sonorous option has been employed. 

10. According to marginal notes, the letter "c" is at times to be 
transliterated as "k" and at other times as "s." Attempts have 
been made to be as consistent as possible with the transliteration of 
this letter. Patterns revealed by marginal notation have been 
given priority. In doubtful instances the more sonorous option has 
been employed. 

1 1 .  In Dee's handwriting the uppercase letters "U" and "V" are consis
tently rendered as "V." Furthermore, there are numerous instances 
wherein from one place to another in Sloane MS 3191 Dee also in
terchanges the lower case letters "u" and "v" as well. Every at
tempt has nonetheless been made to maintain the phonetic value 
of the letters "u" and "v" as they actually appear in the 
manuscript, except in cases where an extra vowel would have then 
become necessary. In certain instances where an additional vowel 
is required by the text "v" has been rendered "vu." 

The Enochian Calls and the Elemental Tablets 

The Application of the Calls to the Enochian Elemental Tablets is re
sumed below. The attributions of the Enochian Calls to the Enochian 
Planetary and Zodiacal Tablets are given in appendix II, "The Book of 
the Concourse of Planetary and Zodiacal Forces. "  

C all Rules 

1 The Tablet of Union as a whole. 

2 Spirit in general and specifically within the Tablet of Union; to 
be used follOWing the first Enochian Call. 

3 The Tablet of Air, the lesser angle of Air of the Tablet of Air, 
and Rules Spirit of Air, EXARP (when used following the first 
and second Enochian Calls). 

4 The Tablet of Water, the lesser angle of Water of the Tablet of 
Water, and Spirit of Water, HCOMA (when used following the 
first and second Enochian Cans). 

5 The Tablet of Earth, the lesser angle of Earth of the Tablet of 
Earth, and Spirit of Earth, NANTA (when used following the 
first and second Enochian Calls). 
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6 The Tablet of Fire, the lesser angle of Fire of the Tablet of Fire, 
and Spirit of Fire, BlTOM (when used following the first and 
second Enochian Calls). 

7 The lesser angle of Water of the Tablet of Air. 
8 The lesser angle of Earth of the Tablet of Air. 
9 The lesser angle of Fire of the Tablet of Air. 

10  The lesser angle of  Air o f  the Tablet o f  Water. 
1 1  The lesser angle o f  Earth o f  the Tablet o f  Water. 
12 The lesser angle of Fire of the Tablet of Water. 
13 The lesser angle of Air of the Tablet of Earth. 
14  The lesser angle of Water of  the Tablet of  Earth. 
15 The lesser angle of Fire of the Tablet of Earth. 
16 The lesser angie of Air of the Tablet of Fire. 
17 The lesser angle of Water of the Tablet of Fire. 
18 The lesser angle of Earth of the Tablet of Fire. 

The Forty-Nine Enochian Calls7 

The First Call 

0 1  [01] 
sonf [sonf] raygn 
vorsg, [ vors-j] over you 
goh6 [go-hoI sayeth 
lad  [yad] the God 
b al t  [bait] of Justice 
lansh [lan-5ah] in powre exalted 
calz [cal-z] above the firmaments 
vonpho, [von-pe-hO] of wrath: 
sabra [sob-raj in Whose 
z-ol [z-ol] hands 
ror [ror] the Sonne 
i [e] i s  
t a  [tal as 
Nazpsad [naz-pe-sad] a sword, 
G raa [i -ra-a ]  and the Mane 
----�.--
, The Angels whieh dictated the Angelle Calls to John Dec explamed .thal the first Call was to ren",in 
secret and could not be revealed, since it appertained to the Godhead aionf. Therefore, in actual practice 
there are only forty-eight C4.dls. The Calls are nu mbered nonetheless beginning with number one, 
according to tradition and convention 
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t a  lUi) as 
Malprg [mal-pur-j) a through thrusting fire: 
Os [dasl which 
hoLq (hol-kwa] measureth 
Q a a  [kwa-a) your garments 
noth6a [not-hO-a) in the mydst 
zimz [zem-z) of my vestures, 
Od (Od] and 
commah [kom-mah) trussed you together 
t a  (tal as  
nobloh [no-blah] the palms 
zien: [ze-en] of my hands: 
Soba [so-ba] Whose 
t h i l  [te-hell seats 
gnonp [j-non-pel I garnished 
prge [pur-je] with the fire 
a ld i  [ ai-de] of gathering, 
Os [das) and 
wbs [ur-bes] beautified 
6b6leh [o-bo-leh] your garments 
grsam: [jur-sam] with admiration: 
Casarm [kas-ar-m) to whome 
ohorela [o-ho-re-Ia) I made a law 
caba [ca-bal to govern 
pir [per] the holy ones 
Os [das] and 
zonrensg [zan-rens-j] delivered you 
cab [kab] a rod 
erm [er-m] w i th 
Jadnah: [ yad-nah] the ark of knowledge 
Pj ' lah [pe-lahl Moreover 
farzm [farz-m] you lifted up your 

voyces 
znrza [zur-za] and sware 
adna [ad-nal obedience 
gono [gO-no] and faith 
Hi 'dpil [yad-pel] to him 
Os [das] t h a t  
hom [hOm] l iveth 
t6h [tah] and triumpheth 
Sob a [so-ba) whose begynning 
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Ipam [e-pam] is not, nor 
Lu [lu] ende 
Ip amis [e-pa-mes] can not be, 
Ds [das] which 
16h610 [lo-hO-lo] shyneth 
vep [vep) as a flame 
zomd [zo-med) in the myddst 
Poamal [po-a-mal] of your pallace 
od [Od] and 
bogpa [boj-pa] rayngneth 
a a i  [a-a-e] amongst you 
t a  [ tal as 
p iap (pe-ap] the baHance 
piamQl [ pe-a-mo-el] of righteousness, 
od [Od] and 
vaoan [ va-o-an] truth :  
ZACARe' [za-car-e] Move 
c a  [ek-a] therefore, 
od [Od) and 
ZAMRAN [zam-ran] shew yourselves: 
odo [o-do] open 
cide [ke-kle] the Mysteries 
Qaa [kwa-a] of your Creation: 
zorge, [zor-je] Be friendly unto me: 
l a p  [ lap] for 
zirdo [zer-do] I am 
NaCO [no-ko] the servant 
MAD (mad] of the same your God: 
H oath [ho-a-teh] the true Worshipper 
]ai"da .  [ya-e-da) of the Highest. 

The Second Call 

Adgt [ad-jit) Can 
v'pa ah [v-pa-ah) the wings 
zongom [zon-gom] of the windes 
fa a ip [fa-a-ep] understand 
s aid [sal-ed] your voyces of wunder 
v i  i v [ve-e-v 1 o you the second 
L tel) of the first, 
soban1 [so-bfun] Whome 

LiL);2rg  [yal-pur-j] the burning flames 
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I za zaz [e-za-zaz] have framed 
pi adph [pe-ad-pehl within the depth of my 

Jaws 
Cas arma [kas-ar-ma] whome 
abramg [ab-ram-j] I have prepared 
t a  [ tal as 
talho [ tal-hal Cupps 
parach�da [ pa-ra-kle-da] for a wedding 
Qla [ kwa-ta] or as 
lor� [ lors-I-kwa} the flowres 
turbs [tur-bes] in their beawty 
ooge [o-o-ge] for the Chamber 
B altoh [bal-toh] of righteousness 
Giui [ge-u-e] Stronger 
chis ekes] are 
Lusd [lu-sad] your fete 
orri [or-re] then the barren stone: 
Od [Od] And 
mi calp [me-ka-Iap] mightier 
chis ekes] are 
b i a  [be-a] your voices 
6z6ngon [O-zon-gan] then the manifold 

windes. 
Lap [lap] For, 
noan [no-an] you are become 
trof [trM] a buylding 
cars [korsJ such 
tage [ta-ge] as is not 
o-q [o-kwa] but 
manin [ma-nen] in the mynde 
Ja i don [ya-e-don] of the all powerfull. 
Torzli [tor-zu] Arrise 
g6hel [go-hell sayeth the First: 
ZACAR [za-kar] Move 
ca  [ek-a] therefore 
c n6'1od, [ek-no-kwod] unto his Servants: 
ZAMRAN [zam-ran] Shew your selves 
micalzo [me-kal-zol in powre: 
ad [Od] And 
ozazm [o-zaz-m] make me 
vrelp [v-relp] a strong Segj;hing: 
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Lap [ hip] for 
z i r  [zer] l am 
Ioiad.  [yo-yad) of him that liveth for-

ever. 

The Third Call 

Micma [mek-ma] Behold 
goh6 [go-ho] sayeth 
P iad  [pe-yad] your God, 
zir  [zer] I am 
com selh [com se-liihJ a Circle 
a zien [a ze-en] on Whose hands 
biab [bHl.b] stand 
Os [as] 1 2  
L6n-doh [ lon-doh] Kingdoms. 
Norz [nor-z] Six 
chis [kesj are 
6thi l  [ ot-hel] the seats 
Gi gl pah [ge-ge-piih] of living breath, 
und-l [Und-I] the rest 
chis [kes] are 
t il  [ tal as 
pu im [pu-em] sharp sickles: 
Q [kwa] or 
mo�leh [mas-pIehl the horns 
teloch [ te-Iokl of death 
Qui i n  [kwe-e-n] wherein 
toItorg [ tol-tor-j] the Creatures of y earth 
chis [kesJ are 
i [el to 
chis [kes] are 
ge [gel not 
In [m] Except 
ozien [o-ze-enJ myne o\vn hand 
dst [dast] which 
brgda [bur-j-dilJ s lepe 
ad [00] and 
torzul [ tor-zul] shall ryse: 
i 11 [e Ie] In the first 
E 61 fe-oJ] I made you 
bal zarg, [bal-zar-j] stuards: 
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ad [Od] and 
a a l a  [a-a-Ia] placed you 
Thiln [te-hE+n] in seats 
os [as] 1 2  
ne ta  ab [nHa-ab] of government, 
dluga [dal-u-ga] giving 
vomsarg [vom-sar-j] unto every one of you 
Lonsa [lon-sa] powre 
Cap mi ali [kap me a-IE>] successively 
vors [va-res] over 
c la  [kla] :456: 
homil [hOmel] the true ages 
cocasb [ko-ka-sab] of tyme 
fafen [fa-fen] to the intent that 
izizop [e-ze-zop] from ye highest vessells 
ad [Od] and 
mi i noag [me-e-no-aj] the Corners 
de [de] of 
gne taab [g1-nHa-ab] your governments, 
vaun [va-lin] you might work 
na [na] my 
na e el [na-e-el] powre: 
panpir [pan-per] powring downe 
Malpirgi [mal-per-ge) the fires of life and en-

crease, 
ca6sg [ka-os-j ) continually 
Pi ld [peld] on the earth 
noan [no-an] Thus you are become 
vnalah [v-na-Iah] the skirts 
bal t  [balt] of Justice 
ad [Od) and 
vo6an [va-a-an] Truth. 
do 6 1  ap [do o-e-ap] In the name 
MAD [mad] of the same your God 
Goh6lor [go-ho-Ior) Lift up 
gohus [go-hus] I say, 
amiran [a-me-ran] yourselves 
Micma, [mek-ma] Behold 
Iehusoz [ye-hu-sozl his mercies 
ca ca com [ka-ka-kom] florish 
ad [Od] and 
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do 6 a in [do-o-a-en] Name 
noar [no-ar) is become 
mi col olz [me-ka-olz] mighty 
a ai om [a-a-e-om] amongst us 
Casarmg [ka-sar-m-j] In whom 
gohia [go-he-a] we say 
Z-ACAR [za-kar) Move, 
v 'niglag [ v-neg-laj] Descend 
od [Od] and 
Im'ua mar [em-u-a-mar] apply your selves unto 

us 

pugo [pu-gol as unto 
p la p l i  [p ia-pie] the partakers 
anolnael [a-na-na-el] of the secret wisdome 
Q a  an. [kwiHin] of your Creation. 

The Fourth Call 

Oth i l  lot-hell I have set 
lasdi  [ las-de] my fete 
babage lba-ba-geJ in the Sowth 
od [Od] and 
dorpha [dorp-hal have looked abowt me 
Cohol [go-hal] saying 
C chis ge [j-kes-ge] are not 
a ua uago [a u-a u-a-go] the Thunders of encrease 
Cormp [kor-m-pe] numbered 
pd [ped] 33 
dsonf [das-onf] which rayne 
vi v 'di v [ve v-de-v] in the second Angle, 
Casarmi [ka-sar-me] under whome 
6 a l i  [o-a-le] I have placed 
MaRill [map-m] :9639: 
Sobam [so-bam] Whome 
ag [aj) None 
cormp6 [kor-m-po] hath yet numbered, 

£..!:I2.l [(�k rep 1] but one, 
Casarmg [ka-sar-m-j] in whome 
cro 6d zi [kro ad ze] the second beginning of 

things 
chis [kes] are 
od [Od] and 
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vgeG [v-gej] wax strong 
dst [das-�it] which also 
ca pi mali [ka pe ma-le] successively 
chis [kes] are 
Ca pi m a on [ka pe m a on] the number of time: 
od [Od) and 
lonshin [Ions-hen] their pow res 
chis [kes) are 
t a  [ tal as 
La [10) the first 
C I a  [ ek-la]  :456: 
Torgli [tor-ju) Arrise 
Nor [nor) you sOlmes 
quasahi [kwa-sa-he] of pleasure 
od [Od) and 
F ref] viset 
ca6sga [ka-os-ga) the Earth: 
Bagle [bag-Ie] for 
zirenaiad [ze-n2n-a-yad] I am the Lord your God 
Dsi [das-e) which is, 
od [Od] and 
Apila [a-pe-ia] l iveth . 
DQ Q � ip [do o a ep) In the name 
Q..lil [kwa-al] Of the Creator 
ZACAR [za-kar] Move, 
od [Od) and 
ZAMRAN [zam-ran] shew your selves 
Obelisong [ o-bHe-son-j] as pleasant deliverers 
resLd [rest ell That you may praise 

him 
a a t  [a-af] amongst 
Nor m6 lap [nor-mo-lap] the sannes of men. 

The Fifth Call 

Sa pah [sa-pah] The mighty sounds 
Z1 mi i [ze me e] have entered 
dU l v  [du-e-v] into the third 
od [Od) angle, 
noas [no-as] are become 
t a  [ta) as 
qa a nis [kwa-a-nes] olives 
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adroch [ad-rak] in the olive mount 
dorphal [ dar-pe-hal] looking with gladness 
ca 6sg [ka-as-j] uppon the earth 
ad [Od] and 
faonts [fa-ants] dwelling 
peripsol [pe-rep-sal] in the brightnes of the 

hevens 
t.eMior [ ta-ble-ar] as continuall comfortors 
Casarm [ka-sar-m] unto whom 
f\.mipzi [a-mep-ze] I fastened 
nazarth [Na-za-ret-M] pillers of gladness 
a f  [ at] 19 
ad [Od] and 
dlugar [da-Iu-gar] gave them 
zizop [ze-zap] vessels 
Llida [ z-Ie-da] to water 
ca6sgi [ka-as-ge] the earth 
tol t6rgi [ tal-tar-je] with her creatures, 
ad [Od] and 
z chis [z-kes] they are 
� slasch [e se-ask] the brothers 
L [I]  of the first 
ta viu [ta ve-u] and second 
ad [Od] and 
iaod [ya-Odl the beginning 
th i ld  [ te-held] of their own seats 
ds [das] which are garnished 
hubar [hU-bar] with continuall burning 

lamps 
Fe 6 al [pe a all :69636: 
soba [sa-ba] whose 
cormfa [kar-m-fa] numbers 
chis [kes] are 
t a  [tal as 
l a  r ia l  the first 
v is [vuls] the endes 
ad [Od] and 
o c6 casb [kwa ka ka-sabl the contents of tyme. 
C a  [ek-a] Therefore 
niis [ne-esJ Come you 
ad [Od] and 
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Darbs [dar-bes] obey 
Q.lls [kwa-as] your creation 
Feth ar zi [fet-har-ze] viset us in peace 
ad [Od] and 
bli6ra [ble-a-ra] comfort 
iiLia I [ya yal] Conclude us 
ed nas [ed-nas] as receivers 
cides [ke-kles] of your mysteries: 
B agle [bag-Ie] for why? 
Ge iad [ge yad] Our Lord and Mr. 
i L  [e-I] is all One 

The Sixth Call 

Gah [gah] The spirits 
s dIu res de-til of ye 4th Angle 
chis [kes] are 
em [em] Nine, 
micalzo [me-kal-zo] Mighty 
pilzin [pel-zen] in the firm aments of 

waters. 
sobam [so-bam] Whome 
E l  [ell the first 
harg [har-j] hath planted 
mir [mer] a torment 
babalon [ba-ba-Ion] to the wicked 
ad [Od] and 
obloc [ob-1ok] a garland 
samvelg [sam-vel-j] to the righteous 
d1ugar [d-lti-gar] giving unto them 
malprg [mal-ptir-j] fyrie darts 
!!r£aQsgi [ar-ka-os-ge] to vanne the earth 
ad [Od] and 
Acam [a-kam] : 7699: 
c anal [ka-nal] continual Workmen 
so b61 zar [so-bol zar] whose courses 
LQliard [ef-ble-ard] viset with comfort 
caosgi [ka-os-ge] the earth 
ad [Od] and 
chis [kes] are 
anetab [a-ne-tab] in government 
ad [Od] and 
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miam [me-am] contynuance 
t a  [ tal  as  
vi v [ve-v] the second 
ad [Od] and 
d fda] the third 
Darsar [dar-sar] Wherefore 
solJ2eth [sal-pe-teh] hearken unto 
bi en [be en] my voyce 
B rita [be-re-ta] I have talked of you 
ad [Od] and 
zacam [za-kam] I move you 
g'mi calzo [j-me-kal-za] in power and presence, 
sob ha ath [sab-ha-a-teh] whose works 
trian [ tre-an] shal be 
Lu ia he [Iu ya he] a song of honor 
Qdl:.crin [a-dek-ren] and the praise 
MAD [mad] of your God 
Q..fuLQn [kwa-a-an] in your Creation. 

The Seventh Call 

Ra as [ra as] The East 
isalman [e-sal-man] is a howse 
p aradizod [pa-ra-de-zad] of virgins 
oecrlmi [a-e-kre-me] singing praises 
a a o  [a a a] amongst 
ial pir gah [yal per-jah] the flames of the first 

glory 
qui ni [kwe-ne] wherein 
enay fe-nay] the Lord 
butmon [but-man] hath opened his mouth 
ad [Od] and 
in oas [en-a-as] they are become 
ni [ne] :28 :  
p aradial  [pa-ra-de-al] Living dwellings 
casarmg [kas-ar-m-j] in whome 
vgear [v-ge-ar] the strength of man 
chirlan [ker-Ian] rejoyceth 
ad [Od] and 
zonac [za-nac] they are appareled 
Luciftian [lu-se£-te-an] with ornaments of 

brightness 
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cors [kors] such 
t a  [ tal as 
vaul [ va-uI) work 
zirn [zer-n] wonders 
tol ha mi [tal ha me] on all creatures 
soba [so-ba] Whose 
lond6h [lon-doh] Kingdoms 
od [Od] and 
miam [me-am] continuance 
chis [kes] are 
tad [ tad] as the third 
0 [a} and 
des [des] fourth 
vmadea [ v-ma-de-a] strong towres 
od [Od] and 
p ib liar [pe-ble-ar] places of comfort 
Othil rit [ot-hel ret] The seats of Mercy 
od [ad] and 
miam [me-am] continuance. 
C no quol [ek no kwol] o you Servants 
R i t  [ret} of Mercy 
ZACAR, [za-kar] Move, 
ZAMRAN [zam-ran] Appeare, 
oe crimi [o-e kre-me} sing prayses 
q a dah [kwa dahl unto the Creator: 
od [Od] And 
Q mi £;a Qlz, [0 me ka ol-z] be mighty 
aaiom [a-a-e-om] amongst us 
Bagle [bag-Ie} For 
papnor [pap-nor} to this remembrance 
idlugam [ed-IiI-gam] is given 
lonshi [lons-he} powre 
od [Od] and 
vmp lif [v-mep lef] our strength 
vgegi [v-ge-je] waxeth strong 
Big liad [beg Ie-ad] in our Comforter. 

The Eighth Call 

Bazmelo [baz-me-Io] The Midday the first 
[e] is 

t a  [ tal as 
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pi ripson [pe rep-son] the third heaven 
am [ol-n] made 
Na za vabh rna za va-bet] of Hiacynth Pillers 
ox [oks] :26: 
casarmg [ka-sar-m-j ] in whome 
V ran [ v-ran] the Elders 
chis [kes] a re 
vgeg [v-gej] become strong 
ds a bramg [das a-bra-meg] which I have prepared 
bal taha [bal-to-ha] for my own righteousnes 
gaM [go-ho] sayth 
i ad [yad] the Lord 
Saba [so-ba] whose 
mian [me-an] long contynuance 
trian [ tre-an] shall be  
t a  [tal as 
161 cis [Iol-ses] bucklers 
A ba i ua nin [a ba e u-o nen] to the stow ping Dragon 
ad [Od] and 
a zi agi er [a ze a-ge erj like unto the harvest 
rior [re-or] of a wyddow. 
Irgil  [ er-jel] How many 
chis [kes] are 
d a  fda] there 
ds [das] which 
pa a o x  [pa a oks] remayn 
busd [bu-sad] in the glorie 
ca 6s go [ka-os-go] of the earth 
ds [das] which 
chis [kes] are 
odi puran [a-de pur-an] and shall not see 
te laah [ te-Io-ah] death 
ca curg rca cur-j] untyll 
0 [0] this 
isalman fe-sin-man] hawse 
10ncho [lon-ko] f a l l  
ad [Od] and 
Vo uina [vo-u-e-na] the Dragon 
car baf [kar baJ] synk 
Nii"'so [ne-e-so] Come away, 
B ag le [bag-Ie] for 
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aua ua go [a-u-a-u-a-go] the Thunders 
gohon [gO-Mn) have spoken: 
Niiso [ne-e-so) Come away, 
b agle [bag-Ie] for 
mo mao [mo ma-o] the Crownes 
si a i on [se a e on) of the Temple, 
od [Od] and 
mab za [mab za] the coat 
Jad 0 i as ma mar [yad 0 e as mo mar] of him that is, was, and 

shall be crowned 
poilp [po-elp] are divided 
Niis  [ne-es] Come 
ZAMRAN [zam-ran] Appeare 
c i a o fi [se-a-o-fe] to the terror 
caosgo [ka-os-go] of the earth 
od [Od] and 
bli ors [ble ors] to our comfort 
od [Od] and 
corsi [kor-se] of such 
t a  [ta] as  
a bra mig [ab-ra-meg] are prepared 

The Ninth Call 

Mi ca ali [me-ka-o-Ie] A mighty 
bransg [bran-sail garde 
prgel [pur-jel] of fire 
napta [nap-tal with two edged swords 
ial por [yal-por] flaming 
ds [das] ( which 
brin [bren] have  
e fa£afe [ef-af-a-fe] v iols 
E [pe) :8 :  
vonpho [von-pe-ho) of wrath 
o la ni [o-la-ne] for two tymes 
od [Od] and 
obza [ob-za] a half: 
sobca [sob-ka) whose 
v'pa ah [v-pa-ah] wings 
chis [kes] are 
ta tan [ta-tan] of wormwood 
od [Od] and 
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tra nan [tra-nan] of the marrow 
ba ly"e [ba-I-ye] of salt,) 
a lar [a-Iar]  have setled 
Ius da [Ius da] their feete 
so boln [so bol-n] in the west, 
od [Od] and 
chis [kes] are 
hoi q [hol-kwa] measured 
C no qu6 di [ek-no-kwo-de] with their Ministers 
c ia l  [ se-al] :9996: 
v nM [ v-nal] These 
aldon [al-dem] gather up 
mom [mom] the moss 
ca 6sgo [ka-as-ga) of the earth 
t a  [tal as 
las  [ His] the rich 
ollar [ ol-lor] man 
gnay [gi-na-ye] doth 
l i m l a l  [lem-Ial] his threasor: 
Amma [am-mal Cursed 
ehiis  [ke-es] er they 
sob ea [sob ka] whose 
madrid [mad-red] iniquities 
lihis, [z-kesJ they are 
ooa no an [a-a-a no an] in their eyes 
chis [kes) are 
auiny [fl.-u-en-ye] milstones 
dril pi  [drel-pe) greater 
caDS gin, [ka-os-gen] then the earth 
od [Od) And 
but mo ni [but mon e] from their mowthes 
parm [par-m) nme 
zum vi [zUm vel seas 
C nila [ek ne-Ia) of blud: 
Dazis [da-zes) Their heads 
e thamz [et-ham-z) are covered 
!L£hil dao [fl.-keI da-o] with diamond 
od [OdJ and 
mire [me-rek] uppon 
6z61 [0-z61) their heds 
chis [kes] are 
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pi di a i [pe de a e] marble 
collal [ kol-Ial] sieves. 
vlci nin [v-I-ke-nen] Happie is he 
�6bam [a-so-bam] on whome 
v cim [v-kern] they frown not. 
Bagle [bag-Ie] For why? 
lad [yad] The God 
baltoh [bal-toh] of righteousness, 
chirlan (ker-Ian] reioyceth 
par [par] in them. 
Ni 150 [ne-e-so] Come away 
od [Od] and 
ip  rep] not 
a fMafe [0 fa-fa-fe] your Viols 
Bagle [bag-Ie] For 
a c6 casb [a ko ka-sab] the tyme 
i c6rs ca [e kors ka] is such as 
v nig (v neil requireth 
blior. [ble-or] comfort. 

The Tenth Call 

Co raxo [ko-raks-o] The thW1ders of Judge-
ment and Wrath 

chis [kes] are 
cormp [kor-mep] numbered 
od [Od] and 
blans [blans] are haborowed 
L u cal [lu-kal] in the North 
a zf a zor [a ze a zor] in the likenes 
pa eb [pa eb] of an oke 
Saba [so-ba] whose 
Lilonon [Ie-la-non] branches 
chis [kes] are 
v ir q [ver-kwa] Nests 

Ql2 [op] :22: 
eophan [e-op-han] of lamentation 
od [Od] and 
ra elir [ra kler] weaping 
rna asi [rna a-se] Layd up 
bagle [bag-Ie] for 
ca as gi [ka-os-ge] the earth 
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ds (das] which 
ialpon [yal-pon] bum 
do sig (do seg] night 
ad (Od] and 
bas gim [biis gem] day :  
ad (Od] and 
ox ex [oks eks ] vomit out 
daz is [daz es) the heds 
si atris (se at-res) of scorpions 
ad [Od] and 
sal bron [sal bran] live sulfer 
cynx ir [ka-yen-eks erl myngled 
fab 6 an [fab a an] with poysen 
V nal chis (v-nal-kes) These be 
const [ konst] The Thunders 
ds [das) t h a t  
daox (da-oks) :5678: 
co casg [ko kas-j] tymes 
ill [olJ in the 24th part 
o a n:1o [0 a ne-o) of a moment 
yor [yor) rore 
vohim [va-hem) with a hundred 
ill [01) : 24: 
giz y ax (gez-yaks) mighty earthquakes 
ad (Od] and 
eors (e-ors) a thousand 
cocasg [ko-kas-i) times 
plo si (pia se) as many 
molui (mo-lu-e) surges 
ds [dasj which 
pa ge ip [pa ge ep) rest not 
la rag [ Ia raj) neyther 
an [am] know 
droIn [drol-n) any 
matorb (ma-torb] 
cocasb ( ko-ka-sab ] tyme 
em na [em na) here 
L [ I )  One 
p atralx [pat-rcHaks] rock 
yoci [yo-ke) bringeth forth 
matb (ma-teb] : 1 000: 
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no mig [no meg] even as 
mmans [mO-nons] the hart 
olDra [ o-lo-ra] of man 
gnay [gi-na-ye] doth 
angelard [an-ge-Iard] his thowghts 
Ohio [o-he-o] wo 
Ohio [o-he-o] wo 
Ohio [o-he-o] wo 
Ohio [o-he-o] wo 
Ohio [o-he-o] wo 
Ohio [o-he-o] wo 
no ib [no-eb] yea  
Ohio [o-he-o] wo 
Ca osgon [ka-os-gon] be to the earth 
Bagle [bag-Ie] For 
madrid [mad-red] her iniquitie 

[e) i s  
z i  rop [ze rop] was 
chiso [ke-so] and shall be 
dril pa [drei-pa] great. 
NiisQ [ne-e-so] Come away 
Crip [krep] but 
ip rep] not 
nidali  [ne-da-Ie] your noyses. 

The Eleventh Call 

Ox i ay"al [oks e a yal] The mighty seat 
holdo [hOI-do] groaned 
od [Od] and 
zirom [ze-rom] they were 
Q [0] :5 :  
co rax 0 [ko raks 0] thunders 
ds [das] which 
zildar [zel-dar] flew 
ra asy [ra as-ye] into the East 
od [Od] and 
vab zir [vab zer] the Egle 
cam liax [kam Ie-ax] spake 
od [Od] and 
ba hal [ba hal] cryed with a lowde 

voyce 
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Niiso [ne-e-so] Come awaye and they 
gathered them together 
in 

sal man [sal man] the house 
tel6ch [te-lok] of death 
Ca sar man [ka sar man] of who me 
hoLq [hOl-kwa] it is measured 
od [Od] and 
t i [tel it is 
t a  [tal as 
lihis [z-kes] they are 
soba [so-ba] whose 
cormf [kor-mef] mumr 

[e] i s  

gi! [gal : 3 1 :  
N i i s a  [ne-e-sa] Come away 
Bagle [bag-Ie1 For 
abramg [ab-ra-meg] I have prepared 
noncp [non-sap] for you 
ZACARe [za-kar-e] Move 
c a  [ek-a] therfore 
od [Od] and 
ZAMRAN [zam-ran] shew your selves 
odo [o-do] open 
ciele [ke-kle] the Mysteries 
Q a a  [kwa-a] of your Creation 
Zorge [zor-je] Be friendly unto me 
l a p  [ lap]  for 
zirdo [zer-do] I am 
NOCO [no-ko] the servant 
Mad [mad] of the same your God 
H oath [ho-a-tebJ the true worshipper 
Ialda .  [ya-e-da] of the Highest. 
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The Twelfth Call 

Non ci [non-se] o you 
dsonf [das-onf] that rayng 
Babage [ba-ba-je] in the sowth 
od [Od] and 
chis [kes] are 
00 [Ob] :28 :  
hubalo [hil-ba-e-o] the lanterns 
ti bibp [te be-bep] of sorrow 
al lar [al lar] bynde up 
a t raah  [ a-tra-an] your girdles 
od [Od] and 
e f  ref] viset us 
drix [dreks] Bring down 
fafen [fHen] your trayn 
Mian (me-an] :3663: 
a r  (ar] t h a t  
E nay (e na-ye] the Lord 
ovof [o-vOf] may be magnified 
Soba [so-ba] Whose 
do 6 a in [do o a en] name 
a a i [a-a-e) amongst you 
i Ie] i s  
VONPH [von-peh] W r a t h  
ZACAR [za-car] Move, 
gohus [go-hils] I say, 
od [Od] and 
ZAMRAN, [zam-ran] shew yourselves 
odo [o-do] open 
cide [ke-kle] ye mysteries 
Qaa, [kwa-a] of yor creation 
Zorge, [zor-je] be friendly unto me 
Lap [lap] for 
zirdo [zer-do] l am 
NOCO [no-ko] the servant 
MAD, [mad] of the same yo God 
Hoath  [hO-a-ten] The true worshipper 
la ida .  [y a-e-da] of the Highest 
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The Thirteenth Call 

N apeai  [na-pe-a-e] O you swords 
B abaigen [ba-ba-e-jen] of the sowth 
ds [das] which 
brin [bren] have 
vx [veks] :42: 
ooaona [o-o-a-o-na] eyes 
I ring [l-ren-j] to styr up 
vonph [von-pen] wr ath 
d oalim [do-aI-em] of Synn 
eolis [e-a-les] making 
oUog [aI-log] men 

orsba tors-hal drunken 
ds [das] which 
chis [kes] are 
aHa [af-fa] empty: 
Micma [mek-ma] Behold 
lS ro res raj the promise 
MAD [mad] of Cod 
od [Od] and 
Lon shiJox [lons-he-tox] his powre 
ds [diis] which 
ivmd [yuv-med] is called 
a a i  [a-ii-e] amongst you 
GROSB: [j-ro-sab] A bitter sting: 
ZACAR [za-car] Move therefore 
od [Od] and 
ZAMRAN, [zam-ran] shew yourselves 
odo [a-do] open 
cide [ke-kle] the Mystery 
Qaa,  [kwa-a] of your Creation 
Zorge, [zor-je] Be friendly unto me: 
Lap [lap] for 
zirdo [zer-da] I am 
NOCO [nb-ka] the servant 
MAD, [miid] of ye same your God 
H o a th [hO-a-tenI The true worshipper 
Iald a .  [yii-e-da] of the Highest 
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The Foureenth Call 

Nor6 mi [no-ro-me] Oh you sonns 
Bagie [baj-e-e) of fury 
pasbs [pas-bes] the dowghters 
oiad [o-yad] of the Just 
ds [das] which 
trint [ trent] s i  t 
mire [me-rek] uppon 
ill [01] :24: 
t h i l  [ te-hel] seats 
dods [do-das] vexing 
tolham [tal-ham] all creatures 
ca 6s go [ka-os-go] of the earth 
Ho min [hO-men] with age 
ds [das] which 
brin [bren] have 
oroch [or-ok] under you 
Ouar [kwar] : 1 636: 
Micma [mek-ma] Behold 
b ia l  [be-all the voyce 
oiad [o-yad] of God 
a is ro [a es ro] promys 
tox [toks] of him 
dsi vm [das-ev-m] which is called 
a a i  [a-a-e] amongst you 
Balt im [bal-tem] Furye, or Extreme Justice 
ZACAR [za-kar] Move 
od [Od] and 
ZAMRAN, [zam-ran] shew yourselves 
odo la-dol open 
ciele [ke-kIe] the Mysteries 
Qaa,  [kwa-a] of your Creation 
zorge, [zor-je] Be friendly unto me: 
Lap [lap] for 
zirdo [zer-do] l am 
NaCO [na-ko] the servant 
MAD, [mad] of the same your God 
hoath [hO-a-ten] The true worshipper 
la ida .  [ya-e-da] of the Highest 
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Faxs [ faks-esJ :7336: 
hubaro [hUb-a-ro] lamps living 
tastax [ tas-tiiks] going before 
yl si, [yel se] the  
so  bal ad [so ba-yiid] whose God is 
i tel is  
von po vnph [von po VlIn-pen] Wrath in Angre 
Al don [iiI-don] Gyrd up 
dax [daks] thy 
i I [ell loynes 
od [Od] and 
to a tar: [to a tar] harken 
ZACAR [za-kar] Move 
od [Od] and 
ZAMRAN, [zam-ran] shew yourselves 
odo [a-do] open 
cicle [ke-kleJ the Mysteries 
Qaa ,  [ kwii-a] of your Creation 
zorge, [zor-jej Be friendly unto me: 
Lap (lap] for 
zirdo [zer-do] I am 
NOCO [na-ko] the servant 
MAD, [mad] of the same your God 
h o ath rhO-ii-ten] The true worshipper 
Ialda .  [ya-e-da ]  o f  the Highest 

The Eighteenth Call 

I ls  [eIs] O thow 
Micaolz [me-ka-alz] mighty 
01 pirt [al pert] light and 
i a l  [ ya l ]  burning 
prg [plrr-j] flame 
Bliors [ble-ors] of comfort 
ds [ das] which 
odo [O-do] openest 
B usdir (bus-der] the glory 
o i ad [o-yad] of God 
o uo ars [a-u-a-ars] to the center 
caos go [ka-as-go] of the erth 
Ca sarmg [ka-sar-mej] In whome 
L a  iad [ l-a-yad]  the secrets of  truth 
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